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Completed Testament Age 
is Proclaimed in Japan 
by Gaku Makise-Tokyo, Japan · 

A
great rally, celebrating the 
1st anniversary of the 
Women's Federation for 
World Peace (WFWP) was 
held at the Tokyo Dome in 

Japan. It was hosted by the Holy Spir-

it Association for the Unification of 
World Christianity and the Sekai Nippo 
newspaper company on Tuesday, 
September 14, 1993. 

The Tokyo Dome was filled with the 
fervor of more than fifty thousand peo
ple. Mrs. Hak Ja Han Moon, President 
of WFWP, delivered a commemorative 

speech, and proclaimed the coming of 
the Completed Testament Age and per
fection of the True Family. 

In her speech True Mother appealed 
to the audience by saying, "Let's serve 
God together, united with the True 
Family and take the lead in order to 
establish the ideal world." 

In this rally Her Royal Highness 
Princess Eva Maria of the former King
dom of Yugoslavia as well as Mrs. Mar
ilyn Tucker Quayle, wife of the former 
Vice-President of the U.S.A., made a 
guest speech. They both highly 
praised the activities of Mrs. Hak Ja 
Han Moon and the WFWP, and empha

The overflow audience on September 14 at the 
Tokyo Dome, Tokyo, for Mrs. Moon's address. 

sized that women 
should devote them
selves to world peace. 

This marked the 
first visit by True 
Mother for the eru:ire 
year.. Gathered at 
the gate of the Tokyo 
Dome was a large 
number of people who 
had been whlting in a 
long line for two 
hours before the 
scheduled opening 
time wishing to see 
True Mother. 

The rally opened at 
6 p.m., followed by 
the opening show 
which had magnifi
cent sound and bril
liant lighting. Then, 
a chairman and a 
chairwoman 

nnounce , 1n a 
sonorous voice, the 
commencement of 
this historical event. 

First Mrs. Motoko 
Sugiyama, president 
of the WFWP in 
Japan, introduced 
True Mother to the 
audience, stating that 
she was a mirror of all 
the women in the 
world: all the women 
should respect Mrs. 

seeJAPAH ~::i, 

National WFWP Conference held in Boston 
by Mary Jane Anderson -St. Paul, MN 

W
e felt history behind 
and in front of us as we 
met for the second 
national meeting of the 
Women's Federation for 

World Peace in Boston on September 
24th in the beautiful, historic and 

majestic Unification Church on Bea
con Hill . Built in pre-civil war times, 
this stately mansion had the building 
of a nation in the atmosphere. Per
haps the representatives' desire to real
ly re-build America on a new 
foundation of hope for all_ peoples was 
not too much different from the found
ing fathers . 

Representatives came from 10 of the 
11 U.S. regions and Canada. The 
meeting was guided by national lead~ 
ers Nora Spurgin, president, and Betsy 
Jones, vice-president. It was blessed 
with the attendance of the other 
national WFWP officers: Mrs . Onni 
Durst, Mrs. Yoko Kobayashi, ·and Mrs. 
Mija Baughman and Secretary Gener-

al Mrs. Lynn Mathers. The total num
ber of attendees was 22. 

Mrs. Spurgin opened the Saturday 
session by reporting on recent direc
tions of the Reverend and Mrs. Moon 

- concerning the future of WFWP, from 
which we would make specific region
al·goals 

see WFWP on page 4 
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Completed Testament Age Proclaimed in Japan 
JAPAN · the world while founding more branch-

. es of the WFWP. Moreover, she added, 
from page 1 the world was in need of warm heart-
M9on as a teacher and a mother and ed arid spiritually dedicated women. 
love her dearly as a sister. Princess Eva Maria, as a representa-

She also added that Mrs. Moon had tive of Yugoslavia, encouraged mem
already completed a powerful speak- bers of the WFWP who were working 
ing tour around the world. That made hard to create a world peace. 
it possible to establish branches of the After the guest speakers, True Moth
WFWP in more than a hundred and er, welcomed by storm of applause, 
twenty countries. made a speech in Japanese, entitled 

After this ·rally it was expected that 'True Parents and the Completed Tes
True Mother would then speak at twen- tarnent Age." 
ty five cities in Japan. Mrs. Sugimoto She stated that this world is now 
thanked True Mother deeply for her confronting problems of the fall of the 
heartfelt devotion to Japan, and family and the degeneration ofmoral
emphasized that the Japanese women ity and _that most people are in trouble 
gathered should step forward togeth- with feelings of despair. 
er. She continued by saying that if you 

Next Mrs. Quayle mentioned that desire a brighter future in this world, 
she respects Mrs. Mo~m·s efforts and then you must understand the funda
appreciates the activities of WFWP mental purpose of why God <;:reated 
which try to create a truly peaceful ,human beings: since God wanted a lov
world. ing partner, He created human beings. 

Her Royal Highness Princess Eva Because of the fall of the first human 
Maria admired the vision and courage beings, God's idea, however, had been 
of True Mother, saying that although lost. 
Mrs. Moon was a mother of thirteen Thus evil-originated family and lin
children and a grandmother of twenty eage started, which were based upon 
grandchildren, she was continuing to seif-centered and immoral love. This 
make powerful speech tours around is the cause of this sinful world. 

In her speech True 
Mother also let the 
audience know what 
the women-centered 
Dispensation for 
Restoration was , and 
what that purpose 
was. It was ultimate
ly to realize a True 
Family. 

True Mother also 
explained clearly the 
suffering course True 
Father had gone 
through, relating it to 

the world Dispensation 
for Restoration after the 
World War II. "Bear
ing up under adverse 
circumstances and 
persecution , True 
Father succeeded in 
completing the Dis
pensation for Restora-
t10n. ere ore rue 
Father could realize a 
True Family" which 
God had been desir
ing since the fall of 
Adam and Eve. His 
victory also brought 
the coming of the 
Completed Testament 
Age. 

True Mother ended 
her speech by encour
aging the audience to 
succeed in the 

important mission of Japan 
as an Eve nation complete
ly. 

After the main speech, 
members of the WFWP 
shared some of their favorite 
operatic songs, which 
enchanted people at the 
Tokyo Dome. 

The audience was deeply 
moved and filled with the 
Holy Spirit . . The rally ended 
at 10 P.M., later than expect
ed. 

True Mother's rally was 
continually held at twenty 
five cities in Japan between 
September 11 and 30. Each 
hall was filled with enthusi
astic people, so much so that 
at some halls hundreds of 
people could not enter.~ 
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Returning To The Home Country 
by Reverend Sun Myung Moon 

These are excerpts taken from the 
sermon given on August 1, 1993 at the 
Belvedere International Training Cen
ter in Tarrytown , NY. The translator 
was Sang Kil Han. 

Why is there struggle? 

When can we find eternal peace and 
happiness? Looking from our own per
spective, it will never be possible. This 
is the logical deduction that we will 
reach. Then people will say that there 
is no such being as God, but they are 
missing the one very basic fact: 
humankind fell. That is why it looks as 
if there will be no peace or happiness. 
It looks like there will always be strug
gle and competition, but that is due to 
the fall, when we lost God. 

Principle of creation 

Through give and take of mind and 
body, an individual becomes bigger and 
then takes a spouse. There is give and 
take between the two of them and this 
results in something larger, and so it 
proceeds . There is no limit to how 
much one may expand. 

Going to work 

In the morning, do you fight between 
husband and wife? When you get up 
in the morning, is your thought to do 
something for your husband, or to have 
your husband do something for you? 
This is a very practical problem. 
Between man and woman, which of 
them wants the spouse to do more for 
them? 

When an American woman sends 
her husband to work in the morning, 
does she stand somewhere expecting 
her husband to come and kiss her 
before he leaves, therefore burdening 
him, _g__r .does she run and kis~im._ to 
send him off? 

In the former case, this is a problem 
and the husband is going to have a 
long and perhaps difficult day. Does it 
take so much effort to move a few steps 
and kiss him? If you go to kiss him to 
send him off, he will go off dancing and 
flying to begin his day. Such a hus- · 
band, a "floating-on-the-clouds" hus
band, will cause his fellow workers to 
wonder about him. 

Ifthere are two or three or four per
sons in the world like that, the world 
becomes the Kingdom of Heaven. 

How to receive JOY 

Share your most prized possession 
with someone else and see how much 
more joy you receive. It is because that 
is where multiplication begins. If you 
keep something for yourself, it does not 
multiply, but if you give and share then 
multiplication occurs. 

If you truly give with a sincere heart, 
then it will be returned to you even big
ger. Then you want to return again, 
even more than you received. 

On spirit world 

Do you think revolution is possible 
in the spirit world? Do they demon
strate there? Why would demonstra
tions be necessary in the spirit world? 

The difference between this earth
ly world and the spirit world is that 
here we have to be concerned about 
three major things: .food, clothing and 

1 t li · The problem of incest apace o ve. 
In the spiritual world we do not 

need these things, because they are 
given. According to your level, you 
have enough to eat, wear and a 
place to dwell. 

In the communist world they 
artificially made up classes, but in 
the spiritual world it is very rigid 
and very fair. You cannot go below 
or beyond your rightful place; you 
get whatever you deserve. If you 
want to reach a higher place you 
have to go through the steps nec
essary to reach it. 

In the spirit world, the notion of 
welfare does n ot exist. Welfare 
mea_ns even though you are not 
working, you are receiving money. 
In- that status you will never 
become rich, because if someone 
gives you something then you are 
expected to return it. We must see 
that if we only like to receive but 
not give, then we end up in the 
spirit world which is dark. 

If somebody joins the Unifica
tion Church in order to receive ben
efit from the church, he will 
eventually drop away when there is no 
more benefit to be had. But the one 
who joins the Unification Church with 
the desire to make it bigger and better, 
as does Father, automatic~y goes to · 
the spirit world that he or she deserves 
and will never perish. 

Jesus'body 

The Israelites' purpose in the wilder
ness course was to establish the coun
try. But by losing Jesus' body, God lost 
all the tribes and the tribal land. 
Through the loss of Jesus' body, the 
Israelites lost the lands of the twelve 
tribes. These lands were distributed to 
the Islamic world. Israel lost its land 

-wherr-J esus' body-was- lost and -ever 
since has been fighting with its Islam
ic brothers. 

Seize the time 

America's capitol city has been very 
powerful, but they did not inherit the 
time. The owner of the time has power, 
and can inherit the way of the future. 
Act with decisiveness. People who seize 
the time have all the power. Now Amer
ica is diminishing and going the way 
of death, straight down to hell. How
ever, it won't die . From whom did it 
receive its new life? Look around. It 
wasn't from the Christian world. 

Our society 

Does any American have a home? 
To have no home means to lack par
ents. They don't have husbands, wives, 
or children. Everyone is separated. So 
everywhere in America we see hippies, 
homosexuals and lesbians practicing 
free sex. This is what they have. Does 
this give rise to hope? American peo
ple themselves are not happy about it. 

Returning Jesus 

From the beginning, the purpose of 
Christianity was to create one world 
under God, but they did not know who 
the true owner was to.be. 

The true sovereign is not the Amer
ican president nor the English king, 
but the Lord of the Second Advent. 
God had authority on every level. He 
bequeathed it to the Lord of the Sec-

ond Advent, when Jesus was sent to 
earth to work through him. 

Faith, truth & love 

God's ideal for Adam and Eve never 
changed. Like God, it is absolute and 
unchanging. Unification thought teach
es absolute faith, absolute truth and 
absolute love. Absolute faith is the way 
of the Old Testament. Absolute value, 
centering on human value, is from the 
New Testament age, and absolute love 
is revealed with the Completed Testa
ment Age and True Parents' mission. 

The Old Testament represented the 
creation (all things). The New Testa
ment represented the children and the 
Completed Testament represents par
ents:---" 

We need our opposite 

God originally created so that man 
could connect to Him through love. 
Why is it necessary for man and 
woman to love? Man represents the 
eastern hemisphere, which is only one 
half. Therefore, no matter how famous 
he may be, he needs the opposite part 
of himself. 

American women have the idea 
that they don't want to marry, but 
they still want to have children. 
Why have American women come 
t o that miserable conclusion? 
Because of incest. The American 
family is completely confused. Cen
tering on the man's line a grand
father may misuse his 
daughter-in-law. He thinks that 
sexually misusing his grand-
daughter is no problem. is -
worse than the conduct of animals . 

Women abused in this way will 
absolu tely not like men. Grandsons 
are abused, too, as well as nieces. 
No children like being abused. As 
they grow up, they will reject every
thing. Therefore, children come to 
feel they don't need grandparents, 
parents, brothers and sisters or 
children. Through this breakdown 
of family morality and ethics, men 
and women come to hate one 
another. This leads to homosexu
ality and lesbianism. Men take 
comfort with other men and women 

take comfort with other women. 
Where did this phenomenon of sep

aration begin? This all began with 
incest. It is the result of free sex. How 
can , eople affected by this return to 
the original world? All these people feel 
that love is the enemy, that love is 
destructive. Think about how terrible 
is the very act of homosexuality. Ani
mals do not behave in that dirty way. 
The human sexual organs were origi
nally to be the palace of sacred love, 
the center in which God wanted to 
dwell. 

Why we marry 

When a virgin man and virgin 
woman meet for the first time, there is 
an exdfing electric power 1n their 
minds and bodies . Touching each 
other, that current connects them. Love 
is the only way for there to exist a con
nection between man's life and 
woman's life. Otherwise, their lives can
not connect. A man and woman who 
have received the blessing can connect 
as one body. East and west can con-

see HOME on page 6 

CHURCH CALENDAR 

~ NOVEMBER 1993 

1 Shin Ok Nim's 4th Birthday 
14 CHILDREN'S DAY 
17 Shin Sun Nim's 3rd Birthday 

~ DECE MBER 1 9 9 3 

1 Jin Whi Nim's 30th Birthday 
Shin Young Nim's 7th Birthday 

6 Heung Jin Nim's 27th Birthday 
22 35 Couples' Blessing (Belvedere, '76) · 
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National WFWP Conference held -in Boston 
WFWP 
from page 1 

The morning of the first day con
sisted of hearing the regional chair
woman give reports of the activities 
being done in their regions. These were 
accounts of sacrifice, victory and love. 
So many things are happening that it 
was very hard to keep within the thir
teen-minute time allotment. 

Highlights from the eleven regions 
are summarized in the following: 

Region 1 

From New England , Andrea 
Higashibaba emphasized Mrs. 
Moon's words that "Energy for 
the sake of the world must come 
from New England" because the 
sun rises in the East and goes 
to the West. Her report was full 
of energy as she described the 
many activities that WFWP is 
doing in the Boston region. One 
activity is holding many types of 
meetings during the month 
either for current members or 
for new guests. In New Hamp
shire, the WFWP gave Family 
Service Awards to State Sena
tor Smith and Congressman 
Sweat. WFWP members met 
members of congress when they 
gave these awards; one con 2 

gressman remarked how good it 
was to have a woman's group 
"on the right side." A WFWP 
member and a school teacher 
are developing a cultural aware
ness program for high school age chiF 
drep_. 

Education through various work
shops are ongoing in New England; two 
evening programs per week, a Sunday 
seminar every week, and a 1-day, 2-
day and Blessing preparation work
shop per month. From these seminars 
have come requests to specia.liiein var- -
ious areas such as parenting, sub
stance abuse for prison inmates, and 
"how to die right" in light of so many 
citizens having HN related illnesses. 

Part of this region is focusing on 
holding teenage workshops for youth 
in which the "Free Teens" program can 
be presented. This has laid the ground
work for an idea of a very large event 
for November. 

As part of their Tribal Messiahship, 
WFWP members of New England are 
having meetings in their homes invit
ing friends and neighbors. Depending 
on the host couple, meetings have var
ied depending on their particular inter
es ts, from making sushi, quilts or 
discussing spiritual healing, but all 
introduce the work ofWFWP. Reading 
the speech, "True Parents and the 
Completed Testament Age," was found 
to be the best way to have a stimulat
ing and thought provoking meeting. 

One WFWP member in Mas
sachusetts has been supporting the 
local "Morality in the Media" group in 
their efforts to remove pornography and 
violence from the media. This partic
ular group has been very appreciative 
of WFWP's support, even though they 
had previously been hesitant to work 
with any group associated with the 
Unification Church. The local WFWP 

· membership is learning that journal
ists are now beginning to become con
cerned with family values. 

Region 2 

Region 2, which includes New York 
State, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania 
is equally energetic and successful in 
developing WFWP. Marie Ang reported 
that in August, a one-day seminar was 
held by the New Jersey chapter enti
tled, "God-Family-Family Values." The 
video, Lethal Risk was shown. 

WFWP helped sponsor a convention 
in September in New Jersey. Mrs. 
Hope Igarashi and Mrs. Hirade intro
duced WFWP activities to the 125 in 
attendance. 

In upstate N.Y. a meeting on July 

Region 4 

Debra Goni from Georgia gave a 
report from region 4. They are involved 
in a program called "Racial Harmony," 
which concentrates on black-white har
mony and studies women who 
throughout history left their influence 
on black-white unity. 

A unique program beginning there 
is one on "Viet Nam: 20 years Later." 
It addresses the reality of Viet Nam 
today. 

Programs on pornography and vio
lence have also been given by WFWP 
women. 

a bazaar. They have also found co
sponsors for the "Parents Day" resolu
tion. 

Region 7 

Peggy Yujiri represented the Col
orado area from Region 7. She spoke 
about a spiritual healing workshop 
given by Mr. Richard Cohen. 

Another successful program that is 
ongoing are dinner programs for guests 
who have heard the recent message of 
the Reverend and Mrs. Moon. One part 
of the evening is a question/ answer 
session fo by having guests sing 
a song or read a poem that they have 

chosen. 

Region 8 

From Region 8 , centering 
on Texas, the WFWP is just 
beginning to take shape. 
Many of the church mem
ber's past and present pro
grams and seminars have 
been centered on family 
issues and they will now be 

· making efforts to expand 
them under WFWP. 

Throughout the region the 
women have been writing let
ters to their representatives 
asking for their support for 
Parent's Day. WFWP mem
bers are active in schools 
through the PTA and Parents 
Advisory Councils. 

Regional Chairwomen and National Officers of the WFWP 
Region 9 

Catherine Ono came with 
a report from Region 9, the 

upper Northwest part of the nation. 4th for 70 members and guests 
occurred as well as a seminar on heal
ing by Beatriz Steeghs. Sarah Witt and 
Ester Weress presented the Family Ser
vice Award to US Representative Ger
ald Solomon in his Saratoga office. 

In Pennsylvania, WFWP hosted a 
talk -by Nora Spurgin- en emotional
healing in which she explained the use 
of hypnotherapy in treating the wounds 
of emotional trauma. Many students 
from the University of Pennsylvania 
became interested in hearing more 
about-the spiritual aspects of healing 
and returned for principled lectures 
sponsored by WFWP. 

Region 3 

Susan Fefferman represented Region 
3, the Washington D. C. area. She gave 
details on the project of the "Family 
Service Award." This is a yearly award 
given to congressmen and senators 
who demonstrated support for the fam
ily in today's society. Another impor
tant project which Susan works on is 
the adoption of "Parents Day." a day, 
July 28th of each year, to be observed 
by recognizing and uplifting the fami
ly. This is a bill presented to the house 
of representatives and must have 218 
cosponsors to pass. Its official name 
is Resolution HR 236 and was first 
introduced by Congressman Dan Bur
ton of Indiana. WFWP is part of a large 
coalition of groups and individuals who 
also wish to see parents get recogni
tion. 

In metro D. C., one WFWP member, 
Marie Agres, is working with a program 
called, "Enough is Enough," founded 
by Dee Jepsen, wife of a former sena
tor, to educated women on how to com
bat pornography. 

Region 5 

From the Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, The region united with Nancy Old-
Michigan and Missouri region, Marie enettel to protect against explicit sex 
Hudson gave an exciting description of and violence on prime-time television. 
WFWP work. One seminar was done This campaign involved letters to con
with the help of CARP (the Colle~iat_e gressman and influential people, fol
Association for the Research of Princ1- lowed by a protest rally in front of the · 
ples)-which..was-held a.t. Wayne..State.... - local television station which was plan
University in Detroit called "Interracial ning to air a particularly violent series. 
Marriage and World Peace." I~dia~a Nancy received a very nice letter of sup
is working on the theme ofmarnage m port from U.S. Congressman Jennifer 
marriage enrichment programs. Dunn. 

The WFWP chapter in Kentucky is 
giving "Free Teens" workshops in Region 10 
churches and on television. Region 10 consists of the Southwest 

In Illinois cable programs are also state.s and Hawaii. This large popu
being developed under the title, "Fam- lous area has been organizing corn
ily Forum." mittees , according to chairwoman 

WFWP in Missouri held a diaper Kristina Seher from Northern Califor
drive for Faith House, a home for new- nia, dealing with various issues as 
horns to two years of age born of crack- health and education. 
addicted parents. There were 44 boxes CARP and WFWP are working 
of diapers collected, $475 in cash plus togetherto'Spcmsor'Seminars on Divine 
toys and clothes were donated. Principle and the meaning of Blessed 

Marriages. 
Region 

6 
The thirteen WFWP chapters in th_is 

Mary Jane Anderson reported from area are involved with follow up pro
the midwest region 6 of Minnesota, N. grams for those who attended Rev. and 
Dakota, Iowa and Wisconsin. In the Mrs. Moon's recent speeches, they are 
Minneapolis area Mrs. Tokiko Richard- presenting provocative seminars •such 
son has been holding monthly "Inter- as on the spiritual world and the after 
national Teas" with many Japanese life. 
women. Topics at the team have been Sachiko Sato reported from south
on introducing guests to the goals of ern California where WFWP is also 
WFWP and on better ways to parent. holding discussion groups on methods 

From Wisconsin, Reverend Wither- of natural healing, family life, family 
spoon, who has been studying the Uni- planning, abstinence teaching meth
fication teachings, created the NW ods, and parent-child relationships, 
Milwaukee Christian Evangelical Cen- outreach and public relations and Bible 

. ter. He is launching what he calls a and Divine Principle study groups. 
"Christian Love Crusade" in which he 
will be teaching the Divine Principle. Region 11 

In North Dakota, Cindy Pfeiffer and From Region 11 Debby Gullery 
Betsy Orman raised $700 for WFWP at 

see WFWP on page 6 
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by Bryan Warner-London, UK 

I 
t was faith which sustained the 
first half dozen inspired pioneers 
of the Unified Family (as the Uni
fication Church is informally 
referred here) in Great Britain in 

1968. Now, the faith of the present 
Unificationists was vindicated when 
July 28th turned out to be a brilliant, 
sunny day in the middle of a rainy spell 
of weather. 

A family celebration of the twenty 
fifth anniversary of the registration of 
the Holy Spirit Association for the Uni
fication of World Christianity (now 
shortened to Unification Church) as an 
official charity in this country was held 
at South Farm, Stanton Fitzwarren. 

The celebration drew four hundred 
members of the church and as many 
again of their children to this beauti
ful small estate in Wiltshire. 

An array of tents and marquees, a 
horse box masquerading as a sweet 
shop and a play area with a big sand 
pit, served the needs of everyone. Long 
Marsh field had not seen so much 
activity and excitement since the Horse 
Trials which were held there in 1977. 

The first Unificationist to come to 
the United Kingdom was actually David 
S. C. Kim, who is n9w head of the Uni
fication Seminary in Barrytown, New 
York. He came to study at the Univer
sity of Wales in Swansea in 1954. 
David Kim was able to teach the Divine 
Principle to some spiritual groups 
which he met but, unfortunately, this 
effort failed to make a lasting founda-

. tion. 
Sun Myung Moon came to England 

for the first time in 1965 and blessed 
' a 'Holy Ground' in Kensington Gardens 

in London. A! th~s tim~ 9:... Korean lady, 

I
n this new column we will 'out
line significant events that hap
pened in the providence in this . 
century. We will relate events in :, 
True Parents' lives giving;an . 

explanation of the event and its 0 sig
nificance. This· information is drawn · 
from a database that.is being comI?iled 
at HSNHeadquary:r,sf .. ·: ·_ _ . ::it}¾, •+ 

11/01/1945 Fatha: first went to the 
Israel Monastry. There he served Mr. 
Beck Moon Kim, a John the Baptist 
figui:e, for 6 months, which was sym
bolic of indemnifying 6,000 years of 
history. ,• · ·· 'w 
11/21/1946 On August 11, 1946 

Father was arrestee\ by the police in 
Taedong, a district of Pyqngyang. In 
jail, on Sept. 18 Father had tried to 
. pass a message .to ,Mrs. Hyo Bin Heo 
the" leader of, (fie Inside' B~ Hy''• 
Church. The not~;J,Vas discover e~, 
Mrs. Hyo Bin Heo was killed ~nd 
Father was severely tortured. Father 
was released fromjail on the '2Jst, 
afte~';lO0 days in/prison. Th~.~ly / 
followers found his b&iy and ,,. ·.· . . · . 
him with oriental medicine. 

11 / 19 / 1960 The fir~t Children's Day 
was declared in Seoul, Korea. The 
date was·October ;lst by the lunar 
calendar. · ,/~' l , .. ¥tt m< 

11/21/1960 'Miss Young Oon ··Ki~'s 
small missionary group moved' to 
the Bay area of California from Ore
gon. 

11/23/1967 Un Jin'Nim was born -. =~. _ ,> 'v •:•. . · </~• .<~,>.-; .,: • -·:-:c-/', -:·•• 

Unification News 

Mark Brann, head of the UK church, addressing the 
celebration and presenting prizes to the children; 

and the MFT band performing .. 

Dr. Young Oon Kim was responsible During the first half of 1968, the first 
for America and Europe. There was no· three native Britons to accept the 
permanent presence in the "U. K. at the teaching joined the pioneers and the 
time of the 1965 visits, but soon after movement began to grow apace. From 
this an American lady was sent to Lon- then on, witnessing centers were grad
don to re-establish the mission. ually opened all over the country. A 

By the end to 1967 three young mobile center in a converted fufniture 
women and one young man, all from removal truck, named Samson, capa
Commonwealth countries had joined ble of accommodating fifteen young 
and were living and teaching in a flat men, joined the fray in 1972. 
in E.m2.eror's Gate ill central 1.ondon_,__ By 1974, ~ature people ~ere join-

5 

ing and contributing. This resulted in 
the gradual building of a substantial 
material foundation. Mr. and Mrs. 
Masters donated the estate at Stanton 
Fitzwarren, which had been in their 
family for 400 years almost to the day. 

Other-people made the purchase of 
the small manor, Cleeve House, near 
Devises, possible, and finally the head
quarters at Lancaster Gate in London 
\V_!l-S _ _purchased f~I.!!_th_e Norwegian 
government with money which includ
ed many a widow's mite. 

The celebration day began with a 
meeting in the big marquee, where the 
day was offered to God with prayer. A 
presentation of the history of the move
ment in the U.K. was made containing 
live testimonies of early members, 
which were mixed with video footage 
of historical f!vents covering the full 
twenty five years. 

A picnic lunch in the sunshine was 
a truly golden opportunity for catching 
up with relationships and sharing expe
riences with people who wez:e mm:mal
ly too far off for anything but letters or 
telephone calls. It was also a time for 
seeing old friends in the village. 

There was much cooing and aahing 
over children never met before and 
many surprises at seeing some one 

_ remembered as a young, new member 
now trailing around three or four little 
scamps . 

The afternoon was given over to 
games of volleyball, soccer, races by 
parents and races by flocks and herds 
of children. This was a whoop and hal
loo of an afternoon, which resulted in 
a number of bald heads and pale knees 
catching a bit of sun-scorch. 

Barbecued lamb and barbecued pig, 
with venison burgers and corn on the 
cob, was followed by entertainment, 
both spontaneous and almost orga
nized. This ended at 6.30 p.m., mid
night, or somewhere in-between, 
depending on your stamina, the age of 
your children and how far you had to 
drive home. ~ ' 
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CC Ministers meet in Alabama 
'ev. Ocie Crawford-Mccalla, AL 

n
e first ICC Alumni ministers 
eeting in many years was 

eld on August 31, 1993 in 
cCalla, Alabama. Several 

ministers and guests attend
his meeting. Bishop George T. Craig 
.1med his role as president of the 
: Alumni Association of Northern 

. __ Jama 

>ur meeting began with dinner. 
'__n Rev. Tom Cutts the ACC Region
~ f irector of Southeastern United 
: es gave a most inspiring Unifica
._ Church update. Afterward each 
~ster gave a brief testimony of what 
1v. Oy gained from their ICC tour in r~y we made plans to have meet-

around the state and eventually 
nd the region. Remember many of 
e ministers will .want to attend the 

)is JSing in 1995 but they need our 

encouragement and support. 
Brothers and sisters, let us build on 

the foundation our True Parents have 
laid through the ICC providence. 
Although many ministers were unable 
to attend this gatheriog many 

i ,me p 
1Alu' selves and members of the Unification 
famm page 4 Church, then we can become living tes-
ur I timony of true parenting. On that 

·) Re<:e about activities of WFWP in the basis we can teach others. Second, is 
lirec' York City area, where sex edu- to define all relationships of love. 
ces fn is an issue much in the news. These can be drawn from the Three 
, Ch chapter is working on developing Great Blessings, taught in the Princi
:stecdel program for teaching sex in a ple. " 
i, giY based format. Another point was that the topic of 
ea. ada "true parenting" umbrellas all other 
inal subjects, including the abuses of rela-

eporting for Canada, Lilly Tadin, tionship. By keeping "true parenting" 
i ~\e about Mrs. Moon's recent speech as the primary objective of the educa
fn g given to well attended audiences 
;e ~ 1e major cities and on cable tele- tion other topics such as child abus
;sin I ti. al 1 al . es, etc., can be approached having first 
, ,n. nterna on cu tur evenmgs put forth the positive outlook. 
~eld in Montreal. "Life After Life" Next, Andrea Higashibaba and Leslie 
iWfrequent topic _of conferences. Tele- Holiday presented a highly stimulat-
'111 ion and radio programs have . b h • · 
, I. . d th _ ali f th • •-t ld __ m_g re~ort a out t eir recent expen-

, 'ke aesse ere ty O e spm wor · ences m fhe Newton, M~sS': -sch-ffol 
J., Yoentations system with sex education. Leslie sin

on her lunch the meeting resumed by 
l chbng presentations by regional 
c?d~oman on specific topics. Susan 
JilY hman spoke on "Parenting" and 
t1adaWays in which WFWP is working 
~ ,eveloping a comprehensive pack
~ep<of education on how to become a 
T.e 8

: Parent. "The first responsibility 
?hg g,ing this" she said, "is to train our
: e: 

gle-handedly took on the liberal estab
lishment to challenge their 
pansexualism that had penetrated the 
public school system. She joined with 
Christian activists in Massachusetts 
to reverse condom availability in the 
Newton schools and influence sex edu
cation curricula in favor of abstinence. 

Holding a symposium on this issue, 
more than 500 people attended to hear 

expressed real interest in having the 
meetings again. I feel now is the time 
more then ever to find those prepared 
ministers, raise them up and let them 
fulfill their mission. 

We as Unification members may 

speeches by three eminent scholars, 
including Dr. Judith Reissman, who 
is credited with having exposed fraud 
in the Kinsey reports. 

Andrea spoke also on the develop
ment of the Completed Testament 
Churches in New England. All the 
efforts of past years working with 
Christian ministers from the ICC tours 
is beginning to bear fruit . . Thirteen 
churches are developing into complet
ed testament churches. 

The meeting continued by hearing 
Mrs. Mija Baughman and Mrs . Yoko 
Koyayashi speak on the Korean and 
Japanese WFWP activities. Their heart 
came through beautifully as they 
described the spiritual and physical 
difficulties pioneering new levels. 

-After dining on a wonderful-Korean 
banquet beautifully and lovingly pre
pared by the Boston Church, we con
tinued into the evening with voting on 
the WFWP T-shirt design contest. Of 
all the entries, David Hose's work was 
chosen as the winner. 

To end the day a prayer walk was 
done through the serene and quiet 
park across from the church. It was 
a lovely autumn night. 

After pledge on Sunday, Kristina 

November 1993 · 

Bishop Craig, ICC Alumni President 
of the Birmingham, AL, chapter 

addressing the ICC meeting 

know what needs to be done but often 
times these ministers may know how 
best to do it. 

Rev. Crawford is the State Leader of 
the Unification Church in Alabama. ~ 

Seher led us to Holy Ground in the 
park for prayer and ,singing. Light rain 
was falling as the chairwomen made 
pledges and affirmations to each other 
to seal their commitments to making 
WFWP succeed. 

Sunday was a day for summing up 
and setting goals until the next meet
ing. One final report was heard from 
Tomiko Duggan who shared points 
about doing public relations work. She 
spoke on Mrs. Moon's ·speaking tour 
in Japan and the dynamic that went 
into the success of the speech at the 
Tokyo Dome where 50,000 people 
came to hear Mrs. Moon speak. Mrs. 
buggan accompanied Mrs . Marilyn
Quayle to Japan where Mrs. Quayle 
gave an introductory speech. 
--The_conference .. was v..e.ry: intense ip 
the sense of being filled with so much 
information and news. Mrs. Spurgin 
and Mrs. Jones were our "rudders" to 
keep the meeting on track, while Mrs. 
Durst and Mrs . Baughman gave us 
"sails" as we heard their testimonies 
about how to move the spiritual world 
to help us "chart our courses" in our 
mission as chairwomen of WFWP.~ 

-On.---------------~-----------------------------------------------

1.~!)ME 
f io rffl page 3 
Jres:in one global position. How won-1 
d:ses:tl this is! · 

For a woman, her husband is her 
absolute truth. For a man, his wife is 
his absolute truth . How do you like 
that? Is that okay? Maybe you don't 
need True Love, saying, "I don't like 
women , but I want True Love." The 

EDEN 
ELORAL 
FARM. 

For quality fresh cut flowers and 
dedicated service 

Call Carlos at 

·1-800-933-3437 ext 101 
2882 NW 72 Ave• Miami, FL 33122 

man who thinks that way will never 
find love. It is only from your True Love 
partner that you can find love. 

Men and women's minds, bodies and 
blood make oneness, and this is the 
place where the creation of children 
occurs. In this act of exchanging own
ership and occupying each other, there 
is high level of excitement for both man 
and woman. 

All five senses, smelling, hearing, 
touching, tasting and feeling, focus on 
one point. A wave of True Love passes 
through both partners and afterwards, 
children appear. 

Jesus' course 

The Old Testament promised the 
Israelites that the Messiah would be 
sent to save them. The Israelites abso
lutely believed the Messiah would 
come. However, all the Israelites 
believed that Elijah would come down 
from heaven in a fiery chariot before 
the coming of the Messiah. John the 
Baptist was Elijah; Jesus un<Jerstood 
this although no one else did. 

Centering on John the Baptist, the 
Israelite nation could have united with 

the Messiah. At that time the Israelites 
didn't know that. Crowds gathered all 
around the"""'='"""' ca.using a stir and 
making a problem for the Roman gov
ernment. That phenomena was taking 
place in the provincial territories. 

Jesus told them that John was Eli
jah, but he could not convince them. 
The Israelites responded with, "He 
wants to become the Messiah! He is the 
king of the devils." Without John's tes
timony, it was inevitable that they 
would accuse Jesus of heresy. 

They eventually did exactly that. 

Not so far away 

The noise of the outside secular 
world, no matter how loud, will disap
pear. The original purpose is that Eve 
and Adam unite. That partnership 
doesn't waver anywhere or anytime. 
This is Divine Principle's original view-· 
point and nothing can change this. The 

· time for this fulfillment is not so far 
away.~ 

COMMUNICATE WITH THE 
UNIFICATION COMMUNITY 

THROUGH THE UNIFICATION NEWS 

l 
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Getting Involved With Public Access Cable T. V. 
by Paula Fujiwara-Newton, MA Different stations take different tape skills are acquired through experience, 

formats depending on their equipment, so that is another important reason to 

I 
'm personally inclined to believe budget and policies. So, check it out. volunteer for shoots. 
that public access cable T.V. is The second major video project I 
God's gift to us. It is the last How did it happen! tacked was editing footage 
unbiased bastion of 1st Amend- You may ask, how did I, a from three cities of Moth-
ment rights in this country. So homemaker, become a TV er's 1992 WFWP inaugu-

don't neglect it! I would like to share producer virtually ral tour into a 30 
some information about public access; overnight? I'm glad you li!PiWMM4i1 minute documentary. 
steps for getting involved and my tes- asked!- Previous to I was able to use the 
timony of one year as a "community the summer of 1992 station's editing 
producer" at my local station. I had only held a facilities because I 

Public access stations "narrowcast" video camera once included the tape 
to cable customers within a certain while capturing my t as a new segment 
geographical area-usually a city or little son on tape for of the Divine Prin-
town. Many such stations have P.E.G. my far-off relatives. ciple series. (Note: 
access ·which eaiilS ublic, educa- But then some- you can't use the 
tional and governmental. Schools can thing happened that facilities for a project 
have special cable hook ups to the sta- has · changed the you don't intend to air 
tion as well as city hall, so school board course of my life. A on the station.) 
meetings, city council meetings, etc., public access studio In the meantime, 
can be aired over the ~------~ opened in the base- Leslie Holliday co-
station. 

How to do it 

If you want ta 
submit 

ment of a converted founded a concerned 
school one block Paula with son Dae Yang citizen's group opposed 

programs or from my apartment. and Leslie Holliday. to comprehensive sex 
If you want to sub- produce That was June, education. Her group 

mit programs or pro- programs here 1992. It was like sponsored a forum in spring of this 
duce programs here are the simple Heavenly Father knocked me on · year which highlighted the failure of 
are the simple steps for steps far the head and said, "Just do it!" I the comprehensive approach over sev-

ple all of the time. God has been right 
in there working through this situa
tion A case in point: During this past 
summer I made two new acquain
tances. I met Pam in class at the stu
dio. She feels a calling to do an 
historical documentary of the sex-ed 
debate in Newton even though she is 
just an inexperienced community pro
ducer like me. 

Then there is Kathryn. She is a con
servative Christian and a 20 year vet
eran T.V. producer with the local PBS 
station doing documentaries. I have 
been educating both of them about the 
sex-ed issue. I had not yet introduced 
them to each other but they met by 
chance recently at a networking meet
ing for women video producers! Now 
Kathryn is thinking bigger than we are! 
Pam will soon tape on-camera inter
views of Leslie and I for her documen
tary. Now that is inspiring wouldn't 
you say? What else is there to say? 
Just do it! 

Videos Produced By 
Paula Fujiwara: 

MOTHER'S INAUGURAL 
W.F.W.P. TOUR 1992: getting involved: getting involved had been praying to find a way to eral decades as well as an exposed of 

1 . Look up yo·u get involved in the community Alfred Kinsey's fraudulent human sex- A 30 minute documentary using 
local public access sta- '--------~ that would have great impact and uality studies. I produced and direct- New Future Films footage of Mother's 
tions in the phone book . influence. ed the videotaping of that event. New York City and Boston speeches as 
or contact your local cable company Public access stations are like video It has since aired six times on the well as parts of CARP's video of Moth-
for information. community centers. Representatives station. Other family value activists er's Moscow visit. The format and con-

2. Call and find out when they have from social service groups, the police have purchased the tape as an educa- tent follow closely the contents of A 
orientation meetings. Also, request a etc., come to be trained to create prq- tional resource. (see details below) CALL TO ACTION (WFWP booklet) : 
copy of their rules and regulations and gramming. I attended the...very first ori- Also, I have been editing Father's Introduction of the wprld tour with 
membership form . They usually have entation session and signed up for Boston speech which I intend to cable- scenes from Mother's arrival in 
a newsletter too. . studio production classes. Beginning cast. Moscow, Josette Shiner emceeing, 

3. Annual membership fees are in August I was able to arrange for a most of Mrs. Spurgin's speech, the 
roughly $20-$30 for individuals. You 17 part Divine Principle series to be Putting out the message video of Mother's life, nine minutes 

1 don't usually need to be a cable sub- aired weekly (produced by Don I have been utilizing my privilege to excerpted from Mother's speech, Mrs. 
scriber to become a member. Mem- Makowski in New Jersey). air non-local video pro- Jones' call to action, theme song over j 
bership gives you the privilege to take By sending a press ductions to the max! montage of Mother greeting guests and I have same people classes so that you can become certi- release to the local papers In September I began receiving flowers and gifts. This is looking at me with fled to use their equipment and cable- •I was quoted in a feature to air a series of videos on Paula's very first editing project so 

respect and 
cast programming as long as you take story entitled" "Cable admiration and the general theme of sex- there are some rough spots technical-
responsibility for the program content. turns tables: cable carries uality in America. Each ly. However, it moves the heart. $7.00 l 

f • others, af course, Cost is minimal or ree. (My stat10n messages other media video is being aired five including shipping and handling . 
.---+--"'harges a one tim@-matuiru-:s--Ictx..e-J-- t-imiJ· gft1HI'H:i. ss."-" ------Etih~in~k~/'im~a~==;;---lf-t.JLirone.easJ.ouvr.e.I:___a_ruie.___wj::_e.i4~'..tll~TL'~Sc...'W~R~O-!JN~G~W~IT1_Hn_ _ ___ __ j_ ___ _J 

4. All public access stations will In November 1992 I angeraus anattc. period. I began with SEX EDUCATION ANYWAY? 
cablecast programs on a first-come, became certified as a Yau can't please all "Lethal Risk: The Crisis A two hour forum held in Newton, 
first-served basis without discrimina- "community producer" of the people all af of AIDS in America" pro- Massachusetts. Lots of audience reac-
tion. It is only if their programming qualified to use all the stu- · the time. duced by Hyo Jin Moon. tion shots of the nearly 600 concerned 
schedule is very full that they may not dio equipment. The very '------------' My second choice was parents and educators, gay activists 
cablecast. Each station has an next day Leslie Holliday "The Gay Agenda in Pub- and family value activists in atten
autonomous board of directors which and I taped a show using two of lie Education." It's produced by a con- dance. Three very qualified panelists 
is elected by the membership. Some Richard Panzer's FREE TEENS pro- servative Christian organization called expose the secular humanist, pansex
stations opt not to accept programming motional videos. We called the pro- The Report. ualist agenda of comprehensive (K-12) 
produced elsewhere, i.e., accept only gram "Teen Issues in the Age of Soon I will air "One In Ten: The Kin- sex education programs and their dis
locally produced shows. I recommend A.I.D.S". Leslie was the host and I sey Percentage-The Hidden.Agen- ~-----~ astrous results. Very 
that you attend an orientation session directed a volunteer crew in the con- da" also produced by Hyo Jin In September powerful presentations 
to get all the information about your trol room. Moon. Since beginning this series I began ta air with an inspired intro
station's policies. If you just talk to By airing Leslie's phone number we I have been getting front page fea- a series of duction to the evening by 
someone on pln 'lJ1 , explain ing hoped to locate groups interested in hue stories in the local papers as videos on the Leslie Hollida • Th 
what you want to do, you might abstinence-based AIDS prevention edu- well as a supplement of the Sun- general question and answer ses-
encounter a prejudiced person. By cation programs. We got several calls day Boson Globe. I submitted a theme of sion demonstrates how 
going to a meeting you can avoid this but introducing abstinence based pro- Principle-based opinion piece to sexuality in gay activists counter the 
possibility. grams in politically correct Newton has several papers as well which have America panelists. 

By talking short evening "crash been an uphill battle. been published. (see article: "Is PANELISTS: Mr. Don 
courses" you can learn the basics bf . I have been volunteering occasion- a Philosophy of Sexual Liberation .._ _____ ___. Feder, conservative 
studio production (set design, lighting, ally as a crew member for other peo- what we really need?") Boston Herald columnist and author 
cameras, ~udio, switching, graphics, ple's productions. It's a great way to Leslie and I have been struggling to of A Conservative Jew Looks At Pagan 
editing, etc.) and also "remote shoot" serve the community. The other com- find an effective ayenue of awakening America. 
production using camcorders and munity producer.s also feel obligated parents to the failed comprehensive Dr. William Kirkpatrick, Professor 
other portable equipment. to return the favor when I'm looking approach to sex education. It remains at Boston College and author of Why 

GIVE A UNIFICATION NEWS GIFT 
SUBSCRIPTION TO ALL YOUR LOVED ONES THIS 
HOLIDAY SEASON - IT MIGHT NOT CONVERT 

THEM BUT AT LEAST THEY'LL KNOW ENOUGH TO 
ASK YOU SENSIBLE QUESTIONS INSTEAD OF THE 
"HAVE YOU STOPPED BRAINWASHING KIDS YET" 

VARIETY. SEE THE BACK PAGE FOR DETAILS. 

for a crew for my projects. Of to be seen if my video series and news Johny Can't Tell Right From Wrong. 
course, I meet new people coverage will be effective in this regard. Dr. Judith Reisman, authority on 
every time I take a class. At any rate , I have been stirring up ·child pornography and child abuse and 

Since becoming a commu- good trouble and am having a stimu_- author of Kinsey, Sex And Fraud and 
nity producer I have taken lating, exciting life! SoftpomPlays Hardball$23 incl. S+h. 
classes in editing, graphics I have some people looking at me Checks payable to Paula Fujiwara 
and animation, remote pro- with respect and admiration and oth- 57 Floral St. , Newton, MA 02161 (a 
duction and electronic news ers, of course, think I'm a dangerous small profit margin goes to Boston area 
gathering. Video graphing fanatic. You can't please all of the peo- WFWP activities) . H-
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Northern California holds 'One Heart Camp' 
by Mary Gowey-Berkeley, CA 

0 
ne Heart Camp is a camp 
held every year at Aetna 
Springs in Northern Cali
fornia for children who are 
8 - 16 years of age. This 

year One Heart Camp ran from August 
8 - 14. 

There were a total of 61 children 
attending camp. We had 5 different 
groups with an older blessed child 
assisting in three of the groups. 

This year, due to a large turnout, we 
had the Senior Boys and Senior Girls 
groups sleep in tents. The younger 
groups slept in rooms with their group 

leader. We began each day with a 
wake-up call at 7:00 am. We would 
then have exercises led by the blessed 
children who participated in the New 
York workshop. Morning Service would 
be next, followed by breakfast, Korean 
Study, and Divine Principle lectures. 
Charles De W atteville would lecture to 
all the campers for the first lecture. We 
would have a short break and then the 
Seniors would have a story time and 
nature walk. 

After lunch there would be an after
no on full of activities. Each group 
would have time for swimming or boat
ing in the lake, relaxing in the spa, 
going for a hike and time for arts and 

crafts. This year the children made 
plaster masks which some of them 
used in their skits. Before dinner we 
would spend time singing together. 

Our evening activity was different 
each night. We had testimonies from 
the children who participated in 
blessed children workshops at various 
times throughout the summer as well 
as those who attended school in Korea. 
One night Isaac Durst came to share 
about what it was like to be a teenag
er in the Unification Church. One night 
we had a star gazing hike. 

Parents gave an inspirational shar
ing of their testimony one evening. The 
last evening a_t camp we had a speech 

contest on the topic "Why my family is 
important to me ." We then had won
derful skits performed by each group 
and some entertainment by the staff. 

One Heart Camp was truly an inspi
rational time for both campers and 
staff. Everyone is looking forward to 
participating again next year. Once 
again, many of the children wrote in 
their reflections that they would like 
the camp to· be longer. We are think
ing of possibly having a One Heart 
Camp during winter break. 

Reprinted from American Neighbor
hood, the newsletter of the church in 
Northern California . .+-

~ N._California. Spiritual and 
0 111

ri1
111n · . ='" •. ,,~,...._ Emotional Healing Group Meets 

Is the Hometown 

(ailing You? 
If you are from the 
Washington, DC. or 

Baltimore area 
NeW Wave Seafood 

may have a .position 
for youl 

Accounting• Sales 
Drivers• Plant workers 

Fax or mail your resume to Nick Sasao 

New Wave Seafood, Inc. 
10474 Tucker Street 
Beltsville, MD 20705 

Ph. (301) 595-5771 ~~ 
Fax (301) 595-5108· 

- ~ 

.,._,...II he Spiritual and Emotional 
Healing Group has been very 
busy reaching ouf to the com
munity this summer. Inspired 
by Pat Detlefsen .of the 

Shimjung Healing Center, the group 
held the fourth part of a series of sem
inars entitled "Exploring the Spiritual 
Dimension." · 

Thirty guests attended the event held 
at the National Foundation of Oriental 
and Tradi-
tional 
Medicine on 
Telegraph 
Ave in Berke
ley. The pro
gram began 
with a wel
come by Mrs. 
Onni Durst, 
Regional 
Chairwoman 
for WFWP. 

T h e 
evening was 
two-fold, with the first presentation 
given by Christine Froehlich of San 
Francisco. Christine spoke on the rela
tionship between the physical world 
and the spiritual world, particularly 
how they affect our growth process . 

On the foundation of Christine's ani
mated introduction, Pat Detlefsen spoke 
more specifically about the emotional 
and ancestral ties that attract and bind 
us to spirit entities. Then she spoke 
about what we can do to free ourselves 
from the negative influences from spir
it world. 

The audience found the topic very 
stimulating and challenging. These the
ories are just recently becoming accept
ed on the rofessional healin circuit 
as people become more aware of the 
unseen principles effecting our lives. 
From this series of seminars, a 
bimonthly study group was formed from 
those participants who feel ready to 
begin their own personal journey in 
healing 

The study group had its first meet
ing at the Guest House in Hayward. The 

intimate group of ten began with intro
ductions and a sqaring of why each per
son had come to the group. Following 
that, Pat led everyone through a guid
ed me.ditation taking us to our "sanc
tuary" where there is only goodness and 
where we can feel positive about our
selves. 

It was an uplifting experyence for all 
present. 

Reprinted from American Neighbor
hood, the newsletter of the church in 
Northern California . .+-
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East Coast Summer Camp for 2nd Generation 
by Ed Heinz-Newberg, NY 

Tf 
e Blessed Children's Work
hop for ages 9-1 3 was held 
n New York's Camp Sunrise 
or five days during the first 

week of August 1993. Prior 
to this workshop, the elder BC's went 
through intense training for 40 days 
under Hyo Jin Moon in Texas and sub
sequently became staff for the 21 day 
workshop for ages 14-18 in Camp Sun
rise. 

Keeping in this invaluable tradition, 
about 50 of these elder BC's remained 
to become s taff for the final training of 
the 9-13 year olds. Many were group 
leaders and lecturers for the first time 
and provided a wonderful example of 
elder brothers and sisters educating 
the younger. · 

What was so unique in this final 
workshop is that Mr. Moon's staff and 
the parents planning committee of vol
unteers could work together to create 
a synthesis of efforts. The Ad Hoc Com
mittee selected a first generation camp 
father and mother figure and a Coor
dinator from second generation as the 
planning committee. 

It was very important to maintain 
Hyo Jin Moon's tradition in workshops 
as well as utilize the parents positive 
experiences in past workshop life. Of 
course, the goals and 
heart were one and 
the same and as 
time progressed the 
genuine -feeling was 
that this was truly 
religious education 
from the True Fami
ly. 

Hyo Jin Nim's 40 
day and 21 day 
training was lead by 
Yoon Sun Park, and 
it became clear from 
theJirsLday_tha.t...all 
reporting should be 
guided through Yoon 
Sun-and centered--on 
Hyo Jin Nim. With 
directions coming 
through this clear 
order, True Family 
directly supervised 
the Blessed Chil
dren's education. 

On the first day, 
Mr. Moon's wife, Nan Sook Nim, arrived 
and toured the facilities and made 
helpful comments on the overall sched
ule. It as a ipeaoe · a osphere 
to experience the beauty of Camp Sun
rise and God's creation inspiring the 
True Family. 

As training began, the second gen
eration staff invested tremendous ener
gy, wisdom and compassion toward 
their younger BC's. Of course there 
were points to improve and mature in 
for many of the younger group leaders 

True Family Tree 

but their overall per
formance was proven 
successful by the pos
itive testimonies of the 
children on the last 
day of workshop. In 
key roles for the staff 
were Jo Won Seuk , 
Misook Kwak, John 
Lee, Hwang Chan, Jin 
Sa Park, and in direct
ing roles, Jin Hong 
Park and Yoon Sun 
Park. The challenge 
and focus was to cre
ate a standard of heart 
and attendance both 
vertically and horizon
tally in order to have a 
clear channel for God's 
spirit. 

Everyone worked 
very hard to create order and harmo
ny as we felt time closing in on this 
short 5-day workshop. Many first and 
second generation were strangers but 
overall the second generation staffs 
disposition was very serious concerned 
with unity which so rare in this world.· 
Their spirit was very refreshing, pure 
and genuine. They are truly the dream 
come true for the first generation. 

I have rarely seen the bond of heart 
in a staff that was so willing to ascend 

to and accept the 
whole purpose . 
Blessed Children 
delivered very impres
sive leetures of the 
Divine Principle and 
internal guidance that 
deserve a sincere 
thank-you. 

Over 225 Blessed 
Children were edu
cated in this work
shop from 
Washington DC, New 

-Yor , oston , 
Philadelphia, Chicago 
and elsewhere. 

On behalf of all of 
the parents, I would 
like to say thank-you 
to all of the older 
Blessed Children for 
teaching and truly 
loving our Unification 
Children. 

The staff was made 
up of parents and second generation. 
I was the camp director and I fully sup
ported the second generation staff. 
There was very strong enthusiasm 
coming from especially the elder broth
ers who just came out of Hyo-Jin Nim's 
very successful training. 

The testimonies of the teen-age 
Blessed Children turning their life 
around and making a new commitment 
to True Parents brought many of them 
to tears. Honestly, they expressed their 
pain at seeing Blessed Children fall 
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away. That kind of seriousness should 
never be lost. 

Parents and second generation 
working together was very valuable in 
order to bequeath parental heart. 

But parents also learn purity from 
the second generation. Hyo-Jin Nim 
gave clear direction as soon as he was 
asked about discipline. He said that 
children in this age group should be 
told when they do something wrong 
and then be asked to sit down and 
write out how they 
would do it better the 
next time. This work
shop was a great exam
ple of Hyo-Jin Nim's 
concern and absolute 
dedication to raise up 
and educate the second 
generation. I believe , 
every parent on staff 
could only express grat
itude and many times 
we were in tears our
selves. 

In the..end, the testi
monies that were writ
ten out by the children, 
hundreds of 
them, told how 
they wished that 
camp could last 
longer and that 

. they felt so loved 
by their older 
brothers and sis
ters and their 
friends. Many said 
that they wished 
the whole world 
could be ike 
Camp Sunrise. 

I believe the 
real fullfillment of 
everyone's efforts 
was that Hyo Jin 
Nim arrived on 
the final day of 
graduation for a final commemoration· 
speech . The idea of being one True 
Family wasn't just theory but a living 
heart-felt experience. 

As a UTS student, I've discovered 
this point is precisely what current 
scholars of religious education are 
struggling with and writing about; "how 
to truly teach students to live reli
giously, not just teach religion". With 
the True Parents here on earth, and 
the True Family, we have the blessing 
to see and experience living examples 
to follow. There has been so much 
effort in past and present religions to 
simply educate, indoctrinate, and 

memorize dogma, but to no 
avail. Terms in religious edu
cation research being used 
today are "becoming religious 
in relation to others", "edu
cation through socialization", 
"intentionality in education". 

True Father is always 
reminding us that what God 
needs is people who know his 
heart and that every word of 
truth that is so essential 
should be read as if it is sav
ing someone's life. As Unifi
cationists there is much we 
can inherit from previous reli~ 
gious educators study of their 
own problems and with True 
Parents and True Family we 
can resolve so much. We 
must provide a more quality 
religious education in our 

own faith. 
It is very important to mention the 

support of parents who volunteered as 
staff full-time. I can confidently say 
that parents were educated themselves 
in their experience working with the 
Second Generation. Overall planning 
was coordinated by Mrs. Yoko 
Kobayashi and Dr. Tyler Hendrics. 
Louise Honig (camp mother) , Tamie 
Wilenchek (treasurer and secretary), 
Cynthia Toffee (art director), Sandra 

Lowen and Steve Wright (lecture train
ers), Benjamin Hack (general affairs) 
and too many .others to mention who 
were very dedicated and helpful. 

Thanks to all of them and thanks to 
all of the beautiful children who cre
ated our gigantic Unification Family of 
225 brothers and sisters. From taking 
notes in lectures- to swimming-to malc
ing bamboo flutes - to meeting new true 
brothers and sisters, it became an eter
nal memory in building the Kingdom 
on Earth.~ 

COMMUNICATE WITH THE 
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Old, New and Completed Testament Families 
by Gordon L. Anderson, Ph.D. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

I 
n an earlier article, I concluded 
my discussion of the proclama
tion of "True Parents and the 

· Completed Testament Age" with 
the statement that nothing could 

help America more today than an all 
out competition to create true families. 
In this second of a two-part series of 
articles, I discuss the need for a new 
model of the family and the evolution 
of the family through the Old Testa
ment and New Testament eras, to the 
Completed Testament Era. 

Empire when it was in its glory and 
was undoubtedly brought up with its 
moral code . The Law of the Old Tes
tament contains similar codes of eth
ical conduct together with a code of 
religious behavior which honors the 
Creator God who laid down the divine 
plan for human life. The family was 
part ofGod's plan, and perversion of 
this plan was forbidden. In Genesis it 
clearly says that God created Adam 
(male) and Eve (female) for one anoth
er, and that he wanted to bless them 
and their descendants . Ancient Israel 
prospered when its citizens followed its 
divine precepts . It was punished or 

The Old Testament Family declined when it fell 
We should view the away from the Law. 

All great civilizations were raising of children The Old Testa-
based on clear moral principles as the most ment form of dictat-
and principles of human con- important mission ing family life 
duct. This includes norms for of the family, more through strict law is 
marriage and family life . In important than similar to the way in 
ancient civilizations; husbands d I • h which parents a u t r,g ts. and wives had obligations to one _________ instruct young chil-
another, parents had responsi- '----------- dren to behave: Do 
bilities for their children. Children had this. Don't do that. I will reward you 
obligations to their parents. Neighbors if you obey me, I will punish you if you 
had moral codes regarding property ·disobey. Even today, Jewish people 
rights, theft, and bodily injury. The who follow the Torah receive the bless
foundation of any society involves uni- ings that come from such a life. Unfor
versal codes of behavior, enforced tunately, whe.n they live in exile in 
either by law or by conscience. If peo- other lands, such as in 15th century 
ple committed an offense they were Spain, or 20th century Russia or Ger
publicly punished to dissuade others many, the blessings that come from 
from committing the same offense. obedience to their moral precepts often 

Even before the Mosaic Law was become a source of jealously and 
given to the people of ancient Israel, hatred by the gentiles. 
Hammurabi, the sixth king of.the One can view the Old Testament Age 
ancient Babylonian civilization, laid as an age of children's love for the par
down a code of human conduct with ent (God) . It corresponds to the first 
many remarkable similarities to the of three levels of human growth , the 
Old Testament code of Leviticus. In formation stage. The Old Testament 
Babylon there were strict penalties for Family, while it rose out of the mire of 
disobeying the rules of monogamous fallen ancient civilization and stands 
family life. The Babylonian Empire above the secular societies of today, is 
became strong, in part, because of its only the first stage of development of 
basis in family practices. It was a civ- the True Family. Forcing families to 
~lization tha~ had stren~h from with- live according to a moral code given by 
m ~eca1:1~e _its lead~rship ½__n_ew th~t _JJod m~y_hel them tQ.live b~tter, but 
society, if it is _to su1:71ve, m:ust :5e bui~ does not explain why such behavior is 
up_on th~ family umt. Mantal _mfideh- good or socially necessary. The Old 
t'.' m _ancient Babylon was pum~hed ~y Testament Family is justified "because 
bmdmg_the offer.tder and throwing him God demands it," not as something 
or her m the nver to drown. Hus- rationally grounded or emotionally 
bands, wives, and families were in this grounded as a model of love. 
way forced to stay together whether 
love existed or not. It could be a very The New Testament Family 
oppressive situation by today's stan- Jesus' basic message, the message 
dards, yet it enabled Ancient Babylon of the New Testament, is that love is 
to grow and overtake its surrounding higher than the law. In the Sermon on 
neighbors. the Mount we find verses such as "You 

Abraham lived in the Babylonian have heard that it was said 'You shall 
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not commit adultery.' But I say to you Early American Puritans were 
that every one who looks at a woman unique in their experiment to create 
lustfully has already committed adul- "God's New Israel" in America. By 
tery with her in his heart." Jesus' applying the principles of Jesus to fam
teaching did not encourage disobedi- ily and community life, and by seeing 
ence of the Law, but encouraged a the New Testament as a building upon 
heightened level of moral awareness the Old, the Early Americans were able 
by which people could guide their lives to create a society that God would 
by their own conscience. bless, and to which He could reveal the 

Jesus encouraged people to love one pattern of True Family life. 
another, not because it was the law, I have been struck, when studying 
but because it was a reflection of God's the lives of the American forefathers, 
love for His children. He washed the by how far America has drifted from 
feet of his disciples and performed the model of the Christian family in 
other acts of love, ultimately giving his 18th century America. I would like to 
life for the sake of his teaching. return to the passage from "The Law 
Because Jesus died um:narried, he did of Genera 'o " from the book by 
not provide a completed model of fam- Catherine Marshall (Something More, 
ily life. However, Jesus did lay down pp. 73-77). Jonathan Edwards, con
an example of brotherly love. If one is sidered by many to be America's great
to ask what norms for family life Jesus ·est theologian, was a preeminent 
gave, one has to look at Jesus behav- example of Christian family life. Fam
ior towards his disciples and his ilies who lived like the Edwards fami
friends. ly is described, gave America its 

Jesus raised his followers to the level providential role in the world . The 
of brotherly love. In the human life decline of America is testimony to the 
cycle, we can compare his teaching to incompleteness of even the Protestant 
the stage of moral development which family. 
should occur in young adults. The The highest standard of Christian 
monastic life of Saint Francis and family life has been unable to become 
countless Christian saints is a Chris- a standard for American national life, 
tian model of brotherhood, or agape due to limitations of the Christian mes
love . Brotherhood i~ a type of equali- sage itself. First of all, tl:le founder of 
ty in Christ, free from coercion and Christianity, Jesus of Nazareth, did not 
beyond the law. Since the_ time of leave a norm for family'life. Secondly, 
Christ, ideal communities derived on - American Christianity has been exclu
the. basis o( brotherhood have been sivistic . If it has promoted a univer
tried. The community of believers of sality, it has been the universality of 
the book of John was an example. Jesus Christ , not Christian family 
Monasteries are an example. The norms. Thirdly, with the American 
freemasons are another example. separation of church and state, there 

The secular example of needs to be a rational jus-
New Testament brotherly love God did not tification for public moral 
can be found in communism. intend for a .norms . Christianity has 
In communism is the attempt New Testament not presented such justifi-
to frame a society of perfect civilization in cations adequately. Final-
justice based on principles of which the ly, the abuse and 
~rotherhood. _H_owever, in t~e highest form of breakdown that has 
hfe God envisioned for his religion was occurred in the traditional 
children, monolithic equ~i=-_ce/ibBC¥ · family pattern has led crit-
ty was not the goal. Broth- ,.,_ _______ - icisms tnafCfinstiansnave 
erly love goes beyond failed to address. Instead, 
selfishness and considers the other as Christian sympathy has led to more 
a partner, however it does not provide acceptance of non-traditional families 
the norms of the unconditional respon- than promotion of traditional families. 
sibility required of parents . After all, it can be argued that homo-

Normally, brotherly love should be sexuals might display brotherly or sis
practiced as part of one's moral devel- terly love, which is the level of love that 
opment prior to marriage. It is a form we received from Jesus himself. 
of preparation for adult life , not adult The Completed Testament Family 
life itself. Br-0therly love is not parental 
love. If Jesus had been able to estab
lish the norm of True Family love, we 
would have never had to see countless 
monks and nuns living a life of pover
ty and chastity and never experienc
ing the joys of family life. From this 
perspective alone , the period of 
Medieval Christianity might be called 
the "dark ages." 

I do not believe that it was an acci
dent that Martin Luther emptied out 
the monasteries and convents and 
married the monks to the nuns. The 
Christian homes which developed from 
these monastery marriages, including 
Luther's own family, prefigure the True 
Family. Luther, by turning back to the 
Old Testament, rediscovered the fam
ily laws of Israel that had been lost on 
New Testament Christianity. By bring
ing the self sacrificial love of Christ to 
bear upon family life, Luther, Calvin, 
and other Protestants paved the way 
for a better world by making the Chris
tian home the center of society. 

The Completed Testament Family is 
such a recent appearance on the earth 
that it cannot be discussed with the 
kind of scholarly reflection that has 
been applied to the O d 'Testament and 
New Testament Ages. However, I can 
see it as analogous to the final stage 
in the development of love in human 
life . Parental love goes beyond broth
erly love, and legislated love, to assume 
complete responsibility for the other, 
while at the same time bringing hap
piness and fulfillment to the individu
al. If "love your enemy" encapsulates 
the heart of the New Testament ethic, 
"invest and forget" may encapsulate 
the heart of Completed Testament par
ents. 

In recent speeches, the Reverend 
Moon has talked about the importance 
of the new family in mastering the four 
heartistic realms (son's love; brother's 
love, husband's love, and parent's love) 
and the three great kingships (tribal 

see FAMILY on riext page 
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Is a Philosophy of Sexual Liberation 
What We Really Need iii Our Schools? 
by Paula Fujiwara decriminalization of prostitution. Six 

SIECUS officials signed this "bill". 

L
t's take a brief look at the Wardell Pomeroy has said, "Incest 

SIECU S / Planned Parent- can be satisfying, non-threatening and 
hood/ gay rights perspective even an enriching experience." 

f human sexuality which is The above information is from Kin
he basis of K-12 com pre- sey, Sex And Fraud, Reisman, et al ., 

hensive human sexuality education 1990 and SIECUS Circle: A Humanist 
curriculum and ask ourselves if this is Revolution, Chambers, 1977. 

Hc···ever, her recommendations for for all the organs, systems and 5 bil
a new norm will not end the sexual lion cells of the human body to thrive 
abuse she laments especially since she harmoniously there is a unifying norm 
asserts that "we are sexual from the (value) which is: function for the pur
womb to the tomb." (page 7) Child psy- pose of the whole body. The brain and 
chology does not support that claim. nervous system maintain that norm 
In fact, sexual activity in childhood is throughout the body. In this way all 
damaging to psychological develop- the needs of the body are met. Coop
ment. erative give and take is mutually ben

what we really want for our children. It is no wonder then .------------, Ours is truly a sexu
ally exploitative society 
not because we are 
a dhering to norms but 
because we aren't. We 
need reconciliation, com
passion, love and service, 

eficial. If, however, some cells function 
only for their individual purpose con
flict and destruction (diseases such as 
cancer) r esult. Human society has · 
always experienced conflict and 
destruction because we have not yet 
recognized the value of the unifying 
norm of living for the whole purpose of 
love. If we all truly lived for the sake 
of our families and society all our needs 
would be fulfilled. There would be no 
need to create new norms focused on 
the rights of minorities or the individ
ual. If there is mutually beneficial true 
love, there's no need to seek alterna
tives or substitutes. 

The Sex Information and Education that the gay rights agen
Council of the United States (SIECUS) da resonates so well with 
and Plann ed Paren ere found- comprehensive sex edu
ed by members of the following group cation. The 1972 Gay 
of colleagues: Margaret Sanger, Mary Rights Platform demands, 
Calderone, Lester Kirkendall, Deryk among other things, that 
Calderwood and Wardell Pomeroy. They states "present homosex
all subscribe to the Kinseyan philoso- uality as a valid, healthy 

Ours is truly a 
sexually exploitative 
society not because 
we are adhering to 
norms but because 
we aren't 

phy of human sexuality. preference and lifestyle as a viable 
Alfred Kinsey conducted sexuality alternative to heterosexuality" and that 

"experiments" on infants and children all laws governing age of sexual con
in the '40s and '50s and published sent be repealed. Gay author Dr. 
reports which have been uncritically Gilbert Herdt stated in his book Gay 
accepted by the American scientific And Lesbian Youth ( 1989) that "(gay) 
community. His studies were con- culture has begun to institutionalize • 
ducted in order to validate his view of socialization techniques for the trans
human sexuality: all forms -of hetero- mission of its cultural knowledge to a 
and h om o- sexual expression have younger generation ." Should gay 
equal value including "cross-genera- socialization b e man dated fo r 9 t h 
tional" sex (pedoph.ilia) . graders? 

Mary Calderone has said that "pro- The SIECUS Report for June/July 
viding today's society with a very deep 1990 features an article entitled,,_ "The 
awareness of the vital importance of Transition from the Old Norm to the 
infant and childhood sexuality is now New-Sexual Values for the 1990's," 
the primary goal of SIECUS." by Sylvia Hacker. Her a.palysis of the 

Dr. Kirkendall wrote "A New Bill of · "old norm" can be described as a 
Sexual Rights", 1976, which advocates, scathing indictment of a sexuality 
among other things, adultery, bisexu- exploitative society. I believe that much 
ality, sterilization, pornography and (but not all) of her analysis is valid. 

not more physical grati
fication at younger ages. 

Fulfilling physical desire does not fill 
the empty heart of a love-starved per
son. It just leads to desperation, 
despa,ir and self-destructive behavior. 

As long as the "sexuality cultural 
war" rages , we will remain in a lose
lose situation. Confusion will reign and 
our children will not receive the clear 
guidance we all want them to have for 
a physically, emotionally, psychologi
cally and mentally healthy life . 

I would like to see a win-win situa
tion develop where we all can agree on 
a common value perspective. Such a 
value perspective should benefit all of 
humanity, i.e., not any special inter
est groups which necessarily creates a 
win-lose situation. With unselfish love 
as the core value we naturally create a 
win-win situation. 

Let me make an analogy. In order . 

Our crisis of STDs, unwanted preg
nancies, abuse and violence stems from 
the absence of unselfish love. We all 
need to be healed of the pain resulting 
from selfish, exploitative love with huge 
doses of true love. In others words, we 
don't need a philosophy of sexual lib
eration. We need a revolution from self
ishness to unselfishness . Without 
striving for an ideal of true, unblem
ished love, life is not worth living. Per
haps that is why so many people these 
days are bent on self-destruction. ~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FAMILY 
the parents, it is important for parents in school, young people need to have should pick up where America's found-

from previous page 
of young children ,to engage in prac- varieties of experience in the real world. ing fathers like Jonathan Edwards left 
tices that are good for young people to A summer on the Texas farm raising off. We should help the traditional fam
follow. Studies have shown that it is food, a summer on the ocean catching ily evolve to a new level that recognizes 

king, race king, ~d na~ion king). The not of primary importance whether par- fish, a summer fundraising, and a that the moral laws of the Old Testa
completed person is an integrated per- ents employ a strict or liberal style of summer of witnessing would all great- ment are guidelines to social prosper
son wlilc~ con_ ams al.17eve1s of~ove child raising. Rather, it is most impor- - y enefitffieclevelopment of the total- ·ty; but that behind them-is a plan for
and functions m all levels of society, tant what type of people the parents child. eternal love, joy and happiness for hus
all is connected by vertical relationship themselves are. Do the parents prac- We can already see indications of band wife and child. We should now 
to God. It is this type of person whom tice love towards one another? Do they those institutions necessary for the ere- understand that God did not intend for 
God has longed to see since the ere- regularly bow and pray tp God? Do ation of completed people by looking a New Testament civilization in which 
ation of mankind. they live for the sake of others? Chil- at those institutions in which the True the highest form of religion was celiba-

Now that .we understand our des- dren pick up their parents' motives in Parents (Reverend and Mrs. Moon) are cy. However, we can understand that 
tiny more fully, we are challenged to subtle ways and have an uncanny abil- now investing their energy. Witness- growth through celibacy can prepare 
become True Parents, by those who ity to mimic bad behavior as well as ing, fundraising, Ocean Church, and one for higher joys when family life is 
claim to have established the model good. the Texas Farm are not just activities consummated. 
(Reverend and Mrs. Moon). We can Education of the norm must be con- or businesses to finance the Unifica- We must be willing to submit the 
embark on a heavenly competition to sistent with life in the real world. The tion Church, rather they are the type Completed Testament family to the 
create true families. As I mentioned at Jewish Bar Mitzvah and the Christian of activities necessary for the educa- scrutiny of science and universal 
the beginning, America needs nothing confirmation parallel the rite of pas- tion of completed people. They are inquiry, not just proclaim it as divine 
~10~e. today than_such a heavenly com- sage into adulthood in other societies. activities which teach sacrifice and dis- revel'.3-tion. Based on tl:e current dis
petit10n to practice true 1ove and true True families also must educate chil- cipline, as well as make the person cussions about family e 
family life. dren about God's principles, and this aware of farm life, the life of the sea, the United States, it may be easier for 

We should view the raising of chil- must be done in a way consistent with and of the varieties of people living in this inquiry to proceed than at any 
dren as the most important mission of the world in which we live, not rituals our world. other time in American history. ~ 
the family, more important than adult left over from hundreds or thousands The completed testament family 
rights . When we focu~ on children, we of years ago that may seem irrelevant 
find th~t they 1:eed different forms of to youth. Our education of norm must 
educat10n at different levels of devel- be consistent with our own practice 
opment. In the Unification theory of and it must lead to goodness and 
education, we speak about the educa- human well being. A series of work
tion of heart, norm and technique. shops or study sessions on the Old, 

In a crude way, these three levels New, and Completed Testaments, 
correspond to the Old Testament, New specifically geared toward moral devel
Testament, and Completed Testament opment should be completed at this 
lif~, as we have ~eady alluded. Young crucial age to help guide the final edu
children are guided by rules, youth by cation of the child education of tech-
moral ideals, and parents by respon- nique. ' 
sible love. As such, we need to under- Youth in their late teens should 
take practices in our daily family life receive a variety of types of education 
which enable our children to grow to prepare them to understand the 
through all three phases. world of nature and the world of 

Since, education of the heart is non- human society. In addition to cours
rational and based on the example of es in science, philosophy, and the arts 
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The Origin of Conflict and Suffering 
.Volume Two• Part Five. sengers, however, angels praise and angels dwelled - was created before Unprincipled Love 

T
hus far we have seen that the 
Fall somehow involved not 
just Adam and Eve, but also 
the angel Lucifer. Yet who 
was this angel, Lucifer? And 

what are angels? Let us look at the 
angelic realm. 

Belief in friendly, invisible spiritual 
beings has been a part of human cul
ture since time immemorial. Their 
presence is recorded in the early chap
ters of Genesis (two angels ate with 
Abraham) and recently Billy Graham 
has written a best-selling book on the 
topic, called Angels . 

In this area also, however, we must 
distinguish fact from fiction. We have 
only to look at much religious art to 
discover what is the traditional belief 
regarding the angels' appearance. They 
have been portrayed as being glorious 
man-like beings with huge swan's 
wings, often times carrying harps or 
hymn books . 

Is this really how they appear? Gen
esis 19: 1-5 makes reference to a time 
when Lot was visited by two angels, 
and·the people of Sodom mistook the 
angels for men. Similarly, the Gospels 
of Luke and Mark refer to the angelic 
visitors to Jesus' tomb as "men" (Mark 
16:5, Luke 24:4). 

From such Biblical accounts we can 
conclude that the angles appear dif
ferently from what most medieval paint
ings would have us believe. In fact, 
man and angels look alike. The differ
ence is that angels are created as pure 
spirit, whereas J:iuman beings are both 
spiritual and maj:eria=l~. __ 

,. _Angels in the Old and New Testa
ments serve three distinct purposes . 
The first was to be servants to God: 
"Are they not all ministering spirits sent 
forth to serve, for the sake of those who 
are to obtain salvation?" (Rev. 1:14) 

Beyond being created to minister to 
God and man, the angels also serve as 
messengers. Throughout the Old and 
New Testaments there are reports of 
God sending His angels to communi
cate with men. 

For example, angels appeared to 
Abraham telling him that Sarah would 
have a son named Isaac (Gen. 18: 10). 
lt was also an angel who told Mary of 
the coming birth of Jesus (Luke 1:31). 

More than act as servants and mes-

give glory to God. Their function here man. At the same time Lucifer saw Eve as 
might be compared to a military honor After the completion of the angelic a very beautiful and attractive figure. 
guard paying formal tribute to a nation world, God placed an archangel to rule Since the source of beauty of God is 
or its flag. over the entire angelic kingdom Just His love, those who receive more love 

John of Patmos, the writer of the as God gave a blessing to Israel through from God reflect the most beauty. As 
Book of Revelation, records: "Then I one man, Abraham, so God's love for Eve grew, she became more and more 
looked, and I heard around t he the angelic world was given through beautiful and Lucifer was natura!Iy 
throne ..... the voice of many angels, one angel. According to the tradition- attracted to her. In addition, feeling a 
numbering myriads of myriads and al understanding of many within the loss of love, he sought to receive more 
thousands and thousands, saying with Judeo-Christian faith, this archangel's love from Eve. 
a loud voice, ·worthy is the lamb who name was Lucifer. The more Lucifer was with Eve, the· 
was slain .... "' (Rev. 5 : 11-12) Before the creation of man, Lucifer more their relationship grew. Wanting 

was the supreme, being in the heav- to preserve his supremacy, Lucifer Servants not Children 
enly hierarchy and was the greatest h h 

What l·s the di·ffierence between man soug t to win Eve's eart. From her singular recipient of God's love . He d d h 1 
and .the angels? Beyond the fact that appeared to be closest to God and even si e, Eve was attracte to t e ange . 
angels exist only as spiritual beings, seemed to be God's favorite. As the "angel of light" he was wise 
there is also a difference in roles . God beyond anyone, and she was flattered 
created the angels as His servants and The Threat to Lucifer by his attention. 
messengers , but He created mankind According to Divine Principle, Lucifer Even th0ugh Lucifer knew his intent 
as His children. The ultimat~ joy and was placed in the Garden with the was absolutely againSt the will of God, 
purpose of creation was manifested in young Adam and Eve to serve them and Lucifer's desire for Eve began to grow 
man. guide them in their growth. As he pur- beyond the fear of law or death. Final-

Since God created man as His child, sued this mission, he noticed that ly he was determined to defy even God, 
if God stood between him and the His servants, the angels were intend- something had changed. He began fo 

ed to serve not only God but His chil- realize that Adam and Eve were receiv- object of his desire. 
dren as Well. As God's chi.ld , man was · 1 f G d th h Because of God's warning to her, Eve 

mg more ove rom O an e. initially rebuffed Lucifer's a dvances: 
intended to rule over the angels . His situation can be compared with 

To say that man was to rule over the that of a child who is suddenly dis - "And the woman said to the serpent. 
angels many seem to be a radical state- placed by a newborn baby. Until the "We may eat of the fruit of the trees of 

the garden. But God said, "You shall 
ment. After all , within the Christian new infant arrived , the older sibling not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in 
tradition angels have always appeared was the sole recipient of his mother's 
to be glorious and superior beings. love. Now, however, he may feel that the midSt of the garden, neither shall 
Reinforcing this view, there is the his mother's love for him has decreased you touch it, leSt Y0u die ." But the ser
famous Psalm : "What is man, that and he may become burdened with feel- pent said to the woman, "You will not 
Thou are mindful of him ... Thou hast ings of rejection and envy. die . For God knows that when you eat 
made him a little lower than the Such was the feeling of Lucifer after of it, your eyes will be opened and you 
angels ." (Ps, 8:4-5) . the creation of man. Because Adam will be like God , knowing good and 

According to Divine Principle, man and Eve were created as God's children, evil. " (Gen. 3
=
2-5) 

. . As her initial resistance crumbled, 
was actually created on a higher level not His servants, they received more E b f d b L .f , 
tban an ofthe_.2-ngelsJg1.d now exists love from God than Lucifer did. Lucifer ved e~a~~ cin. us ~ .~ ~c~;r s 
on an inferior plane only because o-cf -th- e-'--+-.w,..c.--a.c..s unaware that God loved h im as- wor S:--- o - -~ -give:n u e-i er- o- am 
Fall. The roles which scripture ascribes much as He always d id but that He a nd Eve to .guide their gro~ h ; yet now 
t 1 ld · ct· th t th • 1 1 d Ad d E he was tellmg her somethmg that was o ange s wou m 1cate a ey were s1mp y ove am an ve more. b , . . 
created as servants of God , whereas Lucifer was jealous of God's atten- a solutely opposed ~o Gods directrnn. 
men were designed to be His children. tion to Mis children and felt particu - Ins~ea d of attemptmg to get furt~er 

. advice from God, or even consultmg 
The true relationship between men larly env10us toward Adam who was ·th Ad E 11 d h lf t b 

and t he angels is more accurately male as was Lucifer. Lucifer knew that wi d am, ve a owe erse O e 
reflected in the apostle Paul's famous when Adam reached his full maturity, wooe · 
assertion: "Do you not know that we Adam would have dominion over him- Her love grew a nd her desire for 
are to J·udge the angels? ( 1 Cor. 6 :3) self. Lucifer's promised knowledge increased 

as well. At last she allowed herself to The book of Genesis indicates that Other holy books ascribe such fee,1-
man Was the 1st Of God's creati·ons . · t L ·, 1 th K fi be persuaded that God was misleading 

mgs O uci1er. n e oran, or exam- her and she consented to a sexual rela
We are told that first God created "the ple, the angel says "What should I serve 
heavens and the earth," and succes- them? They are but of dust while I'm tionship wi th Lucifer. This sexual 
sively, day and night, sky and water, of fire ." Why, he thought, should God union between the spirits of Lucifer and 
land and vegetation, fish and animals, degrade a servant who had always been Eve bro gb,: aioo ilie initial spiritual 

d fi 11 I h . h ,.,;thful? Fall of Man . ~ an ma y, man. n t 1s process t e 1a... 

spirit° world - the world where the 

-
DP on TV CA San Diego ................ .. ..................... Daniels 38 ......... ... Mon 5:00p 

FL Miami Springs ....... . ......... . ..... .. .. .. ...... . ... Dynamic 50 .... . .... Mon 5:00p 
Miami Springs ...... . . ..... ...... ..... ......... .. .... Dynamic 50 ..... . ... Fri 10:00a 

. 

A series of Divine Principle educational 
tapes is being shown on the following Cable 
TV stations. · 

TV [Please contact the UNews office if this schedule 
is incomplete or inaccurate.] 

...... ...... .. .... .. .. .. .... . ..... . .... 32 ............. . . .. .... Fri 7:00p 
Concord .. ...... . . .. ...... .... ..... ... 19 .. . .. .... .. ..... ..... Thurs 7:30p 
Freemont .................. . ........... TCI ............ .. ....... Thurs 3:00p 
Bell Gardens, Bellflower ......... Cont. 51 ........ ....... Wed 8:00p 
Bevereiy Hills .. .................. , Century 3 ....... ..... Fri 8:00p 
Costa Mesa ........................... Copley 68 .. .. ........ Thurs 7:30p 
Culver City .. ... ........ .. ......... Century 3 ............ Fri 8:00p 
Downey .. .......... ... ............ Cont. 51 ............... Wed 8:00p 
El Monte .. ............................ Liberty 3 ............... Tues 8:00p 
El Monte .................. .. .......... Liberty 3 .: ... .. .. .... .. Thurs 8:00p 
Hollywood ........................... Century 3 ............ Fri 8:00p 
La Miranda ......... .. ............ . Cont. 51 ............... Wed 8:00p 
Lynwood, Maywood .. .. .... ....... Cont. 51 ............... Wed 8:00p 
Paramount ........... .. .. .... ........ Cont. 51 ............... Wed 8:00p 
Pasadena ... .. ...... .. .. .... .... . .. .... Pas. Com 56 ......... Sun 2:30p 
Santa Barbara .. . .. ... .. .. .. .......... KCIV 19 ...... ...... Fri noon 
Santa Fe S~rings ..... ..... : ..... . . ... Cont. 51 ...... .. ...... . Wed 8:00p 
Santa Monica ...... .. .. .. .... .... .. .. Century 3 ...... .... .. Fri 8:00p 
South Whittier ........ . ............ Chan. 53 ....... .. ...... Wed 6:00p 
Torrance .......... ..... .. .. ........ .. . TCIV-59 .. .......... dally 9:00a 
Venice .. .. ... .. . .. .... .... .......... Century 3 .. .. ... .. ... Fri 8:00p 
West LA .. .. ............... ........ Century 3 ... .... .. ... Fri 8:00p 

.... .. .. .. ..... ......... .. ... .. ........ COX 24 . .. ....... .. .. . Mon 5:30p 

.... .... .. .. . .... .. ... ... . . .... . ...... .SWest 16 ........... .. .. Mon 8:30p 

GA Dekalb county ...... ... ..... , .. .. ......... .. .. ... . ... 12 . . ..... . ........ . . ~ .. Sat 3:00p 
Fulton county ..... ...... ...... . ... . ... . ............. 12 .......... . .......... Tues 5:00p 

HI Honolulu . . .. .. ... . ............ .. .......... ' ... . . Olelo 22 ........ . ...... Tues 10:30p 
IL Bloomington . . .... ... .... .. ...... ... .. .... ......... Telecable 10 ......... Thurs 9:00p 

Chicago ........................ . ......... ...... United 52 ............ check local listings 
Chicago: Far West Suburbs . ............. . ............ United 52 ........... . Mon 10:00p 

LA NewOrleans ........................ .. ............. 47 ...... . ..... . '. ....... Fri 8:00a 
New Orleans ... .. .................................. 47 ............... ...... Sun noon 

MA Newton ......... . .... . ........... ..... . ..... .. NEWTV 13 .. .. ........ Sun 11 :00a 
Newton .. . ... ...... .. . .. ......... ... .......... NEWTV,13 ........ . .. . Fri 3:00p 

NC Raleigh .............. . ......... ..... . . . . . ..... CAP 10 ............... check local listings 
ND. Fargo ' ..... .......................... . . , ..... CableCom 2 ......... Sun 2:30p 
NJ Belleville, Bloomfie ld, the Oranges .......... . . ,. . . .. Suburban 3 ............ check local listings 

Dover & Whippany .................. .... .. .... . . . ..... Sammons 3 .... .. ...... Sun 7:30p · 
Newark ... : .. .. ...................... . ........ Gateway 26 .. .......... Sun 7:30p 

NY Buffalo .............. . . . .......... .. . .. ....... 32 ........ . ............ M9n 8:00p 
Newburgh .. .. . ......... ... ... ... ,. . .. ........... 6 ........................ Tues 4:30p 
Poughkeepsie .... .. .. . . ... . .. . . ...... ....... . ....... 3 ....... . .. . ......... . ... Mon 6:00p 
Queens ............. .. . .............. . ........ 56 ..................... Sun 9:00p 
Rome .. ...... ................................ NewChannels 19 ... Tues 7:00p 
Staten Island ......... .. .... . ...... . ........... . .... CIV 24 .... .. ...... .. . Thurs 4:00p 
Schenectady ...... .. ........................... : ... 11 ..................... Wed 9:30p 
Staten Island ....................... , ........ . ...... CIV 24 ............... Sun 9:30p 

TX Austin .. .......... ...... .... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. 32 ..... . .... .. .... .... . Fri · 8:30p 
Austin .. . ............................. .. ..... 32 ..................... Sun 6:00p 
Dallas ... ..... .... . ... ....... , ...... . ........ 15 ..... . ....... ...... .. Wed 4:00p 
Dallas .. ... .. ........................ . ....... 15 .......... . ... . ...... Thurs midnt 
Dallas . ... .... ................... .. ... ...... . 15 .. .. . . .. . ........ .. .. Fri 10:30a 
Fort Worth ... .. ... .. .... .... .......... .. . ... ..... 44 .. .... ... .. .. ........ Mon 8:30a 
FortWorth .. .' ... ... .. ..................... ... .... 44 .. ... .. ............ .. Wed 1:30p 
SanAntonio ......... .. .................. .. .. .. .... 34 .... . . , .............. Wed 11:00a 

VA Arlington .... .. ... . .. ... .. ...................... 33 ..... . .... .. .. . ...... Wed 6:00p . 
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Mountain Tigers, Mountain Rabbits 
by Chris Garcia The communists had found out that country darkness. They had traveled Grandmother bumped into her in the 

the Hongs were part of Mrs. Ho Ho by night and slept by day. Now the sky dark. She'd heard something among 

I
f you had been there, you would Bin's church. For that and other rea- was filled with stars and a sliver of a the trees. Hak Ja Han went hopping on 
have seen three peopfe waking sons they had spent the last two weeks crescent moon. The cool night air ahead. There it was again. A low voice. 
among the trees in the moonlight. in a prison camp. Then one afternoon seemed full of weight and soft winds The soft sound of metal on metal. 
Feeling their way down a small an army truck full of oil barrels backed that sounded like voices talking about "Bunny, bunny, hopping down the 
path, talking to each other in into the wire fence, tearing a hole in it. them, deciding things about them. Hak trail..." 

whispers, they moved gently down the No one seemed to care about it. It was, Ja Han felt those voices too, and some- "Oh Jesus!" prayed Mrs. Hong silent
mountainside through the pine nee- af~er all, just a camp full of frightened times thought she could see the spir- ly, frozen with fear, unable to stop her 
dles. You would have seen thatthe women and children. No big deal. its around them. It distracted her from daughter. "Oh Jesus, save your peo-
woman in the rear was fairly old, maybe That night, little Hak Ja Han was her tiredness and her hunger. ple!" 
60 years old; the woman in front was sleeping soundly when her mother "Omma," she said , "are there still "Hopping, hopping ... " 
fairly young, maybe 25 years old more came and woke her up. Grandmother tigers in the forest?" "The tigers have found us," thought 
or less; and the little girl walking and mother were all packed up "I don't think so, dear," Mrs . Hong. "Jesus, please!" 
between them down the mountain path with their clothes tied answered Mrs. Hong. And "Hopping, hopping ... " 
was definitely six years old. in a bundle. this was true as far There was a crack and a flash of fire 

The little girl's name was Hak Ja "Let's go," as she knew. The from behind a tree. It was a rifle. A 
Han, and she was humming with whispered farmers and bright electric light came on, shining 
excitement and chattering with endless Mrs. Hong. g i n s e n g in their eyes, blinding them. Suddenly 
whispered questions to her mother and She pulled hunters , in the night was full of light and still they 
grandmother. She was excited because Hak Ja their little couldn't see. "crack, crack," went the 
she was able to stay up so late at night, Han out village of guns, and grandmother shrieked as a 
and because she was walking through f r O m Ahn Joo, bullet hit the pine tree by her shoul-
a dark forest with her mother and under her had said the der, spraying her with chips of tree 
grandmother, and because the last cou- blanket and wild animals bark. 
ple of weeks she'd been through so told her to be had been driven "Holy Moses on a pony!" shouted a 
many adventures. very, very quiet from the moun- man's voice, in a language they had 

Her mother and grandmother were or they would all be tains by the fighting of never heard before. "It's some women 
excited, too, but in a different way. You in a lot of trouble . She men and had gone to look and a kid! Hold your fire!" 
might say they were excited because obeyed without a sound. for quieter hunting grounds. But you "Crack," went the rifle ,and some-
they were scared. Unlike the child, they Outside in the prison yard, the rick- could never be sure about Siberian thing hot zizzed by Mrs. Hong's ear. 
knew what was really happening. They ety fence was lit by gasoline lanterns tigers, who weren't afraid of anything. "Cut it out, you jerks!" shouted the 
knew all too well what war was, and hanging from nails. The lanterns where "What about ghosts?" asked Hak Ja big voice." Put your guns down!" His 
that overnight their little country of the truck backed in were broken. Again, Han. words were repeated to the soldiers in 
Korea had gone crazy and was at war no big deal. Women and kids. "Oh, probably there are some," said Korean. Mrs. Hong heard the Kwang 
with itself. For the first time in thou- The three had one more thing going Mrs. Hong, trying to sound nonchalant. Ju accent, and then she knew-these 

>------~-1-'=an=~ Koreans were not fig.'--'h""t-'-l--10cI=--i=m=~=..J.l.~1.iau:r.ud----.1h-1Ji.1Jm:J.:s.t~-ni~=---a..-1--..1-U---Ut:.u,iyµ.,it_mlllli1t.gub-t.-t_.._dur-aa.ll!w,.__..,b,..a.ud....Jlu.uu.c,;.i,k~__,~..._l--"<C.LC->..2\.A.u..LL.U.uu;:;an · 1 

ing off the Chinese or Japanese, but young man from the borderland of her mysterious little girl had a funny The bright light was taken off them, 
were fighting against each other. It was North Korea and Mongolia (which is a way of knowing when people weren't but for a moment they saw only pur
a civil war. part of China). He had een taken by saying what they really thought. ple dots dancing in front of their eyes. 

Mrs. Hong was scared because she force from his pig farm, from his wife "Good ghosts or • bad ghosts, Then a man came up to them, and they 
had been having terrible dreams at and children and a way of life he under- Omma?" · had never seen anyone like him. He 
night of friends and relatives declaring stood. Now here he was, guarding a pen "I'm sure they're good ghosts." was bigger than any Korean man they 
war on her and coming to shoot her. full of children and terrorized women, "If we pray to God, maybe the good had ever seen, and his skin was as dark 
That's what civil war was. like some shepherd from hell. He was ghosts will protect us from the .bad as the night . His big grin seemed to 

She was scared because of a neigh- miserable and depressed , and had ones." float in the dark by itself, and his hair 
bor who had tried to escape to the taken to drinking moonshine which the "Yes, yes ." Mrs . Hong heard the was short and fuzzy, like a sheep's. 
southern half of Korea at night, just farmers made from rice. He was bab- shaking in her own voice and hoped Hak Ja Han laughed with delight at 
like they were doing now, and she had bling to himself, carrying on a conver- her daughter hadn't noticed it. They the sight of him. The man laughed back 
stepped on a flat metal can buried in sation with his wife who lived far away. were so alone out here! Anything could in his booming voice, "Hah, hah; hah. 
the ground of the road and gone He heard the jingle of the fence being happen to them, and Satan had tried Ain't she cute! C'mere, little girl." 
straight home <es · a clap of lifted. He turned around, reaching for so many times before to destroy her lit- He took something out · 
thunder and a. flash of light. It was a his rifle. He saw the three shadows, two tle girl. She knew they had some great et. Paper crackled, and he put some
land mine, a little bomb. big and one very small slipping destiny to fulfill for God, and that was thing in her hand. It was flat and hard 

All these things pressed on Soon Ae through. He slammed the breach in why they had to get to the South. and felt like wax. There were letters 
Hong's heart as she led the way for her and pulled back the hammer, but as Somewhere in the South, the Messiah carved in it that didn't look like Chi
little girl and for her own mother. The he was lifting the stock to his shoul- would be waiting for them. But first, nese or Japanese. They looked like H
starry night was full of dangerous der, he saw the tiny skirt of the little there were many things on the way they E-R-S-H-E-)'. She smelled it. It smelled 
things. The mountains were full of sol- girl in the moonlight. had to get through. Tigers. Yes, tigers- great! She broke off a piece and put it 
diers-the soldiers of the South and "Oh no," he thought. "Not a child." tigers with guns, whose hearts were in her mouth. It tasted wonderful. She 
their American friends, and the soldiers A sweet smelling alcohol tear trickled worse than tigers who killed only for gave the rest to her mother. 
of Kim 11 Sung and his Chinese friends . down his face. This wasn't his country; food . Those tigers were Kim 11 Sung's The man laughed again with joy. 
A sneaky little can buried in the these were not his people.What in the army. She peered into the darkness and Sorry we scared you ladies.We thought 
ground, or the sudden blast of a rifle world was he doing in a place like this, pulled her daughter closer to her. y'all was somebody else. Y'all better be 
behind a bush, might end their busi- pulling his gun to shoot a little girl? Not "Omma," said Hak Ja Han, as they careful in these here woods tonight." 
ness on this earth at any moment. If this time, not for Kim 11 Sung and his moved through the forst. "May I sing a The Kwang Ju man translated his 
they met South Koreans they would rotten bunch. He'd rather shoot those song?" words for them. "I got a little girl like 
probably be safe. If they met Kim 11 guys first."Good-bye ,ladies," he whis- "Sure, why not?" said Mrs. Hong· you at home," he continued, still smil
Sung's army from the North, they pered. "Good luck. And watch where wearily, putting one foot in front of the ing his big, big grin. "I sure do!" 
would be sent back to the prison camp you step." other. The soldiers dug in their pockets and 
they had just escaped from or maybe He raised his voice in an old Mon- "Do I still have to sing a song of Kim put some money together to see the two 
just shot dead. It would all depend on golian folksong, while the guard officer Il Sung?" ladies and child off. The dark man drew 
how Kim 11 Sung's people were feeling. left his desk to come out and tell him Good question! Just how far had them a map showing the way to a 
Her life and her family's might simply to shut up. they gone? She paused, then answered, friendly train station that could take 
hang on what the commanding officer It was the third night, and Mrs.Hong "No." The sound of it made her begin them from the next town to Chun 
had for dinner that evening. No more knew they must be getting close to the to feel strong, almost free. "Sing any- Chon. 
than that. That was how it was now. South. They had relatives somewhere thing you want to, little daughter." The sun was rising hot and pink over 
That was war. That was Korea. in Chun Chon. But what kind of shape The little girl held up her finger on the mountain top as they went down 

But in her heart, Mrs. Hong couldn't would Chun Chon be in by now? They each hand next to her head like rabbit the dusty road. They no longer had to 
believe that Jesus would let anything didn't know whose army they would ears. She began hopping up and down sleep by day. 
bad happen to them. He'd taken care find there-if and when they got there. as they went. "Bunny, bunny, hopping "We'll find the Messiah," thought 
of them so far. Hadn't he made a way Mrs. Hong felt the intensity of the down the mountain trail, hopping ~op- Mrs. Hong to herself hopefully. "Some-
for them to escape from· that terrible spirit world all around her as they ping ... " day, when we get to the city."~ 
prison camp? This is what had hap- picked their way through the solid Mrs. Hong stopped so suddenly that 
pened. 
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A Soft Secret World to Delight Our Children 
Reviewed by Annie lparraguirre 
Dobbs Ferry, NY 

The Soft Secret World by Jane Aylott. 
Original Paintings by Benny Anders
son. 1993. Published by Winged Peo
ples Press, Succasunna, NJ (201) 
927-1361. 

I
f God gave you one wish, 
what would you wish for? 
The Soft Secret Word by 
Jane Aylott with original 
paintings by Benny Ander

sson, rakes s back to the begin
ning of creation. After God had 
completed His creation, He 
granted each animal He had 
made one wish. The story of 
what various animals wished for 
is accompanied by exquisite 
illustrations. 

When man approached God 
to speak his wish, the other ani
mals all felt sorry for man. He 
looked so weak compared to the 
great physical prowess of many 
animals. Man's wish was so awe
:;;ome and yet so tender that even 
almighty God was moved. 

As the mother of a growing 
family, I appreciate books that 
have appeal to a range of ages. 
This book uses sophisticated 
language and out of the ordinary 
animals which makes it stimu
lating for older children. The ani
mals talking to God and the I 
illustrations are like a magnet for the 

Help ~anted at 

.. OruotNA£ WoRtD 
PRoDucrs 

in Ossining, NY. 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

for busy retail company 
is needed NOW! 

Must have 
• Excellent English 

speaking and 
grammatical skills 

• Ability to write and 
edit professionally 

• Friendly, responsible 
attitude 

Experience with 
computers is necessary 
(WordPerfect, Lotus a plus). 

Lite office duties include 
answering phone and 

hospitality. 
Hours can be flexible. 

Pay commensurate with 
education & experience. 

Call Susan at 
(914) 762-1134 

or fax resume to 
(914) 762-9508 

,- OJ 13oox REUTEW OJ ~ 
interest of younger children. Although 
the vocabulary is sophisticated, it is 
not a complex story. My four year old 
daughter enjoys 'reading' the cues from 

the pictures and telling the story to her 
two year old sister. 

Renowned author Jim Trelease, in 
his book, The New Read Aloud Hand
book, offers his experience in evaluat
ing books to read aloud. Professionally, 
he concurs with what I have found as 
a mom. -Children's comprehension and 

interest level is much higher when they · 
are being read to than what it may be 
when they are reading themselves. In 
other words, even if children do not 

know all the vocabulary words in a 
story, that story can still be stimulat
ing to them when someone is reading 
it. 

After completing a Master's Degree 
in Education last year, I had the oppor
tunity to teach in a local public ele

. mentary school. Books that were rated 

above the comprehension level of first 
graders were enjoyed immensely by my 
students when they were read aloud. 

This year, I am the director and 
teacher of a small preschool program. 
We have a special reading time each 
day. I read The Soft Secret World to my 

class. I know the 
children did not 
understand every 
word, but they 
seemed to enjoy the 
story as I read. Even 
more telling to me 
was that they used 
each page as a 
springboard for dif
ferent ideas with 
each other. Even 
after I put the book 
back on the shelf, it 
quickly came down 
during our free 
reading time. Two 
four year old boys 
went through each 
page again talking 
with each other 
about God and 
about the animals. 

I would recom
mend The Soft 
Secret World to par
ents and teachers or 
to anyone who likes 
to give books to chil

dren. It is a book that will be enjoyed 
by a variety of ages and is a story that 
has meaning on many levels. 

Available through your local book
store or from HSA Publications for 
$12.95 + $1 s&h. ~ 

~ ~ ·-'?-~ 

~ • k-, ••i&-•,"" --~_-: \p/·.-/: .·.:. _..-:: ·. 

Show the plane 
how to get to Japa'!· 

' . 
, 
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School of· Love: Here's How It Works 
by Marilyn Morris-Dallas, TX because we never got the knack of 

being a child or an adolescent. 

E
verything happens in 3 Within any relationship, especially 
stages, ?ut the stages o~er- within parenting and certainly within 
lap. This means that Just panic prevention, there are also 3 
when we finally get the · stages. These stages often happen in 
knack of being or doing rapid succession and they may 

something we are already faced with a appear to coincide, but they do not. 
new challenge to overcome, a new fron- · They are layered, one upon the 
tier to explore. · other and if you don't have the 

This happened to me when I got bottom line, you really are 
married. I had just gotten the knack stuck and cannot get to the 
of taking care of myself and then some- middle and completion 
one else entered into my life's equa- of any relationship . 
tion. It also happened to us as couple. If you have tried t.,i· A.I 
We had finally negotiated the black and to cook lasagna G"s: • 
white and gray areas of the thoughts, out of order ~- • 
emotions and daily doings that went (pasta, sauce, 
on between us. And then we had chil- cheese), you will 
dren. We had one child, then another understand wha t I 
and before we could gather our wits mean. It doesn't 
about us a third child invaded the come out quite 
home front. Suddenly we were out- right. 
numbered. Parents: 2, Kids: 3. The first stage is Acceptance. 

I have many friends with 3 or more Acceptance will get you a long way 
children and they understand what I'm in life. It will help you recover from 
going to say next. It isn't that Parents almost anything: flunking out of your 
with one or two children don't have to first term in college (I graduated 8 years 
work hard, it's just that they haven't later) alcoholism (I don't know for 
yet crossed the great divide between myself but almost all my friends are 
parenting and constant panic preven- recoverers of one type or another}, 
tion. They may argue this point; but childhood traumas, crayon on the wall, 
I've been there and the tilt of the wheel poo poo on the carpet, toys lodged in 
of life is dramatically changed when the toilet and so on. 
the 3rd (4th, 5th, etc.) child comes Secondly, it is essential to have a 
along. certain amount of self-management. 

Whether one parents, panic pre- You've already accepted that chaos will, 
vents or just tries to get along in soci- occur, accidents will happen, fights will 
ety (singles and coupi'es sans les arise. However, at the end ofa long day 
enfants), the skills I'm about to outline of mess , spills, broken necessary 
will help you greatly. things, yells, screams, wails and 

As I said, everything comes in 3 protestations of innocence or accusa
stages . Trees are lucky. They have it tions of guilt (depending on who gets 
down to a simple fine art. A tree is to mom first), you will get to the point 
formed from the seed, · becomes a of explosion. Some of us arrive there 
sapling and finally spreads out-into a - -sooner-than others:- I've-started1I1any
lorig, long middle age span. People have a day that way, but believe me, it's all 
to deal with these stages in themselves downhill from there. 
and in all their relationships . It all Self-management is al,rnost always 
quickly leads to complex behaviors, anger management. After all, we don't 
especially when the process of devel- need to control happiness do we? Have 
opment breaks down. . you ever met someone who struggled 

In most families, there are 3 gener- with being content and fulfilled in life? 
ations intertwined and involved with No, we get frustrated and then we get 
one another: children, parents and angry. We also get depressed some
grandparents.-The parents have the where in between, but that's for anoth
most difficult position because they are er time when I write about things that 
in the squeeze (in the middle) and have happen in 3 stages. 
to relate in both directions at once. . Self-management is learning how to 

In life itself, there are 3 stages of take time out, when to count under 
development. eal ese stages your breath, when to scold, when to 
we are always somehow striving to get encourage. However, it is not about 
out of the one we are in so that we can covering up your feelings . I tell my kids 
enter the next. These 3 stages are that I'm angry. I own my frustration 
childhood, adolescence and forever and it's right up front. "Mommy's 
looking back (adulthood). The reason jumping up and down and screaming 
why we are forever looking back is this way because she doesn't know 

what to do with all of you at this point." 
This is after I have cleaned up major 
mess #6 while child #2 puts finger nail 
polish in the hair of child #3 which 
child # 1 knows not to get down from 
the highest shelf in the bathroom clos
et and especially knows not to give to 

child #2! 
Mess #6, by the way, involved 

scissors and recent photographs 
that had not yet been put into 

the family album. I might 
>,. have even made it through 

\ ;~~~~hat moment had it not 
·· ', %f?-~~- been that child #2 

-~ · •?z-~~-- in characteristic .•-;. . //,.,~,,- . -i}}' =~ 

"""' ''/ thoroughness had 
also snipped the 
negatives into tiny 

~ slivers making 
recovery of the pho

·~•-~.; tographs impossi-
ble. The 

juxtaposition of the scissored photos 
and the nail polished stiffened hair 
which would require heavy duty scis
soring as well was just too much for 
me. And I let them know it. 

However, don't confuse self-man
agement with self-control. Self-control 
implies that you can never lose it. Self
management accepts that you will lose 
it, but not take it out on the other. Self
management is about having a sense 
of fairness. 

It is about being able to absorb the 
mistakes of children or spouses, 
friends or co-workers. They are limit
ed. They struggle inside their own skin 
and many of them wish they could 
jump out of it just as much as you 
wish you could jump out of yours from 
time to time. 

Forgiveness actually stems from 
self-management. You can't forgive 
unless-you not ·orrlyaccept, burabsurb 
as well. And you can't absorb unless 
you manage the feelings of frustration 
and anger which pulse through you in 
moments of crisis and confrontation. 

Finally, acceptance and self-man
agement lead you into maturity and 
mutuality in your relationships. Mutu
ality is something we rarely experience 
because we are most of the time hung 
up in the emotional equivalence of 
childhood and adolescent stages. 

Children aren't mutual. They will 
suck you dry and rob you blind of all 
that you have and still ask (ney, 
demand!) more. Adolescents give a lit
tle and ask a lot. This is the current 
way that most businesses conduct 
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themselves and it is called getting a 
return profit for the minimal invest
ment. So now we know where m ost 
businessmen (and women) are coming 
from. 

However, parenting to a large part 
means being able to invest without cal
culating the return profit. This kind of 
love is not sound business practice, 
but it is sound life practice. After all, 
when they said "you can't take it with 
you," they only meant m. ey. YQIJ! 
and do take your love with you, wher
ever you go. 

This may offend you, but it's true. 
Many children don't know their par
ents love them. Many parents are abu
sive, physically or verbally or both. 
They can't accept and they can't man
age their anger when the frustration 
levels rise. Many parents have time for 
working hard and getting ahead, but 
little time for dealing with the crazy 
day to day traumas of growing up. I 
understand this, having never really 
grown up, we don't want to deal with 
children who so closely mirror who we 
are and what stage of development in 
which we remain. 

The bottom line is the relationship 
itself. If parents don't keep the rela
tionship developing and maturing, the 
children cannot grow either. Again, this 
is why we have so many children in 
the world posing as adults . And this is 
why adults cannot solve the horren
dous problems they make. 

Recently, my husband and I binged 
on an autumn cleaning frenzy that put 
spring fanatics to shame. We did every
thing but the windows and that's to 
come this weekend. 

In the piles of stuff marked, "get rid 
of this once and for all, forever and 
ever, good riddance, but still look 
through it one more time just to make 
sure," I found a small calendar left over 
from the year 1987. Well, one would 
think that this is a sure toss away, but 
I followed instructions and looked 
through it one more time just to make 
sure. At the top corner of each page 
was a simple quote meant to catch the 
eye and one did catch mine. 

It read, "The best thing that a man 
can do for his children is to love their 
mother." And vice-versa, I might add. 

Ms. Morris is almost 40, still happi
ly married after many years, a moth
er of 3 tiny tots, forever part-time 
seminary student and full-time nego
tiator of life's haps and mishaps. She 
lives in Dallas, Texas. ~ 
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by Paul Carlso~an Leandro, CA 

0 
ur Attorney General has 
said she wants to "gather 
all the information she 
can, about cults". . I wish 
to contribute! 

I'm not a Theologian, with more let
ters after my name than in it. Nor a 
"respected Master" in conventional 
fashion. (Conventional for California, 
that isl) I have sought out many reli
gions, attended many services, and had 
serious discussions with a great many 
Pastors and' spiritual leaders. 

There are countless religious_ groups, 
and each has some form of leadership. 
There is tremendous variety, but we 
can discern some patterns. Divine 
Principle provides a good "map" of basic 
human nature, and of the character
istics of groups. We see that there are 
two basic types. 

One kind of person, or group, tends 
towards self-centeredness, and 
immoral, nasty behavior. These are 
"Cain types". Another tends towards 
unselfishness and service, and has a 
good influence. These are the "Abel 
types". 

The more "Cain" types sometimes 
meet a terrible end. Yet the "Abel" ones 
are almost never recognized, during the 
first few decades of their ministries. 
The Cain types range from the medieval 
John of Leyden to the modem People's 
Temple. The Salvation Army is an 
example of a once-reviled, now highly 
respected ministry. As is early Chris
tianity itselfl 

In visiting many dozens of congre
gations, I've seen both types. Cain type 
Pastors, and authors, are quite "elitist". 
Being as sure of their own salvation as 
they are that virtually everyone else is 
damned . There are many organized 
"Only True Faiths" our there! I've also 
seen "mainstream" _pastors nod with 
suspicion towards the Churches down 
the road, grumbling about the "man 
made doctrines" that are cluttering 
them up. And,-surprise!-the Pas
tors down the road returned the sen
timent, in spades. Cain authors are 
tearing Christianity's hide, searching 
for "heresies" and "cults" everywhere, 
and trading put-downs. Emphasizing 
their differences. 

I've befriended many wonderful Abel 
type Pastors, as well. They are "there 
for their flock" 24 hours a day, all year 
long. They handle the many crises that 
mi e . akimg emendous efforts to 
teach them Godly ways, and to share 
some hard-won wisdom. Reaching out 
to the less fortunate, locally and abroad 
- without boasting about it much. 
They worry more about people's hearts 
than about doctrinal hair-slitting. 

These days, after the self-indulgent 
"sixties" and theTIIaterialistic "yuppie" 
years, many Cain spiritual groups have 
a very self-centered orientation. "You 
are God", they say. "Make your reali
ty, with your own rules". I call it "hi
tech Hinduism", without even the 
self-discipline of traditional Hindus. 
I'm all too familiar with their epitome, 
the once-popular "est". 

The many Abel groups focus on peo
ple other than themselves. To bring 
God's ways to many, to spread good 
will, and to give comfort and God's 
truth. They don't mind if God's Will is 
hard. 

Cain type teachings are often 
couched in "mystery", or even plain 
ignorance. Hidden teachings for only 
the "inner circle", and for the "higher 
levels". Sometimes this may be harm-
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less, but otten it's arrogant and clan
nish. I once heard a sermon about 
"God's greatness". The speaker (a 
respected clergyman) said, "we just 
don't understand, and that proves how 

. great God is. We're so small, He's so 
big. It's wonderful-we'll never under
stand." Hhought, "God gave us brains 
for a reason". 

Abel teachings are announced plain
ly to the world. The truth may hurt 
sometimes, but there's nothing about 
it that needs to be a secret! They are 
clear, clean, and sensible. They may 
take time and much learning, but they 
are proudly offered to all. They inspire 
and inform about God's Heart and Will. 

Cain prophecies are "elitist", envi
sioning a future ruled by those few 
"chosen" who know it. The "sinners" 
are somehow van
quished, or even 
destroyed. Without any 

. real sacrifice or merit, the 
"chosen" will be "top dogs". 
Many envision a terrible 
future; a deadly Tribulation 
and fiery Armageddon. 

Abel prophecy embraces all 
people, and leaves room for as 
many as possible-if not all
people to be "saved". The 
"chosen" must sacrifice 
themselves for the sake 
of others! They must 
work to heal, physical
ly and spiritually. They welcome all 
into a future Kingdom. Many envision 
a quiet "Kingdom amongst you". 

Obviously, each individual and orga
nization will show a unique pattern, 
combining these traits in endless com
binations . Also, they will evolve over 
1me-;ciue to many factors-:-

But, "teachings" are not the only fac
tor! Each small religion has a Founder 
or leader, each congregation a Pastor, 
each Faith some kind of leadership 
structure. And, their personal char
acter makes a tremendous difference 
as well. Is he (are they) Cain or Abel 
type people? This question of "char
acter" is a broad one. If affects anyone 
in our society who becomes a leader, 
or_ a celebrity. Ables will be graceful, 
charitable, and steadily mature. They 
are well thought ofby many, and leave 
a good legacy. But Cains give way to 
free sex, illicit drugs, bribes, etc. Often 
they meet a tragic end. 

Cain type religious leaders are proud 
and self-centered. Often immoral, 
inconsistent, and even violent. They 
will distort the truth for their own con
venience. They lack the wisdom and 
maturity needed to fulfill their role. 
However-- they are actually few in 
number! 

Abel leaders have (or gain) the matu
rity and stability needed. They sacri
fice themselves, and work harder than 
their people do. They remain reliable 
under the most trying of circum
stances. They stick with the truth, 
even at great cost. 

The stories of the Saints-of many 
Faiths-make this very clear. God 
relied upon them, and they fulfilled the 
providential roles He gave them. Yet, 
these religious leaders are often mis
understood by the larger society. Even 

· the most Godly are usually under sus
picion and persecution, as they expand · 
their ministries. But as Jesus said, 
"know them by their fruits". 

Let's use an example. A Cain lead
er might tell a buxom woman follower 
"I missed a few details, in my sermo~ 
in Immorality last Sunday. If you love 
God, love me, His servant. Let's retire 
to my 'inner chamber' to explain, shall 
we? Quite an honor for you, actually." 
An Abel leader will say "Be moral, as 

· God's written Word tells you. Be as 
strict, under all circumstances, as I 
have been myself." Each individual is 
responsible to God. 

Recently, there has been much talk 
about "who joins cults". The "anti
cultists" are all over, basking in media 
adulation. They cry, "Cults behind 
every bush!" Too bad Joseph McCarthy 
isn't around to sue for plagiarism. They 
claim, "Any time you're feeling a bit off, 
a cult awaits to snatch you up!!" 

.. . Rather like the ···,r:: "wicked wolf' in my 
~ four year old's fairy tale 

· books. Supposedly, peo-
ple have such weak minds 
that any charismatic person 
could suck them into· a 
dependent relationship. 
In fact, I can think of (at . 

least) four types of people who 
join up with religious groups. 

The first is the infamous 
"dependent"type. They 

want to be carried 
along, told what to 
do, and comforted. 

They can provide something to their 
group - but not much! They're not 
reliable, and often don't say long. If 
anything, they're a drag on the outfit. 

Second, are the "proud saved". The
doctrinal hair-splitters who are 
obsessed with who's going to "make it 

-in"· ro Heaven. Baptiz·ed-JJTO'JYerly? 
Trinity doctrine correct? Using musi
cal instruments in church, or not?? 
Imagine St. Peter at the Gates of Heav
en with such a detailed checklist! 
Often these people are happy with the 
thought of all "those people" going to 
Hell - where they "obviously belong". 
I once worshipped with a small church 
which clearly taught .that only their 
own - several hundred - members 
would go to Heaven . (An_d the Bible 
promises "no tears". Amnesia about 
lost loved ones, perhaps?) 

Third, there are the "seekers". Cal• 
ifomia is so full of them, that a recent 
local cartoon depicted a couple on a 
date. The woman said, "It's so refresh
ing to be with someone who isn't on a 
spiritual quest" . They seek Nirvana, 
the New Age of freedom and relaxation. 
Release from all guilt and burden, from 
this lifetime and-supposedly-past 
ones too . At heart, this is all rather 
self-centered. They might want to 
share their "enlightenment", but that 
would just be a bonus. They rarely 
leave any lasting legacy. 

Finally, there are the "idealists". 
These become the genuine founders 
and lea4ers, the mover and shakers. 
The greater and higher their ideal, the 
larger their effect upon society. If they 
go into politics, they become profound 
reformers - or revolutionaries. If they
become Cain types, they may cause 
great disasters. But · the Abels may 
build a City on Hill, like the United 
States of America. 

In religion, God calls them at the 
appointed time. They can have a great 
impact; perhaps be recognized (even-
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tually) as a Saint. Again, there are all 
sorts of personal variations on this. 
Remember, idealists come in many 
forms. 

Our Attorney General is gathering 
information, so that, hopefully, the 
_Waco tragedy will not happen again . 
Which groups are truly dangerous? 
Some really dangerous ones aren't even 
recognized as "religious". There are 
semi-mystical, usually ethnic-based 
groups, such as the Chinese Triads . 
There are hard core groups with a zeal
ous ideology , like the former Sym
bionese Liberation Army. There are 
"apocalyptic" groups such as the "sur
vivalists" holed up in our remote 
forests . I have a friend, a Park Ranger, 
who was shot up by such a group sev
eral years ago. There are "racial 
supremacy" groups (of various races) 
which find it, in the Bible or legend, 
that they are the "only pure, really 
human Race". The frankly religious 
groups which appear dangerous, are 
very rare indeed!! 

How can we tell? Do they have a lot 
of guns? Thaes not illegal, but it gives 
caution. Are they literally isolated? So 
are some of the most gentle Catholic 
Orders, but they might be paranoid 
types. Do they have an "End is Near" 
apocalyptic belief? So do half the 
Churches in America, but it might get 
them stirred up. Is there illegal activ
ity going on? That's hardly unique to 
religion, but it shouldn't be left to slide. 

The "anti-cultists" would smash all 
religious innovation, in order to-as if 
they could-prevent anything wrong or 
evil from occurring. Yet their crusade 
may actually backfire! Their murky 
psychological theories could inspire a 
host of phony con men, "Elmer 
Gantries". Nerds who wish strong men 

. to fear them? Coerce them. Bad stu
dents who want to get rich easily? 

__?!ai_!!~ash s~c_£essfu_!_ p~o_ple. Untal
ented guys who want sexy girls to 
swoon? Control their minds! Obvi
ously, things don't really work this way. 
But who knows how much damage 
these "wannabes" might do! 

A warning to all my sincerely reli
gious friends out there: "Child abuse" 
is now the Official Reason why the Fed
eral officials used noise, lights, tanks, 
gas, etc. to get the kids out of the 
"compound" near Waco. There may 
indeed have been abuse; I don't know 
and most of the witnesses are dead. 
And, their "ex-member's allegations" 
sou_nd te:rribly .trehearsed. The same 
accusations that all "anti-cultists" have 
been leveling since history began! And, 
with the disintegration of the Ameri
can family, we see both actual abuse, 
and false accusations of it, becoming 
more common. 

There is also a weird school of "new 
age" Psychiatry which is producing a 
rash of False Memory Syndrome. 
"Remembering" abuse that never hap
pened. Finally, there have been horri
ble cases of overzealous Social Workers, 
"coaching" therapists, and defensive 
bureaucracies combining to tear apart 
perfectly innocent families . All of this 
may come crashing down upon the 
unsuspecting "cults", in the next few 
years. Watch for it! Have good, ,impar-
tial people involved. ! 

In conclusion, it's better to tlike the 
Bible's advise (see Acts 5: 33-39). If 
it's of God it won't be overthror,n! If 
there is wrong being done. - that's 
what laws are for! This nation ~njoys 
"freedom of religion". Let's keep it that 
way.~ I 

I 
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The Government, the Experts and Religious Freedom 
by Dr. Tyler Owen Hendricks-NYC 

P
rofessor Nancy Ammerman of 

. Emory University in Atlanta 
has written a paper on the 
Branch Davidians, which 

. "pointed to a number of inad- . 
equacies in the BATF and FBI's 
approach to the Davidians and their 
lack of information about" new or 
marginal religious groups," according 
to the Religious ew.s Service. 

The Problem 

Ammerman examined the BATF's 
reliance upon the advice and informa
tion of Rick Ross, an "anti-cult" activist 
sometimes associated with the Cult 
Awareness Network (CAN). According 
to Ammerman, "The Network and Mr. 
Ross have a direct ideological (and 
financial) interest in arousing suspi
cion and antagonism against what they 
call 'cults.' Although these people often 
call themselves 'cult experts,' they are 
certainly not recognized as such by the 
academic community. At the very least, 
Mr. Ross and any ex-members he was 
as$ociated with should have been seen 
as questionable sources of info~ation." 

So far, so good. The American peo
ple and its government must realize 
that the Cult Awareness Network , 
which has influence upon the public 
school system, numerous institutions 
of higher education, and, in this case, 
the BATF, has what Ammerman calls 
very accurately a "direct ideological (and 
financial) interest in arousing suspi-

. cion and antagonism to what they call 
'cults.'" The forces of the human psy
che upon which they thrive are the 
same upon which the enemies of free
dom and dignity always have thrived: 
ignorance, fear, hysteria, scape-goat
ing unpopular groups (or religions, or 
races), and the conviction that their 
cause provides the moral grounds for 
violation of the law. 

(Am I exaggerating when I call it 
"hysteria"? Consider this: a highly-paid 
New York City lawyer is afraid that if 
he sets foot on Unification Church 
property he will lose control of his mind. 
An upstate New York middle school 
teacher teaches his students that if they 
are approached. by a "moonie" they 
should quickly walk away. This is hys- _ 
teria, which Webster's defines as, 

"unmanageable fear" .) 

The Wrong Solution 

ioral problem .. 

Wrong ideology 

Ammerman recommends that the 
government find an alternative to 
reliance upon CAN and deprogram
mers. She calls for the creation of a 
"Behavioral Science Unit," staffed by a 
"standing group of specialists" and call
ing upon outside "experts" who would 
have authority equal to that of the law- . 

This is exactly the position of CAN. 
CAN's ideology is premised upon the 
belief that there are religio!,ls and polit
ical positions which are so absurd or 
destructive that a person who accepts 
them must be doing so against their 
free will; i.e., be under mind control. In 
a recent article, Professor James E. 
Wood, Jr., at Baylor University, reports, enforcement personnel. 

This sounds innocuous 
at the first reading, as we 
can only assume that Pro
fessor Ammerman has put 
it forward with the best of 
intentions (bracketing the 
typical opinion that one's 
own profession should be 
employed to solve a given 
problem). But let's look at 
the 1mplications of the 
government setting up 

If the government has 
the power to analyze 
beliefs and motives, 
and apply coercion 
according to such 
analysis, then our 
freedom to think and 
act according to our 
own consciences is in 
dang~r 

"In the words of Bret 
Bates, 'exit counselor' 
for the Texas chapter of 
the Cult Awareness Net
work, 'Before they [the 
surviving members of 
the Branch Davidians] 
become productive wit
nesses in the prosecu
tion, they have to realize 
that they were victims of 
mind control."' 

such an agency with such ,_ -_ -_ -----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:__ It does not matter 
power over' the police. 

The implication, to put it bluntly, is 
that the government will be in the busi
ness of thought control. Behavioral sci
entists may be wise and benevolent, or 
mi3-y not be. If they were wise, the first 
act of such a Unit should be to pro
scribe police intervention in the expres
sion of religious faith (when no standing 
laws are being violated) and then dis
band itself. For if the government has 
the power to analyze beliefs and 
motives, and apply coercion according· 
to such analysis, then our treed om to 
think and act according to our own con
sciences is in danger. 

how that person may be 
living or what they have to say about 
their beliefs. From CAN's point of view, 
simple belief in the Unification Church, 
or Hare Krishna, or Scientology, or the 
Branch Davidians, or . . . (they claim 
to have a list of hundreds of such 
groups), is primafacie grounds to sep
arate the person from the group and 
bring them into an environment strong
ly supportive of a decision to renounce 
what the person formerly had believed 
in. CAN defines renouncing such beliefs 
as liberation from mental bondage . 

This used to be accomplished 

through kidnapping and captivity; their 
methods now are more polite but their 
purpose is the same. And the issue, 
ultimately, is not the method but the 
purpose. Satan is the soul of politeness, 
when it serves his purposes. 

Fortunately, CAN does not have 
political power, yet, although their lead
ers are striving mightily to get it. CAN 
does have media power, which helps 
explain the media bias against religion 
in general, new religiions .in ~ . 
But if the CAN mindset were to be insti
tuted as a government agency, it could 
turn into an unmitigated disaster for 
our nation. 

The Alternative 
What is the alternative? It would 

begin with the counsel of Gamaliel (Acts 
5:34 ff.), referring to the destructive cult 
which came to be known as Christian
ity: " ... keep away from these men and 
let them alone; for if this plan or this 
undertaking is of men, it will fail; but 
if it is of God, you will not be able to 
overthrow them. You might even be 
found opposing God!" 

If we are to affirm the principle of 
human responsibility and freedom, we 
must be willing to bear the risks there
by engendered, and "let them alone." 

This principle was God's at the time 
of the fall of Adam and Eve: non-inter
vention. No matter what the cost, God 
will---not contravene human responsi
bility, for the sake of respecting human 
freedom and potential. 

If God will not intervene, should the 
government? ~ 

It would start with a federal Behav
ioral Science Unit, which would then 
expand to state and local level BSUs. 
Whatever limitations would be placed 
upon such Units would be-rendered
ineffectual by the nature and power 
given the Unit itself. One need only look 
at the abuses rendered by agencies 
which have authority over cases of child 
neglect, the environment, and even his
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torical landmarks. 
Wherever government is granted 

power over private citizens, there will 
be abuse. A Behavioral Sciences Unit 
would have the potential of inquisitory 
power: anyone opposing the BSU, the 
arbiter of correct behavior, would be 
ipso facto diagnosed to have a behav-

\ ... . :,_ 
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Time _ ripe for church influence 
at the United Nations 

~nthusiastic approach 
11
lling as well as 

t):.1nagement and 
_ tganizational skills. 

By Gustav Spohn 
Religious News Service 

NEW YORK-Churches can exert 
their influence at the United 
Nations as never before, because 

the melting of the Cold War has left 
"something of a vacuum" in the deci
sion making· process there, according 
to a U.N. specialist in nongovernmen
tal organizations. 

But, if religious organizations want 
to make the most of the opportunity, 
they will push their contacts beyond the 
U.N. staff to include delegates who are 
the real decision makers, according to 
Barbara Adams, the U.N. liaison for 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). 

Adams was one of several speakers 
at a symposium. here· this summer at 
the Church Center for the United 
Nations, held in conjunction with the 

center's 30th anniversary celebration. 
Another speaker, William Vendley, 

secretary general of the World Confer
ence on Religion and Peace, pointed to 
"extraordinary accomplishments" by the 
churches in peacemaking efforts. But 
he said the churches can be more effec
tive if they learn how to translate their 
own faith-based language to a language 
of civil discourse that will have wider 
appeal in an increasingly diverse world. 

The Church Center for the United 
Nations, owned and operated by the 
United Methodist Church's missions 
agency, was established in 1963 as a 
symbol of church support for the U.N. 
Situated near the U :N., it serves as a 
resource center and gathering point for 
a variety of denominational and inter
church groups that seek to influence 
U.N. activities.~ 

t · .. ; 
/~ ... ; 

t Coast, West Coast, 
·- / .~st, Texas and 
J). 

_ . _ , _ ,, _ _ offer a generous 
.,_- ; ·"?· :' .- _, ., .<~ / /" 7 • 

-· ·.,: -->,--< cor'npensat1on plan. 
<>You must be available to 

start training from late 
October. 

Call Kent Trabing or Lionel Binnie 
for the whole story 

(800] 440-6985 or (914] 923-0728 
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• l~()NTEMPLATING UNIFICATION THOUGHT • 
by Dr. Jllllfll' P. Tuu....aarrytown, NY ing modem popular music. 

Clearly, as an appreciator my own 

M 
y ·first reaction to the interests and taste color my emotion
Theory of Art in Unifi.ca- al judgment of works of art. In Unifi
tion Thought is one of cation Thought this is known as the 
gratitude: appreciators subjective action of the appreciator. 
of art have a place as This also allows u~ to understand why 

well as creators of art! As some~ parents are able to appreciate 
one who was rejected from even ssek to their children's attempts 
the largest choir my high comfort God, at painting, and proud
school put together, got the especially for ly hang them on the 
only F of my school career in His historical refrigerator door or bed
art class, but who has always sorrow since room wall. The parents 
loved to listen to music, was · the Fall feel much joy looking at 
overwhelmed·by the beauty of these "works of art," 
Michelangelo's •oavid• in Flo- while they generally look 
rence, and spent hours at exhibitions like a chaotic mess to outsiders. 
of Van Gogh and Picasso, I feel that my However, my husband is quick to 
contribution to art is finally validated. point out that while the parent 

My husband, who is an artist, the may find beauty in the child's pie
creative type, also agrees with this. He ture, that does not make it art! So 
told me that an artist really needs an what are the criteria for art? 
audience, people who can appreciate Unification Thought explains 
the work of art, in order to feel that "creation is an 
fulfilled. · ssek to activity whereby an 

I am happy to perform that comfort ,saints artist, in the position of 
role for him; it suits me a lot and righteous object, gives joy to the 
better than trying to be ere- people who subject, namely, God 
ative myself. And I do think it shared God's and the whole (humankind, 
is healthy for us to realize that the nation, tribe; etc .), by 
our involvement in the artis- sorrow manifesting the value of 
tic arena is not limited to ere- beauty" (Essentials of Unifi-
ation .but also includes appreciation. cation Thought, p .232) . This definition 
(Of course, I realize that I do have some allows· us· to make an immediate dis
talent in writing and lecturing, which tinction between the child's work and 
is another form of creative activity, so true art: if the picture is beautiful only 
I am not only an appreciator but also ,to the parents, then it does not fulfill 
a creator, just with a different medi- the purpose of giving joy to the whole. 
um.) To be true art it must be 

The Unification Thought The- portray the · judged beautiful by the whole 
ory of Art defines art as "the deeds of of humankind (well, maybe at 
emotional activity of creating or righa,ous least a large number of people!) 
appreciating beauty" (Essentials people of and by God. 
of Unijico.tion Thought, p.226). the past Now, in order to give joy to 
This is linked to ·the theory of and God, we must have object con-
valu.es by the understanding present sciousness. Unification 
that emotion is one of the fac- Thought presents five elements 
ulties ofmind, and-so beauty-is . of object consciousness as req-
the value which is judged by the emo- uisites for the artist as creator. 
tional faculty of mind. Beauty is thus First, the artist should seek to com
defined as something which does not fort God, especially for His historical 
exist objectively in the object alone, sorrow since the Fall of Humankind. 
"but is determined through give-and- Second, the artist should seek to com
receive action between the subject, fort saints and righteous people who 
which has the desire to seek value, and shared God's sorrow. Third, the artist 
the object• (Essentials of Unifica- should portray the deeds of 
tion Thought. p.228). herald righteous people of the past 

In other words, "beauty itself the . and present. Fourth, the 
does not exist objectively, but the coming artist should herald the 
elements of beauty that exist in of the coming of the new 
the work of art turn into actual new world with hope, 
beauty when the appreciator world manifesting God's 
judges that they are beautiful" glory. And fifth, the 
(Essentials of Unification Thought, artist should praise 
p.242). As in other areas, Unification God by expressing the 
Thought involves both subject and beauty and mystery of 
object in the process, and the goal of nature, God's creation. If artists have 
the activity is the production of joy. such an attitude of object con
Thus, the role of the appreciator in art sciousness to God their works will 
is vital, for without an appreciator the be true art . Well, that.sure disquali
work of art remains only potentially fies most works as "true art," doesn't 
beautiful, without actual beau- it! In any case, it is clear that 
ty and therefore without bring- praise the obscenities that are passed 
ingjoy which is its purpose. God by off as art these days do not 

This involvement of the sub- expressing qualify as "true art," for which 
ject in the determination of the beauty I am grateful. 
beauty explains differences in and 
judgments of various works of mystery of 
art. I used to really enjoy works nature 
of art by Van Gogh and Picasso, 
finding the more classical styles 
quite boring. On the other hand, I have 
always appreciated the great works of 
_ music by classical composers such as 
Beethoven and Bach, but could not 
really enjoy •classical" music much 
more modern than Tchaikovsky 
although I have no problem appreciat-

Art and ethics 
This brings us to the issue 

of the relationship between art 
and ethics. From the perspec

tive of Unification Thought, love and 
beau·ty are inseparable, like the two 
sides of a coin, which means that . 
ethics, which deals with love, and art, 
which deals with beauty, are also 
inseparably related. Also, art is a form 
of dominion over the creation, and as 

such is intended to be carried out by 
human beings who have passed 
through the growth stage and reached 
individual perfection a& well as perfec
tion of love. Thus, to be an artist one 
should first be a moral and ethical per
son. Taken together with the five ele
ments of object consciousness, this 

seems to exclude all historical people 
from the possibility of having produced 
any true art! 

Fortunately, the situation is not 
quite that extreme, for Unification 
Thought recognizes that fallen people, 
while yet imperfect, have still made 
efforts to produce art that brings joy to 
God, and God has cooperated with their 
efforts resulting in the masterpieces of 
great art that are recognized today. Still, 
we may wonder how artists such as 
Mozart, who lived immoral and uneth
ical lives and apparently did not dedi
cate their work to God, were able to 
produce art of unquestionable beauty. 

Perhaps the answer is that we do 
not know the depth of such artists' 
hearts, and perhaps the struggles in 

tnei r lives reflected-deep tension 
between their experiences in the fallen 
world and their sensitivity to God's pur
pose for creation. Who are we to judge 
whether anyone is worthy of God's love 
and God's cooperation in their creative 
endeavors? And the inspiring side of 

all this is, of.course,. that in 

The Two Stages of 
Artistic Creation 

the future when artists 
are people who live moral
ly, ethically, for the sake 
of God and humankind, 
and who dedicate their art 
to praise God through the beauty of the 
creation and the glorious ,actions of 
righteous people, the works of art pro
duced will far surpass· even the great
est art we know today. Hallelujah! 

Now, we have said that love and 
beauty are inseparable, which results 
in the inseparability of ethics and art. 
Additionally, just as we described var
ious types of love based on the family 
four-position base, so we can describe 
various types of beauty in the same 

way. In this way, Unification Thought, 
unlike traditional theories of art, bases 
types of beauty on clear principles 
rather than arbitrarily ·assigning crite
ria based on human experience, e.g. 
graceful, tragic, and sublime. 

Classifying beauty 

Unification Thought defines 
four basic types of beauty, cor
responding to the four types of 
love (parental, conjugal, chil
dren's and brotherly-sisterly). 
These er divided by the 
Yang and Yin characteristics, 
producing the beauties corre
sponding to father, mother, 
husband, wife, child, brother 
and sister. Continuing further, 
we can also see that age differ
ences produce still further 
types, as the child's beauty of 
a newborn baby changes 
through that of a young child, 
through adolescence, continu
ing through adulthood, old age 
and into the spiritual realm. 
The realm of beauty, like love, 
has infinite possibilities. No 

wonder Reverend Moon tells us that 
the primary activity of everyone in the 
Kingdom of Heaven is art! 

So , fin ally, let' s talk about how 
works of art are created. The Theory of 
the Original Image explains how God 
creates through the two-stage struc
ture. Human creative activities are also 
performed through this process. In the 
creation of artistic works, the inner 
four-position base is formed in the 
mind of the artist (subject) to produce 
a conception of the work. Next, the 
outer four-position base is formed as 
the artist uses various techniques to 
produce the work of art through give
and-receive action between the con
ception (Sung Sang) and the physical 
materials (Ryung Sangf. 

Some people have told me that they 
don't feel that this two-stage structure 
represents accurately what happens in 
producing a work of art. They sug
gested that in creating a work of art the 
~onception is not always created first, 
but comes about through interaction 
with the medium, so it is not true that 
there are two distinct stages. They crit
icized the theory as an attempt to apply 
the model from the Theory of the Orig
inal Image to an area where it doesn't 
really work. 

I can appreciate that it is tempting 
to be so internally consistent in a philo
sophical system that the same model 

is applied regardless of its 
appropriateness, and there
fore it is possible that this 
is what has happened in the 
Theory of Art. However, in 
this case I am not sure that 

the criticism is valid. When 
I discussed this point with my 

nus.band he was initially skeptical of 
the model, saying that he felt there 
should be more than two stages! He 

said that there is certainly an inner 
stage where the artist thinks about the 
motif, theme, etc. of the work, before 
using any physical materials. And this 
stage can take quite a long time and a 
lot of effort, research, planning, think
ing, etc. to come up with the theme and 
idea for the work. 

But then there can be several stages 
where the artist tries to make the con
ception substantial, but not necessar
ily with the materials to be used in the 

see ART on next page 
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Savings Bring Prosperity to People and Nations 
A Comparison of Japan and the· United States 

by Michael Inglis 

T
he yen was officially born in 
1869, when the Emperor 
Meiji ascended to the throne, 
before that time many of the 
Shogun had issued their own 

currency. In 1871 one yen was worth 
approximately on,e dollar. However in 
its early days the yen was not too suc
cessful, falling to four yen to the dol
lar on the eve of World War II. This was 
largely due to the unchallenged 
supremacy of the dollar, not the weak
ness of the Japanese economy, which 
before the war was strong. 

After World War II everything had 
changed. The economy was ruined, the 
cities bombed and General MacArthur, 
after much arguing, fixed the new rate 
for the yen - 360 to the dollar. The 
Americans decided on a cheap rate for 
the yen in order to promote exports . 
The reversal of Japan's situation, from 
defeated bankrupt nation to the world's 
greatest creditor, has been achieved 
with miraculous speed. 

Economically speaking, many indi
viduals and families can learn from the 
Japanese model. How your family can 
go from bankruptcy to prosperity is 
something that ought to interest you. 

The capacity for the Japanese to lift 
themselves up has much to do with the 
Confucian ethics: These are very sim

. ilar to the Protestant work ethic. Work 
very hard with endurance, fortitude 
and stoicism. Be very ascetic in your 

lifestyle. Spend very little, scorn cred
it, and buy only with cash. More about 
'this later. 

The yen is currently worth about 
105 yen to the dollar. The Japanese 
have focused their economy on export
ing goods; we are all familiar with 
names like Sony, Panasonic, Toyota 
and many, many others. Through this 
and their saving they have built up 
a tremendous sum of money. The 
largest Japanese banks are now 
much larger than their American 
counterparts. 

Savings habits of Japanese, 
Americans and Unificationists 

The average Japanese save approx
imately 20% of all their income, com
pared with a figure of about 3% in 
America. If we as a movement are to be 
successful, we need individuals who 
are successful and this is a good point 
to learn. 

How do the Japanese save? First 
and foremost they start saving while 
they are young. It is during one's twen
ties that one has some of the greatest 
opportunities to save. With a frugal , 
ascetic lifestyle and without so many 
burdens, such as children to feed , this 
is the time in one's life to get a head 
start. Most young Japanese have saved 
$20 - 30,000 by the age of 30. To do 
this requires saving only $ WO - 200 a 
month during their twenties. Not so dif
ficult at this time of their lives. 

In the early l 960's the Japanese 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ART to make a substantial being that con
tains the Sung Sang elements formed 

from previous page in the inner four-position base, using 
final product. For example, painters the Hyung Sang elements chosen by 
often make a sketch with charcoal or the artist. 
pencil on paper before beginning to ~hat m}'. husband and I des~ri_bed 
pamt on canvas-:--As a- ,e-sutrufthe- ~s-i-nter:3-ct10ns~between the..-or-1.gm~l 
efforts in this stage the conception may conceptl?n _and the effort to make _it 
be modified. These stages can repeat substantial is exa~t~y what hal:'pens m 
several times as different renderings of the ~uter f~ur-position base: give-~d
the conception are produced, until the receive action between the _conception 
artist is ready to make the final work (Sung Sa~g) and the ~ate~als (Hyung 
in the medium chosen. Sang). Give-and-receive is a process 

I thought about this sequence of th8:t may have many cycles as the artist 
events in terms of my writing an arti- ~tnves to fulfill the purpose of produc
cle. Certainly I do spend a lot of time · mg the wor~ of ar~. 
preparing internally before I ever set Well, this article has no,".' gone 
pen to paper, or rather finger to key- through many s~ch cycles! It's cer:ainly 
board in these days of word process- a much less painful yrocess usm? a 
ing. Also, even though I may have the computer than re-wi:itmg or re-typi_ng 
general plan for my article before I start each attempt. ~ut this fits e~actly "".1th 
writing, as I write 'I usuaTiy discover that the model of give: an~-receive. I wish 
some sections become more prominent my art te:3-cher m high school had 
while others may not even feature at all known this, maybe she ~ould have 
in the final version. so there is a lot of allowed me to take a new piece of paper 
interaction between what is produced when ~y attem_Pts failed. Well, again, 
on paper and the ideas in my mind. maybe it would Just have prolonged the 
And, it is very true thatthe final ver- agony! . 
sion absolutely is not a substantial Anyw8:-y, I ?elieve everyone can be a 
manifestation of some inner image of great artist, ~ither a creator of works ~f 
the article that was produced in some great potential beauty, o: the app_r~ci
inner four-position base. What I write :3-tors of ~uch works. Lets start h~ng 
is often quite new to me! m that Kingdom of Heaven by creatmg 

and appreciating wo_rks of art in our 
Stages of conception lives. By the way, I am grateful to those 

But does this invalidate the theory? readers who have expressed their 
No, I don't think so. For the key point appreciation for this series of articles. 
of the theory is that there are two It's really true that the creator needs 
stages, inner and outer, and the inner the appreciator to feel fulfilled! 
stage results in the conception which Appreciations-both positive and neg
then is the Sung Sang element for the ative-my be addressed to Dr. Tenabe 
production of the work of art. Did any- at UTS, 10 Dock Rd., Barry town NY 
one ever say that the Slfng Sang ele- 12507. ~ 
ment looks like the resultant being? The 
work of the outer four-position base is 

finally started to export successfully, 
and in ever increasing amounts. The 
consequences were remarkable. The 
Yen started to become a desirable cur-
rency. 

ments, alarmed at the trade imbalance, 
tried to force the exchange rate up, 
thus hoping that, because Japanese 
products became more expensive , 
Americans would buy less of them. But 
the rise of the Yen had different results, 
leading to an increase in the value of 
the reserves of the Japanese govern
ment. We know now that the Yen con
tinued to rise, despite the two 
oil-shocks or "shokkus" of 1973 and 
1979. These, in fact, helped the 
Japanese auto industry considerably. 

Their cars were much more fuel effi-
cient than the American's or Euro
pean's. Today the Yen is trading around 
105 to 1 dollar. 

What has helped the Japanese to 
save? For many years Japanese work
ers have been paid their salary in 12 
monthly installments with 1 bonus 
installment at the end of the year. This 

bonus has invariably been invested 
in the maruyu or Postal savings 
bank. 

Then there is an inherent 
Japanese, Confucian attitude of 
financial prudence and conser
vatism. It is an attitude that 

favors savings, in a precise mir-
ror image of the Americah atti

tude which favors consumption, 
consumption which is paid for with 

credit. 
-The difference is crucial : one 

leads to prosperity, the other to debt 
and eventual decline. Please decide 
which way you want your future to go. 

• I have received considerable feed
back from my first column, most of it 
asking for simplification. Here is the 
essence of that first article into three 
sentences. Every month put $100 in a 
mutual fund account. Never touch it. 
Just do it. 

Michael Inglis is a staff member with 
the finance department at HSA HQ. He 
can be contacted at 4 We~t 43rd Street, 
NY, NY 10036. (212) 997-0050x225.~ 

"SPECIAL SEMINAR FOR THE 
COMPLETED TESTAMENT AGE" 

by 
DR. SANG HUN LEE 

• This 36-couple brother was apJJOinted by Father 
to develop Unification Thought more than 20 years ago. 

• Study in depth Father's te_achings on "The Four 
Realms of Heart," ''The . Three Kingships," "The Future 
Ideal Society," ''The House of World Peace and 
Unification," and much, much more! 

• Extremely valuable for all Tribal Messiahs 
working in their home-town areas. 

• A rare opJX)rtunity! We don't know if this will 
ever be offered again. 

DATE: NOVEMBER 15-19, 1993 (5/20, SATURDAY, OPTIONAL) 
TIME: 8:00 a.m. through 6:00 p.m. 
PLACE: NEW YORKER HOTEL, 4TH .FLOOR, GOLD ROOM 
FEE: $140.00 - Payable to Theodore T. Shlmmyo 

(THIS AMOUNT DOES NOT INCLUDE ROOM AND MEALS. 
PLEASE MAKE YOUR OWN ARRANGEMENTS AT THE NEW 
YORKER, 212 947-1115, OR ELSEWHERE.) 

TOPICS: MOST OF WHAT FATHER AND MOTHER HAVE 
BEEN TEACHING AROUND THE WORLD LATELY-IN A 
CONDENSED MANNER. 

HOW TO REGISTER: PLEASE CONTACT . 
OR. THEODORE T. SHIMMY• AT 914 758-6881 

OR PAUL J. PERRY AT 212 947-1657. 
PLEASE REGISTER BY NOVEMBER 10TH 
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HeartWing:.The Shimjung Way of the Family 
Father and True Mother was a turning 

Contributed by Katharine Erickson, point, so this is a victory of their mis-
Everett WA · sion and this victory is declared to the 

Katharine shared the following expe- world! I was excit~d. I was humbled
rience with me, and J asked her to write why was I there when so many others 
it for you. Thank you, Katharine. more worthy than I were not? I felt 

I was asked to help out with ICUS such a surge of hope for our move" 
'92 in Korea, and thus was able to ment. 
attend the final banquet on August 24, I noticed afterward that I felt 
1992, where Father made his a true desire to witness. Now 
"announcement" to all the participants somehow Father's declaration 
of all the conferences. It was truly a seemed to start a new era
memorable occasion. one where we can ov,ercome 

WOW! "Right Wing? Left Wing? HeartWing!" 
{April '93 UNewsj. As much as I agree 
that we need to try to direct energy 
toward recognizing both points of view, 
whether left or right, there is a definite 
limit. Why? Because a worldview that 
believes that government and man are 
the solution to everything leads to the 

I had heard rumors that this was all this division, this burnout, 
going to be a "different" speech, so this lack of harmony that has 
there was a certain amount of antici- crept into our community-. degradation of our culture, the destruc
pation. Father spoke in Korean and all Now centered on Father's words, tion of the family, and the loss of ethics 
were provided with a Korean, and Father's dream we can again share in politics and all levels of human rela
Japanese, or English text along with a Tru·e Father's vision with others and tionships . 
translating device in six languages. The witness: I'm hoping that this time we There is a culture war going on and 
speech is a _traditional part of the con- truly can reach many Christians and the results are as deadly as any war _ 
ferences and everyone was expecting as we do, there will be a renewal with- ever fougl:!t . Hence we cannot com
a pleasant, idealistic speech and a in our church and an explosion of the promise and accept all ideas as well-
"thank you" for coming. Holy Spirit. meaning and sincerely motivated: As 

However, this was not quite a typi- This will create a spirit of energy, they say, the road to hell is paved with 
cal speech. About three-quarters of the one where people look forward to Sun- good intentions. 
way through his speech, Father stat- day as being the best day of the week, In fact, this reminds me of a book I 
ed: and long to go to church because that am reading on Winston Churchill. It 

_ In early July, I spoke in five cities is where the most love is. I'in hoping describes his crusade to expose the 
around Korea at rallies held. by the that we can become a magnet of love evils of Nazism throughout the 1930s. 
Women's Federation for World Peace. not in words, but in the unspoken real- Yet despite the undeniable evidence, 
There, I declared that my wife, WFWP ity that will pull our members and all there was incredible denial on the part 
Presi~ent Hak Ja Han of leading politicians and 
Moon, and I are the True the public. They just want-

PLEASE WRITE! Send items to: Victoria Clevenger, d 
Parents of all humanity. I 12715 NE 7th Place, Vancouver, WA 98684, 206-944-7278. e peace a nd to love each 

feedback. I found myself having to face 
some negative attitudes and decide to 
change and be heaJ.ed.. 

I certainly face ~imilar blocks. Per
haps we all do. Writing definitely takes 
effort, and therefore, according to 
experts on retarding the aging process, 
it's one of the best ways to exercise 

your brain cells and maintain 
your vigor in thinking. Happi
ly, then, the giving of your 
thoughts in writing to others 
is also a gift to yourself. I want 
this ,column, and the 

HeartWing magazine, to be vehi- . 
des for giving, and to help us learn 
from, connect to, and more deeply 
value the heart and insight of each 
other, beyond any differences in race, 
religion, nationality, or gender. 

To help expand our network, I 
decided to make subscribing easier by 
no longer requiring a written contri
bution. However, since we all benefit 
from each other's sharing, I hope you 
will continue to send in items, feed
back, and PICTURES! 

If I could write what I feel 
If I could say in some way 
If only I could 
share 
and for one moment be 
understood 
If all that lies inside 
could suddenly flow into 
another declared that we are the Indicate if I ma rint our name and address ci onl in °ther. They juSt wanted to 

------;------,.S.-::a~vi:,:• o=r=--, 7-thce-::---.-Lo-=:-::crd::,--c:o--,.f-ccthr:ce-c,-S.-::e-c-- ----tt~th=-==e~u-=N,=.e=-w-=cs )'---'a~n,,_,d..,__if<:c-=it_.__,c"""a.J_n=b~e~p~n"'· n~t"--e-"'d'"'i""n~t""h""e"'u'-"--"n~ifi:...11c""a~tiio_.,n~NL.e~w~s-, --l-1-----J.,eiieve-that-HitteT'sc-tt:tte-~+---ff-flnftJ-~-------~__:___-+--~-'L-
ond Advent, the Messiah. or Heart Wing, or both. PLEASE ALSO SEND PICTURES! tions were actualJy good; -Nancy Oldenettel, WA 

I have been in the that he didn't really intend Let's keep reaching for these nour-
church for almost 2 5 For an issue of HeartWing, please send 52 cents-postage and ide- to destroy a race or what- ishing heart connections-what Paul 

. ally an addressed 6 x 9" envelope. A year's "subscription" to HeartWing 
Years' and thl·s was one of ever stood in his way or lie Pearsall calls "nurtun·ng 1·nterrelated 

is items for one or two issues and postage (and 6 x 9" envelopes, if pos- -
JJ1e most exciting moments sible) for 4 issues. Donations to cover the costs of publishing and dis- through his teeth to get ness" -and help both ourselves and 
ofmy life! The feelings that tributing HeartWing are very gratefully accepted. away with it. HeartWing grow to touch an ever larg-
I had when Father said William Bennett's "Index er network of people. 

of Leading Cultural Indica- TIMELY TIPS these words were similar 
to the feelings that I experienced when 
I first heard the Principle and under
stood that Sun Myung Moon was the 
Messiah. I felt such a surge of excite
ment! It was incredible! This was not 
just another speech. This. was it! Final
ly after all these years, in a setting 
where he was speaking on a world level 
to key people from all over the world, 
it was out. Father made a public 
announcement that he is the messiah, 
the Lord Of The Second Advent! 

This is incredible. This is a historic 
moment. Our grandchildren will be 
talking about this day, August 24, 
1992. This is a turning point in our 
history, just as the marriage of True 

COMMUNICATE WITH THE 
UNIFICATION COMMUNITY 

THROUGH THE UNIFICATION NEWS 

others towards this heavenly atmo
sphere. 

Our church needs a rebirth, we need 
to bring back all those members who 
have left, and to reach out to members 
of our family who are no longer active
t o truly create that «unified Family" 
that many of us joined in the first 
place . Judgment with-out love will 
never bring anyone back, but an atmo
sphere of true love, where people have 
the freedom to be wrong, to make mis
takes, and to change, will. A "family" 
is a place that no one can leave; it is a 
part of your heart and your heart can 
never be cut in two without destroying 
yourself. 

RESPONSE 

· Contributed by John Biermans, 
Sacramento, CA 

I have a comment on your article, 

AFTER 40 PAY.J', J-IE 
Btf'Ot/G/-IT THE TABLET.J' 
/?OWN ANP REAP TJIE/1---

I CAN PO TJIAT/ 
\ I 

:~~: 
.. t ' • 

tors" charts .the tragic decline in our 
culture ·since 1960 in terms of the rapid Contributed by Susan Henry, Worces-
increase in crime, poverty,_ family ter, MA 
breakdown, drug use, television view- The following were taken from an 
ing, and the decline in education. It's excellent newsletter called communica
a real eye-opener and is available tion briefings-ideas that work (Volume 
through Em power America in Wa-sh ~ XI~ Number VlJ th.at Su.smv, sent me. 
ington, DC. A smile will get that job 

LET'S GROWi A Holiday Inn, when looking for 500 

-Victoria Clevenger 
Here is a contributor's explanation 

for why it took her over a year to send 
an item: · 

The interesting thing that came up 
within me when you asked me to con
tribute wa_s a need to recognize some 
major blocks that I have in sharing my 
inspirations, insights, and ideas in writ
ing. I go through a significant judgment 
of self-worth and also have a great 
sense of frustration from the lack of 

people to fill positions for a new facility, 
interviewed 5,000 candidates. 

. Hotel managers, when interviewing 
these people, excluded all candidates 
who smiled fewer than four times dur
ing the interview. 

This applied to people competing for 
jobs in all categories. 

Source : Newsday, 235 Pinelawn 
Road, Long Island, NY 11747. 

From communication briefings, PO 
Box 587, Glassboro, NJ 08028, 800-
888-2084. ~ 
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The Light and the Glory in Oil on Canvas 
by Harry Phillips-Sterling, VA 

A
ascinating exhibition of his
ory paintings was present
d in New York at the IBM 
allery in October and 
ovember and will travel to 

3 more cities in the US through the end · 
of 1994. lt ,is .titled "Picturing History: 
American Painting 1 770-1930" and is 
an overview of American history paint
ing from it's beginnings in the late 18th 
century to it's demise in the early part 
of this century. 

One quickly realizes that even more 
than from television or the movies, 
these paintings form the basis for the 
images that form the popular image of 
early American history. I think this 
comes from the fact that these are the 
images reproduced in countless text
books used by students learning about 
our history, there being no pho
tographs of the first 350 
years of the European 
encounter with and devel
opment of the American 
continent. 

Defined very broadly, 
history paintings are 
among the earliest images 
that artists have pro
duced. Certainly in Egypt 
and other early civilization 
the picturing of the his
torical deeds of the cur
rent or previous 
generations for posterity· 
was practiced widely. And in one sense, 
the religious painting from early in 
Christianized Europe could be viewed 
as the church recording its history 

---using the Old and New 'f-estameI1ts-ancl-
. the lives of the saints as its text . Later 

in the Renaissance the revival of Greek 
and Roman mythology along with reli
gious paintings became very popular 
and were considered the highest form 
of painting up until the impressionist 
revolution and the development of 
modernism in the late 19th and early 
20th century. _ 

The purpose behind the making of 
history paintings was to record for pre
sent generations the stories and heroes 
of the past. Stories of nobility of self
sacrifice and stories of the wages of sin .. 
It was one way fur the current gener
ation to pass on the important ideas 
of how life should be lived to the 
younger generations. It is not hard to 
understand why so many of them dealt 
with war, where the ultimate sacrifice 
of laying down one' life for one's com
rades or nation was a story that artists 

oncept orean: 
Dale Garratt 

Art: 
Fran~oise 

Godart 

and patrons felt was important to pass One of the great icons of American John Brown was an extraordinarily 
on. Without photography or television, history painting, Emanuel Leutze's controversial figure due to his attempt 
these images formed the only visual "Washington Crossing the Delaware" in 1859 to raid a federal arsenal in 
record of past events. is also presented. This is the scene Harper's Ferry, West Virginia in order 

In this particular exhibition, Unifi- everyone has seen at least seen in print to gather weapons to distribute to 
cationists will be inspired to see the form in which George Washington slaves and inspire a violent slave rev-
major events in the • stands in the olution. Hovenden painted a very sym-
history of the United front of the row- pathetic view of John Brown as a 
States viewed by boat while the kindly old man b ei led -Off h the 
artists who held oarsmen fight off stem upholders ofa seemingly unjust 
strongly to convic- ice bergs in the justice system. 
tion that there was a river, on their I did wish there had been more 
special role for this way in 1776 to example of modern expressions of 
country in Divine defeat the Hes- American history paintings and it 
Providence. Starting sians at the bat- seems to me that with some more effort 
with paintings of tle of Trenton. some more good examples could have 
Columbus, the Washington's been located. There is one very thought 
Mayflower, and especially paintings of head is surrounded by the early light provoking work included. It is N.C. 
the Revolution, and the Civil War it is of dawn almost like a halo surround- Wyeth's "In a Dream I Meet General 
clear that the artists who made these ing the head of a saint in a religious Washington from 1930". In the' paint
works could sense something special painting. In this painting he truly is ing we see George Washington on his 
in the historical events of this country. the heroic Father of our country. An horse, stopping to speak with the artist, 
By the use of light and structure with- interesting fact about this work is that paint brushes in hand, about battles 

in these works George Wash- it was painted in Germany by a Ger- that were fought some 150 years in the 
ington, Abraham Lincoln, man-born artist . In past. N. C. Wyeth, 
Patrick Henry and others are this particular version Andrew Wyeth ' s 
made into heroic champions an American artist, father , had appar-
of God's Providence, as well Eastman Johnson, ently been working 
as in other paintings, hum- studying under Leutze on a large mural that 
ble servants of their nation at the time, helped in included General 
in crises. it's completion. And Washington around 

One of the first paintings Leutze himself had 1930 when he fell off 
in the exhibit is "The Death grown up in the US. It a scaffolding and hit 
of General Wolfe" from 1771 is thought that the his head. For the 
by the expatriate American American Revolution ·next week Washing-
Benjamin West. West had was an inspiration to ton appeared to 
been born in Plliladelphia; German revolutionar- Wyeth every night in 
but at the age of 20 went to ies at the t ime of the paintings' execu- a dream and the dreams only stopped 

Italy to study and then ended up in tion in the early 1850's. after he finished this painting. 
England as the History Painter to King Women, although not commanding There can be no question that pho-
George III. Although creating what we a central role in most of the paintings tography and now video have taken 
now consider a very melodramatic and are not totally left out. Dennis Malone over the role of preserving history for 

nrealistic scerre;-West is-credited with-- - Garters "Molly Pitcher-a t- the-Battle of- - future generations-and the-didactic role- -
challenging the customary style of his- Monmouth" of 1854 and it's compan- of history painting, once considered so 
tory painting by putting the figures in ion "Molly Pitcher Being Presented to important is now considered to be an 
costumes appropri- George Washing- antiquated idea by most of the con-
ate to the era of the ton" of 1856 are temporary art world. One wishes that 
scene . Previous to shown together for those having the greatest influences 
West, figures pie - the first time this on today's society, the movie and tele-
tured in 17th or 18th century. The story vision program producers and writers 
century events is that she had could have more of the high moral 
would be clothed in come to the Revo- vision that inspired artists of the past. 
Roman togas, so lutionary War bat- Also, I do think it is worth applaud-
they would be taken tle to carry water ing the National Endowment for the 
more seriously. Also for the soldiers Arts and IBM for having the wisdom to 
included here is a and when her help sponsor this exhibit. This effort 
student of Benjamin husband was represents money well spent. The exhi-
West, J oh n Trumball whose large wounded in the ba ttle, she took over bition will run at theOorooran 
painting of the signing of the Declara- his job of firing the cannon. She was of Art in Washington DC from Jan 29 
tion oflndependence and other scenes given the rank of Sergeant by George to April 2, 1994, at the Diµlas Muse
from the early years of our nationhood Washington for her bravery in battle. um of Art in Dallas, Texas from May 
are installed in the Rotunda of the US In Thomas Hovenden's "The Last 1st to July 10th and the Center for the 
Capital in Washington, DC. and real- Moments of John Brown" of 1884 John Fine Arts in Miami August 6 - Novem
ly form our national imagination of how Brown pauses on his way to his own ber 13. ~ 
these events looked. hanging to kiss a small black child. 

tsl-y-';;J o} lit Al, 
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Unification and the Question of Scripture 
by Dr. Frank Kaufmann -NYC 

This_ article is derived from a paper 
presented at the Inter Religious Federa
tion for World Peace (IRFWP) Conference 
"World Scriptures: Leaming from Other 
Traditions" held at the Chicago Parlia
ment of the World's Religions 1993. 

Ti
e question of scripture, like 
l else in the world of Unifi

ation, is approached from 
ee_mingly irreconcilable 

extremes on the spectrum of 
po s - e op ·ons. Thus the person who 
takes the time to study Unification the
ology sincerely, comes to discover that 
the vision of Unification arises out of 
the spark across the synapse, rather 
than the blend at the center. 

The Unification view of scripture is 
no different, it snaps reason in the place 
of paradox and results either in the 
intuition of harmony, or cynicism based 
on incomprehension. 

On the one hand Unificationism is 
radically particularistic claiming its own 
te~chings to be the "new truth" 
promised in the 16th chapter of John's 
Gospel [DP, 132). On the other hand, 
the Unification church is the world's 
undisputed leader in substantially 
championing the validity, and sacred 
truth inherent in all world scriptures 
[WS, xiii]. In this brief essay the nature 
of these divergent commitments are pre
sented in successive sections. In the 
third section I reflect upon the co-exis
tence of these commitments in a single 
religious teaching and community. 

People who call themselves memberi, 
of the Unification Church have thtee 
core texts which function as scripture. 
These are: 1. The Divine Principle, 2. 
TheSpeeches of Sun Myung Moon, and 
3 . The Bible, including the Hebrew Bible 
and the New Testament. 

principle relating present actions and 
eternal ramifications are also explained. 
This section clarifies the critical impor
tance of an ideal, or "True" family. 

Section 2, "The Fall," describes the 
how this ideal was lost including a 
description of those activities which 
result in separating human beings from 
God. The principles by which evil per
sists in human affairs is explained as 
is the identity and nature of Satan. 
These all involve the tainting of ideal, 
or "True" love. 

The second part of the Principle 
explains the "the providence of restora
tion," from the time of Adam until 1945. 
This section contains a description of 
the principles God uses, and those 
which we must apply to liberate human 
beings from enslave
ment to evil. Figures 
such as Adam, Eve, 
Cain, Abel, Noah, Ham, 
Shem , Abraham, 
Sarah, Isaac, Rebekka, 
Esau, Jacob, Rachel, 
Leah, Joseph, Moses, 
Tamar, Mary, John the 
Baptist, Jesus, and sev
eral others are dis 
cussed for their role in 
the providence of 
restoration. There is 
also detailed treatment 
of restoration history 
since Jesus, including 
Western history, West
ern philosophical his
tory, and events in the 20th century 
such as the two world wars. 

People become members of the Uni
fication Church as a result of either 
reading the Divine Principle or studying 
it by attending lectures . Unification 
Church members tend to continue read
ing the Divine Principle for the rest of 

1. The Divine Principle --
their lives. Many members have read 

--__.,_ - the-boek- lO's or oveF-100 times. ---
The Divine Principle is the text which 

systematically presents the truth 
obtained by Reverend Moon during nine 
years of prayer, research and medita
tion between 1935 and 1945. Research 
for the Divine Principle was conducted 
in the Bible, the natural world, and the 
spiritual world. Throughout the course 
of these nine years, Reverend Moon 
would present each new finding from 
his "research" to God for confirmation, 
until the core of the teaching was com
plete. The final and most difficult aspect 
of the teaching to secure was the secret 
of the Fall. The teaching therefore, may 
be described as "discovered" by Rev
erend Moon, and confirmed by God. Of 
the many editions, summaries, work
books, outlines etc., the English ver
sion which Reverend Moon prefers is 
the 1973 edition published under the 
copyright of the Holy Spirit Association 
for the Unification of World Christian
ity, a translation of "Wol-li Kang-ron" 
[Discourse on the Principle] (1966). 

The Divine Principle is a 536 page 
work in three parts. Part I has two 
main sections, "The Principle of Cre
ation," which describes God's original 
ideal, or purpose of creation, and the 
laws or principles of creation. This sec
tion includes a description of the nature 
of God, an explanation of the relation
ship between God and human beings, 
freedom and responsibility, spiritual 
and physical reality, masculinity and 

· femininity, and the relationship between 
human beings and nature. The exact 

2. The Speeches of Rev. Moon 

The second text which functions as 
scripture for Unificationists are the 
speeches of Reverend Moon. At the time 
of this writing Reverend Moon is 73 
years old . He has been speaking on 
record for approximately 43 years. He 
speak·s to educate his membership vir
tually every day, often several times a 
day, and his sermons last on average 
anywhere from 4 to 17 hours . A col
lection of these speeches is being com
piled and presently numbers . 
approximately 245 ¥olumes of approx
imately 350 pages each. Unfortunately 
for non-Korean speakers, these volumes 
are only in Korean. Much of the same 
material however, especially from 
speeches after 1971 (the year Reverend 
Moon began his world-wide ministry in 
America), is also published in English. 

Beginning in approximately 1990 
several of the Moon's older children 
began speaking at religious gatherings 
in Unificati_on Church life. In 1992, 
Mrs. Moon also began speaking for the 
education of Unification Church mem
bers on a regular basis. Both the 
speeches of Mrs. Moon, and those of 
the children carry near identical author
ity as Reverend Moon's speeches. 

3. The Bible 

The Christian Bible is used as scrip
ture in the life of Unification piety. It 
is regarded as God's self revelation, and 
the means by which members may 

come to know the heart of God as He 
sought to save His children from the 
torture of sinful lives. 

Some members but not many have 
familiarized themselves with the scrip
tures from non-Christian religious tra
ditions and may choose to derive 
heavenly guidance and inspiration from 
these scriptures as well. 

Status of Unification Teachings 

It must honestly be said that Unifi
cationists regard the Divine Principle 
and the speeches of the Moons to con
tain the "new truth" promised in John 
16:13, the scroll .with seven seals men
tioned in Revelation 5: 1. The General 
Introduction of the Divine Principle con
tains the following passage laying out 

criteria by which to 
assess any claim by a 
teaching to be truth. 

Many passages in the 
Bible say that new words 
of truth will be given to 
mankind in the "Last 
Days." What will be the 
mission of the new truth? 
Its mission will be to pre
sent the internal truth 
that religion has pursued 
and the external truth 
searched for by science 
in one unified theme. · It 
should.also seek to over
come ·both the internal 
and external ignorance of 
man [sic] and offer him 

internal and external knowledge . It 
must eliminate the contradiction with
in man, who is receptive to both good 
and evil, by helping fallen man resist 
the way of evil and attain the purpose 
of goodness. [DP, 10) 

Later further criteria are given: 
What is the actual cause of the 

human fall?: How could a God of per
fectiQD_and beauty create man with a 
possibility of falling? What was the rea-
son for God's inability to prevent man 
from falling while He, being both 
omnipotent and omniscient, must have 
known the Fall would take place? Why 
could God not save sinful man in an 
instant with His almighty power? These 
and many other questions have trou -
bled the minds of deep thinkers and 
should be resolved by the new truth. 
[DP, 14] 

Finally, at the end of the introduc
tion the claim is made: 

"With the fullness of time, God has 
sent-his messenger to resolve the fun
damental questions of life and the uni
verse. His name is Sun Myung Moon. 
. . Knowing that no one can find the 
ultimate truth without going thI_"ough 
the bitterest of trials, he fought alone 
against myriads of Satanic forces, both 
in the spiritual and physical worlds, 
and finally triumphed over them all. In 
this way he came into contact with 
many saints in Paradise and with 
Jesus, and thus brought into light all 
the heavenly secrets through his com
munion with God. [DP, 16) 

Nothing bashful here. These claims 
are in the tradition of Jesus's more 
exclusive utterances. 

Unificationism as Universal 

Unexpectedly, wed to this particu
larism at the root· of the Unification 
effort is unassailable evidence of a com
mitment equally as strong to affirming 
the validity of all religions and the 

sacred quality of their scriptures. As a 
matter of principle Reverend Moon has 
always devoted, without fail, three times 
the .amount of his available resources 
to uplifting and strengthening all other 
religions, than that which is devoted to 
the maintenance of the Unification 
Church. Not infrequently this com
mitment all but paralyzed the efforts of 
the Unification Church, and caused its 
members to live under great hardship, 
often even without food to eat. 

Reverend Moon maintains this com
mitment through interfaith organiza
tions. Until 1971 these organizations 
served Korean religions primarily 
through Christian ecumenical activity. 
Despite the fact that Korean Christians 
fiercely persecuted the Unification 
Church and its members, Reverend 
Moon invested profusely in what was 
founded as "The Supra Denomination
al Movement." This tradition expanded 
in 1971 when Reverend Moon extend
ed his mission to the world-wide level 
after coming to America. 

Having acquired the property for the 
Unification Theological Seminary 
through the sales of candles and flow
ers, Reverend Moon hand picked a fac
ulty consisting only of professors from 
traditional religions. No professors were 
from the Unification Church. Reverend 
Moon's dream was that UTS would 
become a home to all the religions of 
the world, and that his young followers 
would benefit from inheriting the wis
dom of all the world's religions through 
their professors and their professor's 
friends . 

On the basis1 of this unprecedented 
formula for theological education, the 
various inter religious foundations and 
research associations grew and devel
oped. By 1985, the year of the first 
Assembly of the World's Religions, this 
multi-faceted interfaith network ofrelat
ed_org~tions had sp_Qnsored ~grox
imately 7,000 religious scholars, leaders 
and young people to interfaith confer
ences, pilgrimages, and work projects. 
Earlier in the decade the International 
Religious Foundation (IRF) was incor
porated as the umbrella under which 
these many projects operated. The 
1985 Assembly alone hosted close to 
1,000 participants. The organizing 
committee of the Assembly like all other 
IRF advisory boards consisted of mem
bers of the world's religions. 

It was at this Assembly that Rev
erend Moon commissioned preparation 
for World Scripture. In the summer of 
1986 the project was quietly begun, the 
editing and compilation of a com
pendium of world scriptures. Under 
the editorial direction of Dr. Andrew Wil
son, a Harvard, Hebrew Bible graduate, 
an interreligious editorial board of 27 
scholars worked for five years. Many 
of these 27 are among the world's great
est living religion scholars. The result 
was a 900 page anthology of sacred 
texts, arranged th_ematically, repre
senting 28 religions, drawing from 268 
sacred texts and 55 oral traditions. The 
fruits of these six years labor, World 
Scripture was first presented to the pub
lic _in August of 1991, at the event in 
which Reverend Moon simultaneously 
inaugurated the Inter Religious Feder
ation for World Peace (IRFWP) and the 
International Federation for World Peace 
(FWP). 

In the opening paragraph of the pref
see SCRIPTURE on next page 
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A Christian Leader of the 20th Century 
byTylerHendricks-NYC Goes to Sp1·,1·t World meetingwiththeCouncil'sGoverning Board, "Brouwer shocked delegates by 

W
e read of the recent accusing opponents of trying to destroy 
passing of Rev• Arie him and describing the council as filled 
B O fio Council of Churches and then the apart r uwer, rmer gener- · with 'lust for retribution,' 'irreconcil-
a l secretary of the National Council leadership. Small wonder they had lost faith in 
National Council of How characteristic of the fallen his ability. · 

able rage' and an 'appetite for 
vengeance.'" 

Churches. Rev. Brouwer is described world that a man who seemingly ded- The liberal RNS just doesn't get it: The Divine Principle refers to the 
by the Religious News Service (RNS) as icated his life to peace --------- men and women are not vie- contradiction within fallen man, 
"a leading figure in the religious peace would resign from the NCC we can tims of "financial and struc- between his desires for good and for 
and justice movement, not only in the on a note of violent conflict understand the tural considerations." If that evil, which places him continually "on 
United States but internationally as with the leaders of some of unexpected were true, the "financial and the brink of destruction." Only the 
well." its largest member denom- , · f th structural considerations" of conc,us,on o e Divine Principle can solve this problem; 

He worked to bring conciliation inations-presumably fine life of a Christian the Roman Empire would Jesus' sacrifice on the cross does not. 
between North and South Korea; was Christians themselves. minister exalted have snuffed Christianity Chanting and meditation does not; a 
one of the few world leaders to speak They had "lost faith in his as a man of from the start. We are healthy lifestyle does not; mental, sex-
at the 1,000tfi! anniversary of the Rus- ability to lead the council." peace responsible and accountable ual, political and social lihera - oes 
sian Orthodox Church, worked for dia- As the RNS puts it, ________ for our results, as leaders not. 
logue between the US and the USSR, Brouwer spent his tenure ._ _______ ___. and as participants. It's just 
was a strong opponent of apartheid "guiding the agency through some of that the liberal peace agenda, in its 
and worked with Protestant, Catholic its toughest years, when financial and inescapable ideological partnership 
and Jewish leaders. Brouwer was a structural considerations forced the with the welfare state and gay and les
Reformed Church of America pastor, council to reorganize and downsize." I bian activism, is not what American 
and served in its highest echelons don't know where you come from, but Christians have in mind as the basis 
before moving on to a deputy general where I come from that sounds like for interdenominational cooperation. 
secretary position with the World under his leadership the NCC fell The RNS reports that at his final 

Within this context, we can under
stand the unexpected conclusion of the 
life of a Christian minister exalted as 
a man of peace, fulfilling to the best of 
his ability what he saw as the· Chris
tian mandate, all the while ignorant of 
the Messiah's very presence on earth 
during his own lifetime. ~ · ........................................................................................................................ 

SCRIPTURE and play. [July 12, 1993) 
· The business world is also frighten-

from preViOUS page ingly linked. On a given Wednesday, 
ace, we find a pluralism as intense and Arnold Schwarzenegger can simulta
radical as the particularism described neously appear in a Movie, on a McDon
in section one. Reverend Chung Hwan ald's soft drink cup, on Ted Koppel, 
Kwak, President of the Inter Religious Children's sneakers, lunch-boxes, com
Federation for World Peace states: position books, an American Express 

"All the great religions of the world package tour to Disney World, with:
revere sacred scriptures ... These Hillary Clinton in a Los Angeles ghet
sacred scriptures contain essential to, and other painfully profitable 
truths. And they have immeasurably v:enues. He will then suddenly disap
great historical significance, for they pear strangely enough at precisely the 
have influenced the minds, hearts, and same moment Michael Jackson begins 
practices of billions of people in the to invade my life from a thousand 
past. They continue to exert tremen- places at once including my box of 
dous impact in the preseqt , and we Cheerio's. 
have every reason to believe that such Every where is linkage. "We're all 
influence will continue into the future. connected," chants the big connector. 
The words of truth in'sacred scriptures Yes, all are connected except the reli-
form the core beliefs of religion and gions of the world, which are all dis
thus, of civilization." connected, busily creating sects, 

-...-.,..--.---------+--=d=enominations, divisions , excommuni-
- - WorldScrlpture proJect cations, and wars, at the same alarm-

For this reason, the Reverend Sun ing speed as CITICORP, NYTEL, and 
Myung Moon, founder of the Interna- Nestle's link and link and link. 
tional Religiou~ Foundation, commis- The last frontier to establish the 
sioned the World Scripture project. One foundation for enduring unification is 
purpose is the celebrate and honor the_ by necessity in the realm of absolutes. 
richness and universality of religious That realm is quite simply religion, and 
truth contained in the world's great most purely its scriptures. In World 
scriptures. An additional purpose is to Scripture preface Reverend Kwak notes: 
serve the cause of world peace. [WS "While sacred texts have often func-
xiii) tioned as the axis of truth, ethics, and 

An important dimension of the World identity for religious communities, they 
Scripture project is the haunting con- have also served as points of exclu
formity of the project to the spirit of the sivism and separateness among these 
age. Thereis1IDOcmmia-oftheworld in communities ... World Scripture is 
which we do not find substantial and designed to underscore the universal
extreme investment in the direction of ity within all religions and to demon
"networking," merging, and other forms strate that there exists a vast sphere of 
of unification. lnternationally projects spiritual common ground. This is not 
such as the EEC and NAFTA bespeak to suggest that specific religions lack 
this direction of our age. In industry distinctions of unique aspects, nor is it 
the telecommunications industry alone, intended to advocate syncretism ... 
gives staggering evidence of linkage. A Rather, oy focusing on these common 
recent Insight article entitled "Policing elements, we can learn from and inher
Cyberspace," points out that: it each other's spiritual foundations and 

Computers, telephones, televisions, prepare for mutual cooperation." [WS 
and radios are becoming different forms xiv] 
of the same activity . .. As the distinc- These introductory passages show 
tions among the various media dissolve, beyond a shadow of doubt that Unifi
doors are opening to entirely new kinds cation unequivocally regards scriptures 
of information services ... By the year of non-Unification traditions as the 
2010, communications specialists say, source for essential truth, and bearer 
almost every home and business in the of sacred tradition and reality; a posi
United States (and many other parts of tion which be regarded as incompati
the world) will be connected by infor- ble with the radical particularism 
mation channels through which peo- expressed in section one. 
ple will do business, learn, entertain, I have endeavored to present two 

positions so extreme, that they might 
seem incompatible at first glance; on 
the one hand a vigorous spiritual com
munity believing their own teachings 
to be the fully revealed truth of God, 
and on t.he other that same communi
ty which has members who have liter
ally sacrificed their lives to uphold the 
truth---and beauty of religions not their 
own. ·The latter is not just to be found 
in isolated exceptions, but rather char
acterizes the unified direction and con -
victions of the community; so much so, 
that the Unification church alone, thus 
far has been able to bring so many reli
gions to work together, for so long, and 
in the end produce the unrivaled World 
Scripture. 

There is much to account for how 
these extremes co-exist. A full expla
nation would take much time and writ
ing. Here are just three of many 
aspects of how Unification people view 
the world which should help explain 
this seemingly contradictory position 
on scripture and scriptures: 

1. All of history and especially reli
gious history has been guided by the 
will of God. 

2. Religion is infinitely better than 
a-religion, irreligion, or anti-religion. 

3. God has His job to do. I have my 
job to do. 

Belief 1. All of history and especial
ly religious history has been guided by 
the will of God. 

All Unificationists strongly believe 
that throughout history God has con
stantly labored to liberate his children 
from enslavement by evil forces. The 
primary way God has carried out this 
effort is through religion, and religious 
teaching. For this reason Unification 
people really do love all religions, and 
their teachings. They see them as God's 
own effort. The life's work of the one 
they love most. 

Belief 2. Religion is better than no 
religion. 

Because Unification people see reli
gion as the vehicle through which 
human' beings can shed evil and return 
to God, they would always rather find 
a religious person than a non.: or anti
religious one. In a certain important 
way, the Unificationist does not much 
care how different the beliefs of other 
people are, they are just glad to find a 
believer in this mercilessly materialis
tic and self-indulgent world. Unifica-

tionists believe that religious people are 
a comfort to God, and so want to 
encourage them. This includes encour
aging people to study and practice what 
God has taught them through their own 
scriptures. 

Belief 3. God has His job to do. I 
have my job to do. 

My job is to follow my own scriptures 
and teaching perfectly. Until I have 
done so, I should not have the leisure 
to condemn the beliefs of others. Hus
ton Smith relates the story of how Con-

• fucius reacted upon discovering one of 
his students criticizing a companion: 
"Obviously Tzu-kung must have 
become quite perfect himself, to have 
the time to spare for this," said Confu
cius, " I don't have this much leisure." 
[Smith, p. 163] And so it should be 
among the companions that the reli
gions are meant to be to each other. 

--Encourage.-Give..&-.Take ______ _ 

There is also a deeper aspect to the 
respective roles of God and myself. Uni
ficationists are often confronted by peo
ple demanding to know what kind of 
"Orwellian 1984" the Unification 
Church has in mind. The most recent 
discoverer of "the Unification secret 
agenda for world hegemony" (sarcasm 
mine) presented this challenge to a Uni
fication Church elder certain that he 
was the first person in forty years clever 
enough to ferret out "Moon's diabolical 
plot." 

The answer offered was helpful to 
me: 

"All we try to do is remove barriers 
through the practice of sacrificial love. 
What God then builds among people 

· who have come to love one another is 
always greater than anything we our
selves could design, or possibly imag
ine." 

This mission to remove barriers of 
hatred, enmity, and even of indifference 
through the activity of sacrificial love 
requires Unificationists to know and 
love the traditions and beliefs of others 
deeply. In the end, however, the most 
important attitude to hold regarding 
scripture and scriptures is that at least 
each person should practice one of 
them with all of one's heart, and mind. 
Without such practice interfaith har
mony will not be possible. ~ 

( 
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Is 1V To Blame -For Violence In America? 
by Haven Bradford Gow 

U
.S. Attorney General Janet 
Reno recently testified before 
members of the U.S. Senate 
Commerce Committee and 
encouraged the senators . to 

legislate against TV violence if the tele
vision industry will not take the initia
tive and curb dramatized violence and 
bloodshed. "Government intervention is 
neither the best option nor the first we 
should try," Attorney General Reno said, 
"but if significant voluntary steps are not 
taken soon, government action will be 
imperative." She added: "Too much of 
today's programming neither uplifts, nor 
even reflects our national values and 
standards. Instead of disseminating the 
best in our culture, television too often 
panders to our lowest common denom
inator." 

A front-page story in the November 
7, 1993 National Catholic Register point
ed out that "For more than two deca:des, 
the television industry has made many 
promises to clean up the airwaves and 
reduce violence on television. But little 
happened. Now there's a backlash ... With 
more than 80 percent of the American 
people saying television violence direct
ly harms society, according to a Times
Mirror survey, curbing programming has 
suddenly become a no-lose issue for 
everyone on Capitol Hill." 

Still , others insist that TV i s notto 
blame for the increase in violence in 
America, and that curbing TV sex and 
violence will not reduce anti-social think
ing and behavior by young persons. 

For example, Edward Morris , chair
man of the 1V department of Columbia 
College in Chicago, states: "Television is 
a convenient target ... But the idea of mak
ing the television-industry the scapegoat 
for the failure of the public to take charge 
of -its children, its homes and its 
Congress is ridiculous." 

Chuck Stone, a columnist/social crit
ic, observes: "Television cannot be 
abso ve of olame Tor America's violence. 
But neither is it solely responsible for the 
violent disintegration of America's civil
ity." Mr. Stone contends that efforts to 
curb TV sex and violence really amount 
to censorship and an attack on the First 
Amendment right to freedom of speech 
and expression. 

have on emotionally and morally imma- lunch program at St. Therese Catholic 
ture young people, whose parents are Elementary School, Chinatown, Chica
out of the home and use 1V as a baby- go, states: "One time I was over a friend's 
sitter. house, and she had on cable 'IV. The pro

Robert Stuart, chairman emeritus of gram was filled with explicit sexual activ
the National Can Corp. in Chicago and ity. I would never want to have my 
past president of the Chicago Crime grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
Commission, says that, after studying come to my home and see such programs 
much research on the topic, he sees a on my 'IV. I would be ashamed of myself. 
definite 4nk between 1V violence and vio- Also, 1V talk shows are becoming more 
lence in real life; he notes that 1V peo- . nasty, dirty and explicitly sexual. One 
ple claim advertising on TV can help time I was watching a talk show, and 
co~panies sell their products but then there were two sisters who said they had 
deny that 1V sex and violence can have had sex with the same man; on another 
any effect on the minds and conduct of show, a mother was bragging about hav-
people. ing sex with her daughter's boyfriend . 

Wilson Reyes, principal of St. Therese Somebody has opened up a Pan-
Catholic Elementary School, Chinatown, 

1
----...._ dora's box, and now we are see-

Chicago, observes: "'IV programs filled ... ~ ing all the evils· coming out of 
with sex and violence definitely can and the closet." 
do h~ve an impact on young people. But 1_ . In this connection , Dr. 
the effect of TV programs has A~:.. Helen Sterk, a professor of 
to be coupled with opportuni-~ ~_,~, - -,;· communications at Mar-
ties to act out what the young >,. '{ ·,.),. .~ . -~ quette University, has done 
people see. A young person may i~- -~l '' .. )",1 {1 '~\ a study of popular TV talk 
be attracted to premarital sex, ' · , ~)~ ·· · _ .. .,: · .- ·,,;l shows such as the "Oprah 

· violence or drug and alcohol • •. ·• · :, , !,_ \, Winfrey" and "Phil Don-
abuse by seeing glamorous actors ' ' ~ / \: ahue" programs; she finds 
and actresses engage in such behavior; that such TV talk shows 
but unless he is living in an environment are blatantly anti-religious in their atti
or has friends that will give him the tudes and discussions. For example, says 
opportunity to engage in such conduct, Dr. Sterk, "During any given week, view
he may just fantasize about such activ- ers may be offered a menu including 
ities iµid not really act out the fantasies ." women who were arrested while naked, 

Dr. G. H. Wang, president of an edu- transsexual twins, ... sexual triangles .. ,and 
cational foundation in Chicago, declares: women who harm their children for 
"The 1V industry should have better bal- · attention ." The only thing such 1V talk 
ance in what they present to the public; shows do not tolerate is moral judgment 
it's true that violence is a fact of life in or the articulation of a reasonably pre
America, but TV people can present a sented and intellige n tly articulated 
better balance by showing good people Judeo -Chris tian perspective on the 
in society who are helping rather than issues. 
hurting people." Take, for example, a recent "Donahue" 

Mrs. Lena Wong Yee, a dedicated and program in which a woman told how she 
loving family person in Eudora , committed adultery and bore another 
Arkansas , has this to say: "How do we man's child, not informing her husband 
expect our young people to behave vir- until the baby was over a year old that 
tuously and responsibly when they it was not his child. Dr. Helen Sterk 
exposed day-after-day, hour-after-hour points out that "When a caller said he 

_to..sex and violence-on-'IV? When are-the found this-immoral and not--wortny o 
TV people going to put on programs in attention, Donahue called him a 'jerk' 
which people act in a modest, pure, hon- and 'Reverend Pooh-Bah." 
orable and virtuous fashion?" 1V critics, though, have focused most 

Joseph W. Gow, a devoted and loving of their attention on sex and violence on 
father in Arlington Heights, Ill. , observes: 1V dramatic and comedic programs . For 
"'IV programs saturated with sex and vio- . example, Dr. Leonard Eron, head of the 
lence can insidiously plant harmful ideas American Psychological Association, 
into the minds of the viewers. When peo- points out that after studying the effects 
ple are faced with certain problems or of'IV violence on our thinking and con
situations, they can be inspired to act duct, he has come to the conclusion that 
out what is latent or repressed in their a steady diet of'IV violence definitely con
minds . When they are faced with a cri- tributes to anti-social thinking and vio
sis, they can be instigated to imitate what lent behavior. In conjunction with Dr. 
they have seen on 1V and act out a vio- Eron's study is the report from a 9-mem
lent rather than peaceful solution to the ber APA committee which examined for 
crisis." 5 years the negative and positive conse

Mrs . Mary LaMantia, director of the quences of TV the committee reports a 
1-----------------------------------~ definite link between 1V violence and the 

Anti-porn boycott taking effect 

On the other hand, Dr. Monte Lieb
man, a psychiatrist in Brown Deer, Wis
consin, says the entertainment industry 
cannot avoid moral responsibility for its 
role in making the United States an 
increasingly violent society; he is espe
cially concerned about the impact that 
1V programs saturated with sex, violence 
and anti-religious hostility can and do 

(RNS)-The American Family Associa
tion says a two-year-old boycott of 
Kmart is taking effect, claiming the 
boycott is responsible for the corpora
tion's recently announced drop in earn
ings. 

In a prepared statement released 
earlier this year, association president 
Donald Wildmon, citing an 81 percent 
drop in Kmart earnings for the firs t 
quarter of 1993, said, "While Kmart 
blames the weather for their financial 
trouble, we believe that our boycott 
has been a major contributing factor." 

The Tupelo, Miss.-based association 
started the boycott to force Kmart to 
abandon sales of what the association 

claims is "pornographic" materials 
through the retail giant's Waldenbooks 
bookstore chain. · 

"Kmart can deny it, and the media 
can ignore it, but the boycott most def
initely is working," said Wildmon , a 
United Methodist minister. 

According to Wildmon, the boycott 
is supported by 1.5 million association 
members and 180,000 churches . He 
said the United Methodist Church and 
Southern Baptist Convention recent
ly withdrew several million dollars in 
pension funds from Kmart, represent
ing investments of some 24 million 
workers. ~ 

development of violent, antisocial behav
ior in children. 

According to Dr. Brandon Centerwall, 
a Seattle, Washington, psychiatrist and 
educator, strong evidence exists linking 
violence on TV and in the movies with 
50 percent of the crime and violence in 
American society, and in 2 other coun
tries . Dr. Centerwall estimates there 
would be 10,000 fewer murders, 70,000 
fewer rapes, 1 million fewer auto thefts, 
2.5 million fewer burglaries and 10 mil
lion fewer larcenies each year in this 
nation if not for so much violence on TV 
and in the movies. 

What makes a TV program or a movie 
a good program or movie? An article in 
the October 1993 issue of U.S. Catholic 
provides this response: "Films that show . 

people with a world crisis can show us 
an honorable approach. to dealing with 
an evil situation. Movies that put us in 
the presence of people dealing with per
sonal, life-changing situations can inspire 
us to choose ways of behavior that bring 
us closer to God . Sometimes simply 
entering through film the private lives of 
people trying to relate as Christians to 
other people in their lives can serve as 
meditations that help us move through 
our own lives in a holier manner." The 
article added: "Whether a film's story is 
large or small, it can be considered a 
good movie ifit draws us closer to God." 

In hi n · e Film Makers-Film 
Viewers (Boston, Mass .: Daughters of St. 
Paul Publishing Co.), Los Angeles' Roman 
Catholic Archbishop Roger Mahony 
observes : "Artistic; freedom must always 
be responsible. The responsible film 
maker's task is made more difficult still 
by the fact that a significant portion of 
his/her audience may be made up of 
young people who are not yet emotion
ally mature. Too many of them know lit
tle about delaying gratification or 
disciplining themselves. Their self-affir
mation is shaky and their values are in 
flux. They carry within themselves a pow
der keg of turbulent emotional energies 
that have yet to be brought under the 
governance of reason or given a whole
somely human outlet." 

Archbishop Mahony trenchantly 
observes: "The Golden Rule applies here. 
Responsible film makers will not do to 
their audiences what they would not 
want done to themselves-or to their 
teenage sons and dau ghters .. .In trying 
to please their audiences, they will not 
pander to baser instincts, to narcissism, 
hedonism and greed. Nor will they tell 
their viewers part of the truth ... and with
hold the other part ... that...demands hard 
work, discipline and unselfish love." 

In sharp contrast to all the popular 
TV programs and movies saturated with 
sex, violence and anti-religious hostility 

~isCBS TVs senes Brool<lyn Bridge," 
which affirms such traditional values as 
religious faith, decency, and the beauty 
of good family life and friendship. One of 
the nicest features of "Brooklyn Bridge" 
is the developing frien dship of Katie, a 
young Irish-Catholic girl, and Alan, a 
young Jewish boy. In one episode, Katie 
and Alan bring their respective families 
togethe.r in a Chinese restaurant, where 
they help them overcome religious and 
ethnic bigotry and prejudice and see the 
positive aspects of each other's religious 
and ethnic identities and teach them to 
become friends . Indeed, it is beautiful 
and touching to watch Katie and Alan 
growing as human beings and develop
ing in self-respect and in respect for oth
ers . 

Jennifer Lewis , the lovely and grace
ful young actress who portrays Katie 
Monahan in "Brooklyn Bridge," commu
nicates a wholesomeness and a spiritu
al beauty, purity and innocence that are 
so rare, remarkable and precious today. 
Watching Jennifer's face acting is like 
watching a lovely ballerina dancing at 
her very best. When Jennifer smiles, her 
eyes light up and she radiates an inner 
grace and beauty. When Jennifer appears 
in a scene, her eyes glow and she lights 
up the screen with her grace, charm, dig
nity, beauty and professionalism. 

Mr. Gow is a columnist who has pub
lished more than 1,000 articles and 
reviews in 100 magazines and newspa
pers .. ~ 
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Let Them Know What You Think of Their TV 
by Nancy Oldenettel -Federal Way, WA 

N
ter listening to the power

ful speech of Rev. and Mrs. 
. oon when they spoke in 

y region, I wanted so 
uch to respond their plea 

to do something about immorality in 
our nation. 

The problem seems so overwhelm
ing that the idea of doing anything 
seems impossible. Yet I know that if 
we as Unificationsts have this attitude, 
then truly the hope for America is lost 
and I have clearly seen by traveling out
side of the ". . m c.h e world 
needs America to rise from the ashes. 

One night the television was on and 
one of the many evening talk shows 
came on. They were discussing an 
issue of sexual deviance which is so 
personal and has such deep relation
ship to pornography and addictions 

related that I was shocked at 
the attitude which was coming 
across the screen. It was as if 
this was a normal thing and 
worst of all it was on prime 
time! I was mad. I fumed. 

Then I saw a brief program 
about a dentist in Texas who 
had similar experience and 
began a letter writing campaign 
which was effective at remov
ing the program in his area. I 
wrote him and without waiting 
for a reply began a campaign 
in Seattle with the help of some 
of our members of Women's 
Federation for World Peace. 

Many women cannot get out 
of their homes easily but they can write 
letters and call television stations and 
advertisers and political representa
tives. I took prepared generic letters 
to local women's groups and church-

Baptist Jeens pleilge,rsexual~absin~~ce:~1: 
- 1- .• " 

Religious News Service 

Tt
ere is an im. itative among 
outhem Baptists to ·encour
ge sexual1 abstinences 
mong its teenagers. The 

program, called "True Love 
Waits," asks Teenagers to sign 3-by-::5 
"covenant cards" that read: "Believing 
that true love waits, 1 make a com
mitment to God, myself, my family, 
those I date, my future mate and my 
future children to be_ sexually pure 
until the day I enter a covenant mar
riage relationship." 

Many parents have counter-signed 
the pledge cards as a measure of their 
commitment to helping their children 
maintain their v.Qws. 

The program is quite clever, really. 
It functions as a defense against peer 
pressure by creating an alternative cul-

"It's awesome to be a virgin," one 
initiate e~claimed, "I want to give that 
as a gift to my wife. I want it to be spe: 
cial, not something I do just to fit -in/ ' 

"I have had so much:fan say,ing no," 
a teenage girl said. "A lot of us are 
coming out of the closet. I'm a virgin 
and proud of it." 

The Southern Baptist are engaged 
in a noble effort, and they plan to gath
er 100,Q0O pledges before their nation
al convention next June. In these days 
of AIDS and sexually transrriitted dis
eases, there is a good, even excellent 
argument to be made in favor of absti
nence. I<:or Southern Baptists, given 
their adherence to the Bible, that argu
ment has added force. 

;J'he Southern Baptist pro.pg~~~ m~~A 
not be perfect, but they repre~ent arf 
honest effort to address one of the most 
critical issues of our time. H-- ,. 

es and also called 
for a picket of the local television sta
tion which is airing the first prime time 
R rated television program NYPD Blue. 
( I am sending some pictures of the 
WFWP women who came with their 
children to stand against sex and vio
lence on TV.) 

I write this to encourage others to 
do the same. It is very doable. Feel 
free to contact me for any research 
information. There is an organization 
which provides a good deal of materi
al called the American Family Associ
ation. 

Write to PO Drawer 2440, Tupelo 
MS 38803. Another option is to write 
letters similar to the one below to the 
list which follows: 

Example: 
Dear Mr. Helm, I am joining many 

other concerned parents to let you know 
that I am fighting ABC's soft-core 
pornography on NYPD BLUE. I am hold
ing the advertisers accountable and 
intend to boycott their products. I 
intend to ask others to join me. Please 
do the right thing for our children. 

Add any personal comments you 
want and change it a bit for letters to 
the companies who are advertising. 

Helm, Jr. 
•Assoc.of 
National 
Advertisers• 155 East 44th St. • NY, 
NY 10017. 

Chrm. Thomas Murphy • Capital 
Cities/ ABC, Inc.• 77 W. 66th St.• NY, 
NY 10023. 

Chrm. S. Daniel Abraham • Slimfast 
Foods Co. • PO Box 504 7 FDR Station 
• NY, NY 10150 . . 

Chrm. Alfred M. Zeien • Gillette CO. 
• Prudential Tower Bldg • Boston, MA 
02199. 
. I can update the information in 

future Unification News. I made letters 
with a cover page for WFWP and dis
tributed them to local churches, 
schools and women's groups. Many 
people have expressed gratitude that 
someone has taken the time to help 
them do something about this very seri
ous problem. 

Now is the time to stand up! 
Let me know how it's going: 
Nancy Oldenettel • 27704 23rd Ave. 

S. • Federal Way, WA 98003 • (206) 
946-9241. H--
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NCC says TV violence warning labels not good enough 
by David E. Anderson 

W
ASHINGTON (RNS)
Church officials seeking 
to minimize the graph- . 
ic use of violence on TV 
say voluntary warning 

labels on violent programming won't 
end their efforts. 

"We reject the television producers' 
warning language as ota y unsatis
factory," said J. Martin Bailey, an asso
ciate general secretary of the National 
Council of Churches and head of the 
council's unit on education, commu
nication and discipleship. 

On June 30, television's four com
mercial broadcast networks, hoping to 
stave off stiffer congressional action, 
announced they would put warning 
announcements on violent program-

z 

ming. 
Voluntary warning labels were seen 

by the industry as a more palatable 
alliterative to a rating system. such as 
that now used on motion pictures. 

At the same time, spokesmen for the 
networks gave no indication they would 
change their programming, and each 
network would determine for itself what 
programming would carry the sparse 
warning. 

The warning label, which would be 
aired before a program begins and per
haps during the airing, says "Due to 
some violent content, parental discre
tion is advised." 

Networks said it would be a "trial" 
experiment, beginning this fall and last
ing two years . 

"We cannot allow broadcast televi-

sion to become barren of dramatic 
excitement," the networks-ABC, NBC, 
CBS and Fox-said in a joint statement 
announcing the self-labeling program. 

"We cannot participate in a process 
that, while well intended, condemns 
advertising-supported television to such 
bland fare that it would forsake a high
er, more sophisticated level of dramat
ic conflict," the networks said. 

More importantly, it appeared the 
labeling procedure would not be applied 
to cartoons, which critics contend are 
among some of the most violent and 
potentially harmful of all television 
shows. 

The networks' move satisfied, at least 
for the moment, the industry's sharpest 
critics in Congress but not in the 
churches or other monitoring groups. 
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"Church people in America have 
good reason to be concerned about the 
correlation between violence on televi
sion and in motion pictures and vio
lence in homes, in schools and on our 
streets," NCC General Secretary Joan 
Brown Campbell told RNS. 

"It has been proved that acts of sex
ual violence and harassment especial
ly toward women, frequently are 
stimulated by what te evision. ,pw 11..ttays 
as social norms," she added. 

She called the networks' response 
"wholly inadequate." 

"Much more than a mild warning to 
parents is needed," she said. "Film
makers in our society must recognize 
their obligation to the society and espe
cially to impressionable children and 
youth." 

Both NCC officials stressed that 
they opposed any government effort 
at censorship. 

Nor have they supported the threat 
of consumer boycotts aimed at adver
tisers of programs they.deem unsuit
able. 

One group, Americans for Respon
sible Television, has already promised 
to launch a consumer boycott against 
any advertiser whose ads appear on 
shows carrying a violence warning 
label. H--
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The PreaCher/Lion's come again 
by Clifford-NYC 

H 
ey! I'm going to tell you a 
story about Adam and Eve 
back when things were 
kind of cool, you know, 
before the Fall. They were 

just running around in the garden, 
kind of innocent, you know. And then 
Lucifer came along and messed things 
up. 

And some kid in the audience whis
pered, "He was Lucifer," I suppose he 
did look a bit like Lucifer, and once he 
might have had Luciferesque motiva
tions for the things he did. But all that 
changed when he met True parents 
and the True Family, namely Hyo Jin 
Nim. He's come a long way since the 
days of J.C . Chen and the search of 
heroes and "God and Freedom so·ng". 
They've moved in circles and learnt how 
to begin. 

Now the quest is on for rock's cos
mic midnight. The time is right for 
becoming the heroes for a lost gener
ation . The foundation has been laid 
with the knowledge that the heart you 
imagine is within you. They've taken 
the baton and as torch-bearer of the 
new truth they're casting a path of light 
into an otherwise dark Hell. In case 
you haven't guessed by now, I'm talk
ing about Joe the man Longo and the 
band Ancestors. A man who I choose 
to call respectfully the Preacher. 
Because when he stands on stage as 

lead singer for Ancestors I don't see a 
rock singer, I see a harbinger of truth, 
a man who has spent much time with 
Hyo Jin Nim, a true son, who has 
inherited the heart of his Father and 
Mother, and who is in the process of _ 
transmitting his heart to those 
around him. 

We've all heard Hyo Jin Nim 
as he expressed his heart to 
us at Belvedere about his 
desire to communicate 
Father's message through 
the means of popular 
culture. Now the Prin
ciple states clearly 
that true joy is 
experienced 
when a sub
ject sees 
his own 
char-

acter and form reflected in his object. 
I'll leave you to figure the rest out. 

Did you catch the music he's been 
playing through the years. Can you 
feel the rhythm of his heart? Let go of 

your notions . Lion's 
come again. J.C. 
Chen from the album 
Ancestors. 

Let there be no 
doubt in our minds 
as to the message 
in the music. 
There are mil
lions of kids out 
there and some-
one 's gotta 
speak their 
language. 
One young 
lady said to 
me, almost 
in tears, 
" W h y 
didn't 

t h e y 
play 

Yeah, we've been through it all before, 
about a thousand times or more. 
How much of this world can we take as 
true? 

How Much from T.E.D. (We all know 
how much.) 
We ride the edge, we ride the line. 
We were the dead, we washed our 
minds. 
We let it go, we took a chance. 
We went through a door 
And learned a dance the world had ever 
seen before. 
We ride the edge, we ride the line. 
We were the dead, we washed our 
minds. 
We let it go, we took a chance. 
We went through a door 
And learned a dance the world had ever 
seen before. 

Listening to the old J.C. Chen tape 
reminds me a bit of Bob Marley and 
songs like "Wild and Free" Whoa, Yeah! 
But that was then and this is now. 
People listen to the latest Ancestors 
demo tape and they say the lead singer 
sounds like David Bowie or I really like 

"Turning". Every 
one who I've intro
duced to A_ncestor's 
music has been 
blown away. One 
guy was very happy, 
he quoted me a fig
ure for Ancestors to 
play in his joint but 
when he listened to 

the demo, he said woefully, I can't pay 
Churches? I want to hear Churches. these guys. They wouldn't want to play 
I came all the way from New Jersey just in my place any way. Even the people 
to hear Churches." All I could say was who don't listen to this kind of music 
"Catch it next time." This was in the have been impressed. But it's no sur-

Se llin Q Marquetry with Crea bve Lion's Den. Or was it? Sorry. It was prise: As I've said before every rung 
o probably Bond Street Cafe in the Vil- goes higher. 

DeSi[snS durin8 the year. lage. The crowds reaction was so pos- Beyond the quest for rock's cosmic 
Part-bme, on weekends at rairs, itive, Ancestors had to go back on stage midnight, rock's cosmic spring has 

f es b va Is and era ft shows. for. one more song because the crowd dawned. Let us not kill our prophets 
---+::-;--'-ri~--~ "---- i_-.. -.-.--;.-=.-=.=-.=;.,-=-_.:..._....:_=-_~-=-=-.~-;.~-;.:..::..-=.:..:._--=-..::..::..::.--=-:.:_::_ __ -a.;._ ~;e_i;,t..asKU;ig..-10.l;:..uw.r:e.._ ___ ---:-_ _ _ µl':>__JB~yb..JM~ab!.r!.!le<Y-----l..!.o!.!n~c~e__,s~a~i~d"-. - '--''H~o~w,_l~o,_,n~· :,__(. __ 2 ___1 

The prophet speaks when he has a shall ..they kill our prophets while we 
reason. Now the fig tree is in bloom stand aside and look?" SELLIN§ JNTHE 

l) Northeast 
i '2) Midwest 
J 3) California @ the 

Southwest 
4) Colorado, Utah (g 

, , Rockies 
5) Florida. 9eor&ia @ 

\ the Carolinas 
6) Mi&>ouri, K__ansas (g 

·com bell:. 

As the magnitude of followefs grows, Look at me rast-man with your spirit 
. just who are they following? eyes. 

It's a proverbial Jacob's Ladder and Can you telljst who I am beyond this 
every rung goes higher. We've all been disguise? 
too many places and seen too many Listen to me, rasta man, did you catch 
things to be influenced by the negative the music he's been 
things. Father has trained us well. playing through the years? 
This band is a reflection of a yet Can you feel the rhythm of his heart? 
brighter light. They'll face the wrath Let go of our notions, lion's come again. 
and never break. To any unbelievers, I compare the effect that Ancestors 
please believe and know that it's for have upon their audience with people 
Heaven's sake we live, we breathe, we speaking in tongues at the time of Pen
go. From the position of John the Bap- tecost, and l £ t.ba.1t Ancestors have 
tist they're saying what John the Bap- much more clarity, more power to 
tist didn't say, the way it should have them. Let us utilize this popular cul
been said. These lyrics just blow me ture to convey God and True Parent's 
away every time I listen to them. It's message of hope, peace and harmony 
so impossible to get ariy negative vibra- to the whole world, and by whatever 
tions from this music. Just check this other means we can. ~ 
out. From The Enemi_es Dance, Cheni 
and the Rain. . 

You must increase and I increase, 
You move with mepr meaning cease. 
For me there is not meaning without 
you. 
These feelings come frq_m greater heart 
than mine. 
We know where we're from and we 
know where we're going to. 
They think we're strange, so easy to do. 
They'll tell you tales of things we do. 
They have their fears. They'll share 
them with you. 
And then you 'U decide just what is true. 
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MANNATTAN 

CENTER. 

P~OODLY 

P~ESENTSITS 

LAT1ES FAMILY 

ALBOM. 

Tt1E PE~FECT 

NO LIDA Y GIFT FO~ 

YOOR: LOVED ONES. 
To ordercall 1~1.01-5341 or write 

MANHATTAN CENTER STUDIOS 
311 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10001 

$10 per copy covers 
shipping and handling 

Major credit cards accepted 

Unification News 

a t e n t e r 
Music Tapes / CDs 

Item # H y o .1 i n M o o n Item# S h e i I a V a u K h n 
(HJM) (SY) 
101 REBIRTH (Tape only, No C.D.) 501 DAY AND NIGHT (Children's Album) 

(Double cassette special price $14.00) · Double cassette special price $16.00) 
102 OFFERING SONGS 502 KIDS ONLY ... NOT! . 
103 STAR SONGS ( Cassette only$ 10.00) 
104 HANGOOK TONG IL 
105 LOVE & PROMISES 
106 HELL'S O FIRE 
107 PARADISE BEFORE HEAVEN 
108 BEAT THE DEVIL OUT OF YOU 
109 BAG'EM AND TAG'EM 
110 DEVIL GRINDER 
111 MY PLEDGE 

Second Generation 

801 RISING STARS 

Eternal Love 
2000 '92 Blessing Commemorative Album 

( Cassette only $ 11.00) 

e c o r d s 
VIDEOs 
Item# 
V-1 Lethal Risk: 

Crisis of AIDS in America 
V-2 One in Ten: 

The Kinsey Percentage 
V-3 Rev. and Mrs. Sun Myung Moon: 

(short video biography) 
V-4 Hyo Jin Moon Band: 

PRICES 

Live Concert in Tokyo 
(with English subtitles) 

CD: $14.00 
CASSETTE:$ 9.00 
(Shipping and handling included) 
VIDEO : $ 15. 00 
(plus $3.50 shipping & handling) 112 DEVIL'S NUTCRACKER 

112.5 BALLAD ALBUM 
113 AXE6 

r--(5rde"r Form (Please make your checks, mo:~;-~~rs payable to Manhattan Center Studios.) 

(PF) 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 

(A) 

Parents Favorites 
HOMETOWN 
HOMETOWN Vol.2 
HOMETOWN Vol.3 
HOMETOWN Vol.4 
HOMETOWN Vol.5 

Ancestors 
401 ANCESTORS 

Items Total Cost 

Ship to: 
Name · · 

, ------------------------------------------Address, _____ ' ___________________________________ _ 
City, State, Zip, 

27 

402 THE ENEMIES DANCE 
403 4SONGS EP ($ 5.00) Phone, _____ _______________________ _ _____________ · 

·-~~:------~-~~t-er Amex Card# _________________ Exp~Date ------------: 

PHONE YOUR CREDIT CARD ORDER: 1 (800) 201-5341 
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It Might be that You Just Don't Understand 
Reviewed by Debby Gullery-Ossining, NY 

You Just Don't Understand by Deb
orah Tannen. Ballantine, 1990, $12. 

. ,- OJ 13oox REUTEW OJ ~ 
and avoiding failure, but these are not 
the goals ·they are focused on all the 
time, and they tend to pursue them in 
the guise of connection. And men are 
also concerned with achieving involve
ment and avoiding isolation, but they 
are not focused on these goals, and 

are dominant in our society, and that 

D
eborah Tan- many individual men do seek to dom
nen's book, You just Don't inate women. Yet male dominance is 
Understand, has been on not the whole story. 
the New York It is not enough to 

. Times best-sell- .------'·------, account for everything that 
er list for over two years - She explains happens to women and men 
and .aiter reading it I can that men in conversations - especial-
understand why. It has the generally • ly conversations in which 
potential to help explain why operate as both are genuinely trying to 
perfectly wonderful men and individuals in a relate to each other with 
women behave in ways that hierarchical attention and respect. The 
baffle both their marriage social order result of dominance is not 
partners and their work_ always the result of an inten-
associates. .__ ______ __, tion to dominate. That is the 

With a background in marriage news that this book brings. 

kind of a world, conversations are 
negotiations in which people try to 
achieve and maintain the upper hand, 
and protect themselves from attempts 

they tend to pursue them by others to put them down or 
push them around. So life 
becomes a contest, a struggle to 
preserve independence and 
avoid failure. 

Women on the other hand, 
tend to approach the world as 
individuals in a network of con
nections. In this world, con
versations are negotiations for 
closeness in which people try to 

-------- in the guise of opposition. 
Women on the Based on this inter-
other hand, pretation , one can see 
tend to how easi!y men and 
approach the women could misinter-
world as pret and misjudge each 
individuals in a other. This insight allows 
network of us to make allowances 
connections. rather than take the dis

parities personally. In 

seek and give confirmation and sup
counseling, I have participated in and In my work as 
attended many workshops on Marriage Regional Chairwoman 
Enrichment. At one particular work- of WFWP, I have 
shop on International Marriages, an become more sensitized 
Oriental/ American couple gave their to the different ways 
testimony overcoming their cultural that men and women 
differences, and conciuded that more communicate, the dif
challenging than their differences ferences in our behav
stemming from culture, were those ior in the workplace, 
that stemmed from the fact that they and the different ways 
were a man and a woman and thus in which we strive to 
from two very different worlds. accomplish our goals, 

YOU JUST DON'T 
UNDERSTAND 

port, and to reach 
consensus. They 
try to protect 
themselves from 
attempts to push 
them away. 

Life, then, is a 
community, a 
struggle to pre
serve intimacy 
and avoid isola
tion. Though 
there are hierar
chies in this 
world too, they 
are more of 
friendship than of 
power and 
accomplishment. 

reading this book, I have 
to say that I had dozens of wonderful 
and insightful flashbacks of many of 
my important relationships. I could 
easily recognize my own conversations 
and misunderstandings in her exam
ples. 

"Of course," Ms. Tannen acknowl
edges, "conversational style differences 
do not explain all the problems that 
arise in relationships between women 
and men. But if we can sort out dif
ferences based on conversational style, 
we will·be in a better position to con
front real conflicts of interest and to 
find a sharect language in which to 
negotiate them," 

· In Ms. Tannen's introduction she be they personal or 
describes talk between women and work-related. Ms. Tan
men as "cross-cultural communica- nen's insight into these 
tion." She also explains that a cross differences is unique 
cultural approach to gender differences and thought provoking. 
in conversational style differs from She explains that 
other work on gender and language men generally operate 
which claims that conversations as individuals in a hier
between men and women break down archical social order -
because men seek to dominate women. they are either one-up 
No one can deny that men as a class or one-down. In this 

•u.,,,r1 y !oodnmlo9 ... 
'""'d~st!ned to NCO~ O<ldMk 

lfl UK fiefc. cf in~rp.-150-ft:QI relmJQNi-" 
---··-·-"'··-·" ScmF1ancl1'.c"Ch,onJ<k 

I 

DEBORAH TANNEN, Ph.D. I 
Author of That's Not What J Meantf j 

Of course 
women are also 
concerned with 
achieving status 

Putting our unique strengths and 
abilities together, and working side by 
side, we can then go about the real 
task at hand which is the healing of 
our families and out nation ...... 

Catholic Controversy-Over Papal Authority 
by Sidney Callahan 
Special to Religious News Service 

Dr. Callahan is a psychologist and 
author of eight books, most recently Par
ents Forever: You and Your Adult Chil
dren, published by Crossroad. She 
teaches at Mercy College in Dobbs Ferry, 
N. Y. 

T
wenty-five years ago Pope 
Paul Vl issued Humanae 
Vitae and reaffirmed the 
Roman Catholic Church' s 
ban on the use of artificial 

contraception. Ever since that fateful 
day in July, controversy has swirled 
around the encyclical. 

I heard the news a few months after 
I had published a book defending the 
morality of artificial birth control when 
used to further the good of marriage 
and family life . -t that point, my hus
band and I had borne seven children 
in 10 years, suffered a SIDS death and 
were struggling to bring up our six chil
dren aged 3 to 13. 

Money for food, shoes and medicine 
was difficult enough, but even more 
crucial was the growing realization that 
individual children require personal 
psychological attention and time that 
can eventually exceed available per
sonal and social resources. As healthy 
young parents, we might have enthu
siastically procreated more adorable 
babies, but rearing them responsibly 
was another matter. 

We had been taught as Catholics 
t~at marital sexuality was God's good 

sacramental gift to be used to further 
love and unity. Therefore it seemed per
versely illogical to employ a supposed
ly "natural" method of birth limitation 
entailing sexual abstinence when con
traception was available. 

Since technological development is 
intrinsically natural to human beings, 
any distinctions between natural and 
artificial methods failed to be persua
sive. (In those days, family planning 
was not as sophisticated or highly 
developed as today, but even in its pre
sent form it is not as effective for many 
couples as using contraception.) 

Humanae Vitae mistakenly analyzes 
each marital sexual act in isolation, 
rather than recognizing sexuality as 
ongoing within a whole complex rela
tionship. Today, many married people 
lead hectic lives, with frequent sepa
rations and sexual abstinence already 
~uilt into professional and family 
schedules. Under harassed family con
ditions arising from overwork and 
unpredictable child-rearing emergen
cies, it is not easy to find the time or 
energy to keep a loving sexual life alive 
and well. 

Whatever celibates may imagine, the 
sexual challenge in modern marriage 
is not to control unbridled lust. but 
rather to cultivate joyful sexual cele
brations of love on those occasions 
when it can be an:anged. Fatigue is one 
sexual inhibitor and anxiety over pos
sible pregnancies another. Not sur
prisingly, the majority of faithful 
Catholic married folk follow their con-

science an~ disregard unconvincing 
arguments against contraception. 

Many negative consequences have 
arisen from Humanae Vitae's teaching. 
Because the encyclical seems so mis
guided, Catholics tend to ignore the 
important truths informing the body of 
the encyclical. The authentic witness 
of the Catholic Church's general teach
ing on sexuality has been discredited 
and distorted. 

In my own prolife work, I find many 
Catholics who waver in ollowing the 
prophetic leadership of the church on 
abortion because past Catholic teach
ings on contraception were so wrong. 
Ironically when the church appeared 
to equate contraception and abortion 
as equally sinful, it became harder for 
the faithful to tell the difference. Yet 
responsibly avoiding conception before
hand is vastly different from killing a 
new human life once begun. 

Also disheartening are the wounds 
in the church arising from tbe use, or 
abuse, of papal authority exemplified 
in Humanae Vitae. Paul Vl did not fol
low the recommendations of the birth 
control commission he had set up . 
Instead of listening to the majority 
report of theologians, physicians and 
married laity, the pope retreated to reit
erating a papal ban on contraception 
propounded before Vatican 11. 

This act of papal authoritarianism 
provoked worldwide disappointment, 
indignation and protests among 
Catholic theologians, bishops and lay · 
persons committed to the collegial 

church proclaimed by the Second Vat
ican Council. 

The resulting furor and calls for 
reform of the governing structures of 
the church persist. The church 
becomes ever more polarized as John 
Paul II and Vatican officials vigorous
ly defend Humanae Vitae and the tra
ditionalist vision of papal and church 
authority which produced it. Rome acts 
to curb theological dissent, and 
endorsements oLHumanae Vitae are 
made a litmus tlcsft: fioJr becoming a bish
op. 

Yes, I understand that for tradi
tionalists in the church, the ban on 
artificial contraception is a prophetic 
stand that separates those who truly 
follow the Lord from lax secularized 
Catholics gone astray. Sincere conser
vatives aver that Roman authorities 
must hold the line on sex, both on prin
ciple and as a symbolic check against 
descending the slippery slope into 
chaos. 

But many other mainstream 
Catholics and I follow a different vision. 
In this age God is calling us to work 
and pray for a more collegial church, 
one able to admit that Humanae Vitae 
contains erroneous judgments . Of 
course the church makes mistakes, but 
we learn and rriove on. After 25 years, 
The main lesson of Humanae Vitae is 
that we desperately need the Holy Spir
it to~ lead us toward a more Christian 
way of making communal decisions 
and exercising church authority . ..... 
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New Witnessing Literature 
by Dr. Andrew Wilson 

F
or this new age Father and Mother have had 
printed the Textbook for World Peace and the 
Proclamation of the Messiah I. Added to these 
we now see Building a World of True Love and 
The Healing of the World. 

Thank God and rejoice! 
The new crop of literature coming out promises to 

make the message of Unificationism more accessible 
than ever before. In the past year, HSA Publications 
has published four new booklets : Building a World of 
True Love, Textbook for World Peace, Proclamation of 
the Messiah I, and now, The Healing of the World. These 
quality publications provide an unparalleled selection 
of inexpensive witnessing materials. Each gives new 
perspective aimd · "gil:J.t into Father, the Divine Princi
ple, and the Unification Church. 

Consider the publications situation at the beginning 
of 1992. Excluding the various collections of Father's 
speeches, the witnessing material put out by the Amer
ican church could be roughly classified into two types: 
book-length texts that treat the Divine Principle in great 
detail and lists of projects in glossy pamphlets stud
ded with color photos . Of booklets suitable for wit
nessing, there were only three: two 

lication of Building a World of True Love in the summer 
of 1992. The Divine .Principle was originally written for 
an audience of Korean Christians, and the book deals 
with a frame of reference that is often quite different 
from that of most secularized Americans. Dirk Antho
nis, in his spare time and as a tribal messiah, set to 
work to produce a concise summary of the Principle 
written in language easy for an American audience. 
The result is Building a World of True Love. It is an 
excellent introduction to the Divine Principle. 

One feature of Anthonis's treatment of the Principle 
which sets it apart is his use of supporting quotations 
from the scriptures of the world's religions. Although 
the Divine Principle was revealed based upon the Bible, 
and was initially given as a divine gift for the revival of 
Christianity, the contemporary stage of the providence 
is to embrace all the world's religions. Father instruct
ed the preparation of World Scripture because he hon
ors all religious teachings as manifestations of the will 
of God. Utilizing the World Scripture book, it is easy to 
find support in the scriptures of every religion for Divine 
Principle teachings. 

By demonstrating that the Divine Principle is a uni
versal teaching that n1spects all religions, . Building a 
World of True Love gives a glimpse of the Divine Prin

ciple's power to unite the world. 
introductory booklets of Father's speeches, 
God's Warning to the World (1985), and a 
quite useful booklet The Path of a Pioneer 
( 1986), which collected several historic tes
timonies about Father's early life. 

New occasions teach new duties 

With the advent of 
the Completed 
Testament Age, the 
message of 
Unificationism has 
moved to a new key. 

The latest publication is The Healing 
of the World. [It was introduced May 13 
at Father's inaugural speech in New 
York.] This _booklet is a useful intro
duction to all three aspects of Unifica
tionism : the True Parents-a brief 
biography of Father and Mother, t~e 

With the accomplishments of the. last ~--------- teaching-a summary of Divine Princi-
seven years, and the advent of the Completed Testa- ple, and the unification family-a survey of projects. 
ment Age, the message of Unificafamism..has. moved to While the synopsis of Divine Principle is largely abridged 
a new key. More than ever, it is a message of world from Building a World of True Love, the discussion of 
peace, a message of true love for the sake of others, Father's life is the most complete available in an intro
and a message of confidence in the future built upon ductory format. It is the first book to divide his min
foundations laid and missions accomplj.shed. The year istry into three stages: his calling, the wilderness course, 
1992 witnessed the successful launching of the and th,e tim~ of consummation and homecoming. It 
Women's Federation ' f~r World Peace. On August 24, highlights the role of Mother and the Women's Feder-
1992, Father officially proclaimed his Messiahship and ation for World Peace. The layout is attractive and there 
True Parentship before the world. In order that this is a diverse selection of photographs. 
good news be proclaimed to a wide audience, new pub- All of these publications are ideal introductions to 
lications are needed which can convey its essence in Unificationism. 
simple language. Dr. Andrew Wilson is the director of the Encyclope0 

Initial impetus came from the True Parents them- dia Project. HSA Publications Note: Building a World of 
selves, as Mother's speeches were published in the True Love and The Healing of the World are both sold 
Textbook for World Peace and Father's declaration of out. We rinted 7000 0 each-theu must be fi lling a 

• -. -· - L h-e dawmn-g ortlre-errm-ptete-d-Te-sta·ment-A:ge--wa:s- need. Both books have both been.revised and will short
rushed to press as Proclamation of the Messiah I. In the ly be available as a 2 volume set. Both books will be 7" 
same spirit, members of the American church have x 10" in size with a format similar to the original Build
also brought forth new witnessing materials. ing book. Both will have pictures to augment the text.~ 

The pioneering work of Dirk Anthonis led to the pub-

Pol I: Literal belief in Bible is declining in U.S. 
By George Gallup, Jr. and Robert Bezilla © 1993 Princeton Reli
gion Research Cent41r 

(RNS)-One of the most dramatic shifts in religious beliefs 
in this country is how people view the Bible. As recent
ly as 1963, two adults in three accepted the Bible as the 
actual word of God, to be taken literally word for word. 
Today, only -ai e adult in two (49 percent) contin
ues to view it that way. 

Although some young people continue to interpret 
the writings of the Bible literally wordJor word, the major
ity now are more likely to view scriptural writings as 
inspired accounts that sometimes must be interpreted 
figuratively. Young people also are less likely than their 
elders to accept biblical .accounts of the creation of 
human beings and the universe as being literally true. 

Literal belief in the Bible seems to decline with age. 
Overall, 39 percent of teen-agers say they believe in it 
word for word, but this view is less often held by older 
teens. Most likely to interpret the Bible literally are 45 
percent of younger teens, ages 13 to 15. By age 16, just 
31 percent of teens still hold to literalist interpretations 
of the Bible. 

A near majority of teens (46 percent) \riew the Bible 
as the inspired word of God, but not as a book in which 
everything should be taken literally word for word. This 
also is the view of 49 percent of the adults in this coun
try. 

For 14 percent of teens the Bible is nothing more than 
an ancient book of fables, legends, history and moral 

teachings, recorded by man. A similar number of adults 
(16 percent) take the same view. 

The "creationist" view or literal biblical accounting of 
the origin of human beings is of co~cern to most edu
cators and scientists, who feel it impedes the proper 
study of the natural sciences by substituting religious 
dogma for accepted scientific theories. 

A slight majority of teens (52 percent) believe humans 
have developed over millions of years from lesser forms, • 
but that the process was guided by God: An additional 
10 percent of teens say human development took mil
lions of years, but also maintain God played no role in 
the process. Both theories are consistent with the sci
entific world's prevailing "Darwinian" view of the devel
opment of human life. 

Younger teens (39 percent) are somewhat more like
ly than older teens (30 percent) to accept the literal bib
lical view of the creation of human beings. 

The findings are based on telephone interviews with 
a representative national cross section of .505 teen-agers, 
ages 13 to 17, conducted during the period of Jan. 23-
31, 1993. Results reported for adults are taken from a 
nationwide telephone survey by the Gallup Organiza
tion of 1,005 persons, ages 18 and older, conducted in 
November 1991. . 

Findings based on samples of these sizes have a mar
gin of error of plus or minus 4 percentage points for the 
sample of teens and 3 percentage points for the sample 
of adults.~ 

ffc3,essing 
and Ideal Family 
presents the 
Reverend Moon's 
thought from 
throughout his 
world-wide 
ministry. 
The Blessing -
the Unification 
marriage ideal 
and commitment 
to eternal love -
is clearly 
explained. 
The concept of 
family, the central 
tenet of all 
Unification 
teach~ng, is 
detailed in 
chapter after 
chapter, 
discussing all 
aspects of life. A 
landmark book in 
Korea, and now 
available in 
English. 
632 pages 
leatherette 
$25 
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To he included, send us a photo of all your family (color is fine except fOI those indoors-without-a-flash deep orange snaps which 
will tum out horrid) with all your names and the birthdate of the latest arrival with an optional donation to: Unification News 

Arrivals, 4 West 43rd Street, NY NY 10036 (returns with self-addressed, stamped envelope only, please). · 
~ 

This month we are proud to present: 
• • 1. Jan & Britta Parker (Hanal.ie Kausi, HI) with Damiel, Karen & Michael (7/30/90) 

• 2. David & Yoshiko Floyd {Walnut Creek, CA) with Jacksun Hisash.i (8/24/93) 
• 3. Denis & Maria Teresa Manor (W'1$hington, DC) with Melissa Insoon (9/17/93) 

• 4. Amos & Beatrice Clyburn (Charlotte, NC) with Sun-Mi & Ayana Isabelle Young-Don (4/17/93) 

~ 

New 
A -rrivals 
~ 

~ Plush quality carpet 
m, White with red church logo ~ 

~ ~ Hand-beveled emblem ~ 
Perimeter binding,· non-skid backing ~ 

!!el Ideal for prayer room or I 
as a wall hanging I 

2 k x 3 ft - $70 ~ 3 ft x 4 ft - $120 ~ 
~ 
~ I 
~ 
~ ; 

shipping & handling - $5. 95 8 allow 2- 3 weeks for delivery 
CA residents add 8½% sales tax 

Cosmopolitan Designs 
60 Maywood Drive • San Francisco, CA 94127 

(415) 731-6866 • fax (415) 731-6865 

Position open for mechanically-inclined 
member maintaining refrigerated 
floral-display cases for thriving 

Westchester-based business in the NY 
metropolitan are. Excellent benefits. 

Call Phyllis Kim at (914) 747-9466 will 
send check $20 

ONE TO ONE MINISTRY BY MAIL 
By Dr. Patrick Anthony Ramsey, MSC.D. 

Graduate of the 
University of Metaphysics 

BY Mail' Services offered: Personal 
Counseling, individualized study, le~m to 
heal yourself, guided meditations, study 

dreams. Together, let us make your world 
a better place! Personal-Confidential

Discrete. By Donation-No One Refused. 
Mail to: 

Cosmic Universal Structures, c/o Dr. Pat, 
1111 South Lake Street 

Burbank, CA 91502. 
. _ _ ...Xhonej F.}x::__(818) 848-6838 ~--

Beautiful 8xl0 

color photographs 

of True Parents and 

of the True Family. 

Ask for them next time you 

send in a donation to 

support the work of the 
Unification News 

(at least $16 for 
one, $30 for both, 
please. Add $2 for 

airmail outside 
the USA). 

Unification News 
4 West 43rd St. 

NY NY 10036 
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Founded by the 
Reverend Sun Myung Moon 

in 1982 

UNIFICATION 

NEWS 
Editor 

Richard L. Lewis 

4 West 43rd Street 
New York, NY 10036 ~-

(212). 997-0050 X 208 
fax: (212) 768-0791 

Unification News is published by the 
Holy Spirit Association for the 
Unification of World Christianity (HSA
UWC), 4 West 43rd Street, New York, 
NY 10036. The term "Unification 
Church" has frequently been used to 
denote both the formal corporate entity 
of HSA-UWC and the inform ally 
orga.nizeci! C\:lil'fillu4'lii1y, r,I ' 11 stmg 
of HSA-UWC members, its members 
and other friends and adherents of the 
Unification faith. 
Many of the activities, projects and 
organizations described in the Unification 
News as affiliated with or part of the 
"Unification Church" are in fact entities 
which are organizationally and/or 
financially independent of HSA-UWC, 
but are commonly considered to be 
"Unification Church" activities because 
they are fully or partially funded, 
inspired, or staffed by HSA-UWC, its 
members, and other adherents of the 
Unification faith. 
Much of the material presented in the 
Unification News is offered for the 
information and stimulation of the reader, 
and not necessarily to present the official 
views of the Unification Church or 
related organizations. 

@ HSA-UWC 1993 
Holy Spirit Association 

for the 
Unification of World Christianity. 
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Law Offices of 

ANDREW P. BACUS 
A TIORNEY AT LAW 

General Legal Practice 
• Immigration 
• Wills 
• Contracts, Leases 
• Business Law 

f 8 EAST 41ST.STREET, SUITE 950 
NEWYORK,NY 10017 

TEL. (212)889-7526 
FAX.(212)889-7519 . 

~ ~= ·, 

ACCOUNTING 
AUDIT 

TAX SERVICES 
1111111111111111 

Over 15 years experience 
with the Church, non,profits 

and businesses 
~-=== 

SUSAN P. BRUNHOFER, CPA 
Firehouse Plaza • 23 S. Broadway 

Redhook, NY 125 71 
(914) 758-4355 • fax (914) 758-3922 

~-=== 
DAVID BALISE, CMA 

721 Prospect St. • Glen Rock, NJ 07452 
(201) 251-9667 

One or two rooms available in large 
Ossining NY home with Blessed-Family. 

Call (914) 923-4229 

MEMBERS interested in ACTING for 
upcoming TV lecture series, contact 
· Erling Lea, 8540 Birmingham Dr., 

Austin TX 78748. (512) 280-4828 

Free 
Mother's speeches by modem 

Unofficial HSA-UWC BBS 
415-968-7481 

~~~4111 Have ~r family 
photographs and 

all types of artwork framed at a 
professional family gallery 

Grand Terminal Gallery 
Graybar Buildir:ig/Grand Central 

(212) 599-6523 
420 Lexington Ave. 

Graybar Bldg./Grand Central stn. 
CALL FOR DIRECTlONS 

Clifton Baker, MBA 
Attorney at Law 

❖ Immigration • 

❖ International • 

❖ Business Planning • 

❖ Corporate • 

+ Personal • 

+ Non-profit + 

2162 East 61 Street; Suite 19 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136-0900 

PHONE (918) 748-8773 
FAX (918) 748-8784 

HOUSE FOR SALE Irvington, N.Y. 1st Fl. 
3 bedrooms 1 1 / 2 bathrooms. Lower 
floor separate entratice. L bedroom, 1 t 
living room, 1 bath. call 215-775-3768 

ATTENTION: EVERYONE INTERESTED 
IN HISTORY. The Society For the 

Workinis of God's Providence in History 
now exists. The first i~sue of its journal 

God's Providence is scheduled for January 
1994 publication. For a Statement of 

Purpose, membership information and 
Guidelines for Writers, write: 

Robert Jules Chaumont, 3412 University 
Blvd. H~, M;rylan..!!_20783 

New Yorker 
family Dentistry 

Kyung-Hee Chin 
0.0.S M.S.D Ph.D 

481 - 8th Ave. 
SUlte512 

New York, New York 10001 

1r (212) 987-0S17 

Office Hours Specialist In Root 
by Appointment Canal Treatment 

W. Farley Jones 
Attorney at Law 

Personal Injury 
Wrongful Death 
Auto Accidents 

Medical Malpractice 

28 Second Street 
Troy, NY 12181 

Call Collect 
(518) 274-5820 

Korean-speaking Business Person 
to represent billion=dollar multinational 

soon expanding to Korea. Great , 
opportunity1 We train. Call or write mm; 

to: H.P.L, PO Box 626, 
4870 AP Etten Leur, Holland 

011-31-1608-19081 
fax: 011-31-1608-20614 

For Holy Robes for Blessed Couple and 
White Robes for Blessed Children please 
· " call: Hilde Weinmann 

. (301) 773-3641 
Please Order NOW for God's Day 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: The Unification News accepts announcements for publication 
(while reseNing the right to return any that are deemed unsuitable by the editor) 
at the rate of $1 for each three words. 
(Rounded up to the nearest$, please. Send payment-see Method below-with text.) 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: The rates are: small Ispay ; 1 8 pag 
1/4 page-$150. Contact the office for more information: UNews Advertising, 
4 West 43rd St., NY NY 10036. phone (212) 997-0050><208; fax (212) 768-0791 , 

-----------------------------------------------GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS 

I am taking 
out a gift 

subscription. 

Make sure your 
name and address 

appear on the other 
side (so we can 

send you a renewal 
notice). Use a blank 

sheet of paper if 
you want to order 
more than one gift 

subscription. 

CITY _________ _ 

STATE ___ _ 

1 year: 0 USA $20 

2 years: 0 USA $38 

5 y~ars: 0 USA $90 

ZIP ____ _ 

.0 non-USA$40 

0 non-USA $76 

0 non-USA $180 

IVIETHOD OF IPAVIVIENT 

Please add up the cost of personal and gift subscriptions along with any optional 
· donation and pay this total (in US$) by check, money order or credit card. 

TOTAL: 1 · am adding a donation of 

$ $ ____ to support your work 

0 so send me a beautifully-formatted ,, 
up-to-date True Family Tree 
(at least a $5 donation, please) 

0 Check/money order {made out to HSA Unification News) enclosed 

0 VISA O MasterCard O Diner/Carte Blanche 

Credit Card Account Number Expiration date . 

signature daytime phone 
This payment is made on the Credit Card noted above and is accordance with 

the terms of my Credit Card Agreement and is non-cancelable , 
r 
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American Church 

DIRECTORY 
NATIONAL 
HEADQUARTERS 
4 West 43rd Street 
New York, NY 10036 
(212) 997-0050 EXT: 

U.Newe 208 Gen. affail'tl 282 
Legal 213 Financial 246 

Publications 225 BFD 290 
ID/records 234 lnaurenca 236 

Speech dept. 298 J. office 703 

ALABAMA 
5901 Old Huntsville Road 
McCalla, AL 35111 
(205) 426-4333 
Anniston, Bayou La Batl'tl, Huntavilla, 
Mobile, Montgomery, Tuacalooae 

ALASKA 
17105 Coronado Rd. 
Eagle River, AK 99577 
(907) 694-4336 
Fairbanks, Kodiak 

ARIZONA • 
30 West Willetta 
Phoenix, AZ 85003 
(602) 253-6387 
Tucson 

ARKANSAS 
7817 Arch St. Pike 
Little Rock, AR 72206 
(501) 562-3628 

CALIFORNIA, NORTH 
2717 Hearst Ave. 
BerkeleY., CA 94 709 
(510) 486-0767 
San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento 

IIiJ CALIFORNIA, SOUTH 
950 Holly Vista 

, Pasadena, CA 91105 
(213) 222-5900 
(213) 681-5291 
San Diego 

D COLORADO+ 
777 Broadway_ 
Boulder, CO 80302 
(303) 447-9484 
Denver, Colorado Springs, 
Fort Colina, Pueblo . 

CONNECTICUT 
750 Elm Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
(203) 562-8370 
Bridgeport, Hartford 

D DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
1610 Columbia Rd. NW 
Washin ton, DC 20009 

Alexandria, Bowie, Capitol Hill, 
DC Metro 1-4, Mt Rainier, Arlington, 
New Carrolton, NW DC, Reston, 
Fairfax County, Silver Springe 

DELAWARE 
2600 Baynard Blvd. 
WilminQton, DE 19802 
(302) 655-0316 

FLORIDA 
3399 NW 72nd Ave. 
Suite 212 
Miami, FL 33122 
(305) 594-9961 
Jacksonville, Orlando, , 
Tallahassee, Tampa 

D GEORGIA 
3060 Bouldercrest Rd. 
Ellenwood, GA 30049 
(404) 241-2000 
Athena, Augusts, Columbus, Savannah . 

HAWAII 
659 - 9th Ave. 
Honolulu, HI 96816 
(BOB) 735-3982 

IDAHO . 
419 Allumbaugh St. 
Boise, ID 83704 
(208) 376-2103 

l'J ILLINOIS 
7450 N. Sheridan 
Chicago, IL 60626 
(312) 274-7441 
Algonquin, Bloomington, Champaign, 
Rockford 

IND/ANA 
404 E. 38th Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46205 
(317) 283-1358 
Lafayette 

IOWA 
803 Hickman Rd. 
Des Moines, IA 50314 
(515) 246-1330 
Iowa City 

KANSAS 
2603 SE Ohio 
Topeka, KS 66605' 
(913) 235-6913 
Wichita 

KENTUCKY 
1402 Cherokee Road 
Louisvi11 e, KY 40204 
(502) 452-2577 

LOUISIANA 
4411 Canal Street 
New Orleans, LA 70119 
(504) 486-5804 
Baton Rouga, Shreveport 

1871 Congress St 
Portland, l'JIE 04102 
(207) 761-0677 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Unification News 
4 West 43rd Street 
New York, NY 10036 

SECOND 
CLASS 

MARYLAND 
5 Terrace Dale 
Towson, MD 21204 
(301 ) 494-0051 
Annapolis, Frederick 

-0 MASSACHUSETTS -
46 Beacon Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
(617) 227-2305 
Dorchester, New Bedford, Newton, 
Springfield, Worcester 

MICHIGAN 
21635 Ryan Road 
Warren, Ml 48091 
(313) 755-7090/7 
Ann Arbor, Bettle Creek, 
Kalamazoo, Lansing 

Iii MINNESOTA 
1 OCXJ SE 5th St. 
MinneaJJolis, MN 55414 
[612) 378-1416 
Duluth, Mankato, St Cloud, St Paul 

MISSISSIPPI 
3437 West Cagital St. 
Jackson, MS 39209 
(601) 969-1208 
Hattieallurg, Mosa Point, Vicksburg 

MISSOURI 
5111 Waterman Blvd. 
St. Louis, MO 63108 
(314) 454-1699 
Kaniiaa City 

MONTANA 
501 S. 29th 
Billi~s. MT 59101 
(406) 245-5319 
Glendive, Great Fella, Mi&11oula, Helena 

NEBRASKA 
491 5 Cass Street 
Omaha, NE 68132 
(402) 55R...i1664 
Bellevue, Kearney, Lincoln 

NEVADA 
1740 Leonard Lane 
Las Vegas, NV 89108 
(702) 648-3134 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
69 Brook Street 
Manchester NH 03104 
(603) 669-8577 
Portsmouth 

DNEWJERSEY 
556 Mt. Prospect Ave 
Newark, NJ 07104 
(201) 485-7179 
Dover, Camden, Jersey City, 
Nsw Brunswick, Patereon, Trenton 

QNEW -
subscription 

0 EXTEND 
this subscription 

{do not remove your 
mailing label) 

D CHANGE 
this address 

(do not remove your 
' bel, extend your 
ion if necessary) 

td t8S ~8~l t6/£0 at 
va1;11-41;13 

LXZ WlW lNO ~~OA ~l~OH 
>.:!J <INV11N3)1 tv 
- SNIJAI770S 3H1 

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE YOU _ •• ~.- .. .,.._,....,,,..,..--, n1:s T O-US: 
WE NEED IT TO REFE"'ENCE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION CORRECTLY 

m NEW YORK CITY 
657 Westminster Rd . 
Brookly__n, NY 11230 
(718) 859-6820 
M anhattan, Bronx, Quaena, 
Long Island, Staten Island, Harlem, 
Westchester, Puerto Rico, 
Korean Church, Japanese Church, 
Hispanic Church 

NEW YORK STATE 
107 Whitehall Rd 
Albany, NY 12209 

1 (518) 465-8860 
Buffalo, Ithaca, Kingston, Newburgh, 
New Paltz, Poughkeepsie, Rad Hook, 

· Rome, Saugerties, Syracuse, Troy 

NORTH CAROLINA 
2401 Dalesford Dr. 

·charlotte. NC 28205 
[704) 535-5216 
Fayetteville, Greensboro, 
Ralsigh, Wilson 

NORTH DAKOTA 
608 - 9th Street S. 
Fargo, ND 58103 
(701 ) 293-9765 
Bismarck 

OHIO 
1968 Indianola Ave. 
Columbus, OH 43201 
(614) 294-4524 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton 

OKLAHOMA 
304 S. University Blvd. 
Norman, OK 73069 
(405) 360-4025 

OREGON 
2115 SE. 148th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97233 
(503) 760-7333 

'NNSYLVANI 
123 S. 41 st Street 
PhiladelRhia, PA 19104 
(215) 382-0616 
Pittsburgh, Raeding 

PUERTO RICO 
Ave. El Commandante HT 29 
#3 RA Ext. Country Club 
Calorina, PR 00982 
(809) 769-8135 

RHODE ISLAND 
136 Carr Street 
Providence, RI 02905 
(401 J 941-4350 
Woonsocket 

Regional center Change this month ., ' 
0 STATE CENTER • 
Mailing address 
City, State & zip 
Telephone number . 
City cantel'tl 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
201 North Prairie Ave . 
Sioux Falls, SD 57104 
(605) 332-2404 
Rapid City 

TENNESSEE 
2516 Belmont Blvd. 
Nashville, TN 37212 
(615) 269-4812 
Chattanooga, Jackson,JohnaonCity 
Knoxville, Memphis 

D TEXAS, NORTH + 
2133 Pleasant Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75227 
(214) 388-5297 
Amarillo, El Paso, Fort Worth 

TEXAS, SOUTH 
142 a rive 
Houston, TX 77043 
(713) 468-6991 
Austin, San Antonio 

UTAH 
1969 View Street 
Salt Lake City,, UT 84105 
(801) 486-1835 
Bountiful, Brigham City, Layton, Logan, 
Ogden, Orem, Sandy, Tooele 

VERMONT 
351 Lakeshore Dr. 
Colchester, VT 05446 
(802) 658-9148 
Barre 

VIRGINIA 
7519 Carnaby Court 
Richmond, VA 23225 
(804) 320-8770 
Charlottesville, Newport News, 
Norfolk, Roanoke 

D WASHINGTON 
7000 26th Ave. NW 
Seattle, WA 98117 
(206) 523-0242 
Bellingham, Olympia, Spokane, Tacoma 

WEST VIRGINIA 
1527 Lewis Street 
Charleston, WV 25311 
(304) 342-2688 
Charleston 

WISCONSIN 
3031 N. Frederick Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 
(414) 332-6967 
Madison 

WYOMING 

1 year: 0 USA $20 

2 years: 0 USA $38 

5 years; 0 USA $90 

0 non-USA $40 

0 non-USA $76 

0 non-USA $180 

NAME_--'---'-'--'----'-~---

ADDRESS'------'------'-----

C • ll • f 
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